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STELLINGEN

Zij {Zi}(2-oo een rij stijgende reële getallen, zodaning dat

|«,- - >| < a < 1/4, « e Z .

Zij de lineare operator T, de Gram matrix G en het stelsel {&•}"=_„ (n 6 IN) als gegeven
in Sectie III.2 van dit proefschrift. T' is de geadjungeerde operator van T. Definieeer de
truncatie ƒ„ van een functie ƒ E PT als

f — V

1. Neem aan dat f 6 F'r voldoet aan de schatting

voor t 6 JR \ {0},7 > 1/2. In dat geval geldt voor de trunca.tiefout,

M. Zwaan, Approximation of the solution to the moment problem in a Hilbert
space, Num. Fund. Anal, and Opt., vol. 11, no. 5 & 6, 1990, pp. 601-608.

2. De generalisatie van Papoulis' schatting (5.14), naar net geval van niet-uniforme bemon-
stering is:

A. Papoulis, Signal Analysis, McGmw Hill, 1977.

3. De formule (3.28) voor de oplossing van de Bloch vergelijking zoals gegeven door Mansfield
en Morris is onjuist. De conclusies gebaseerd op deze formule zijn echter wel juist.

P. Mansfield, P.G. Morris, NMR Imaging in Biomedicine, Academic Press,
1982.

Zij L#iP de lijn in B? loodrecht op de vector 8 := (9\,9Ï) met afstand \p\ tot de oorsprong:

Le.p •= { i € Ä 2 | x-6-p = 0}.

0 ligt op de eenheidscirkel 51 in il2 en p 6 R. De Radontransformatie f —> Rf op R2 is
gedefinieerd door

(Ä/)(#,p) := ƒ f(X)dx.



De inversieformule voor de Radontransformatie is

Zij ƒ —• Qf de transformatie die aan een functie ƒ haar integralen over cirkels door de
oorsprong toekent:

Je..,

met
C»,v := {xeR2\ \\x - 0pj2\\ =

4. De inversieformule voor Q:

kan worden afgeleid uit de inversieformule voor de Radontransformatie f —» Rf door
middel van de Möbiustransformatie

met x := (11,12).
A.M. Cormack, Radon's Problem, Old and New, SIAM, AMS Proc., vol. 14,
Inverse Problems, 1984, PP- 33-43.

M. Zwaan, A Radontransform on Circles through the Origin in JR2, CWI
Quarterly, vol. 2, no. 1, Amsterdam, March 1989.

5. Zij ƒ een continue functie met support in een annulus rond de oorsprong, dan is de
uitdruH-ing (k = 0,1,2,...;

r<*> , 1 .

QJ(6,p)dp

een homogene polynoom van graad k in de variabele 6.

M. Zwaan, A Radontransform on Circles through the Origin in M2, CWI
Quarterly, vol. 2, no. 1, Amsterdam, March 1989.

6. Het algoritme van Hundert en Sangiovanni- Vincente//]' voor de simulatie van niet-lineare
electrische circuits in het frequentie domein geeft in de praktijk geen bevredigende resul-
taten.

K.S. Hundert, A. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, IEEE Transactions on Computer
Aided Design, vol. CAD-5, no. 4, October 1986.

1. Wegens het huidige sa/arispei/ ervaren oio's hun positie als "onderzoeker in ongenade."

8. De benarde positie van het C. W.I. en andere Nederlandse bedrijven in ogenschouw geno-
men, lijkt het Philips-syndroom veeleer een besmettelijk virus dan een geïsoleerd ver-
schijnsel.



Introduction: Model Building

Practical and Mathematical Aspects

The analysis of images of two dimensional cross sections of human organs is one of the fields
of interest in diagnostic medicine. The techniques of obtaining these images are referred
to as tomography, which literally means 'writing in slices'. We only mention three such
methods: Ultrasound Tomography, X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI). Any medical image, produced with the aid of ultrasonic waves,
X-rays (CT) or electromagnetic waves (MRI), is the result of the interaction between the
radiation "mployed and the tissue to be displayed. The reconstruction process consists of
converting the information in the measured signals to images of cross sections of the human
body. The reconstruction, processing and analysis of tomographic pictures constitutes an
important area of research for mathematicians.

This thesis is concerned with the mathematical and computational aspects of reconstruction
techniques by means of magnetic resonance imaging, in particular for the time-dependent
case, referred to as dynamic MRI.
The main subjects of this thesis are:

— a mathematical framework for dynamic MRI reconstruction;
— analytic solutions, numerical algorithms and

development of reconstruction techniques;
— stability analysis of the reconstruction algorithms;
— comparison between these algorithms.

In the first section of this introduction we briefly present the physical aspects of magnetic
resonance imaging. The second section discusses practical aspects and limitations of MRI.
Some historical remarks are given in Section 3. An introduction to dynamic MRI is given
in Section 4. In Section 5 we give the mathematical problem definition for dynamic MHI
reconstruction and illustrate the solution method. The main results and conclusions of
this dissertation are stated in the last section of this introduction.



ii Introduction

1. Physical aspects of MRI

As we will see in this section the spatial Fourier coefficients of a spin density of the tissue
in the cross section can be measured in MAI. It is the aim of MRI to reconstruct this
density from the measured Fourier coefficients and to display its amplitude on a computer
screen. In this section we explain how measurements are performed, how reconstructions
are obtained and how they are displayed.

A spin density of tissue in a cross section of the human body is represented by a function
F : D —* <T. The set D represents the cross section of the human body. For simplicity
we assume that D := [-ir, JT)2 := [—jr,x] x [-?r,Jr). The amplitude \F(r)\ is the proton
density at position r € D, i.e. it is a measure for the 'number' of protons in the tissue per
unit area. For example, for muscle and <at tissue the value of |F(r)| is large and for bone
or lung tissue smaller. This is bee? "is density of hydrogen atoms, which are built
up from elementary particles such as • s, is higher for muscle tissue than for lung or
bone tissue.

The measurements are performed by mea..s of magnetic fields and a radio frequency pulse,
called rf-puUe, such that the spins of hydrogen protons in the human body are excited.
This induces a signal in the detection coil of the MR-machine (see Chapter VI for more
details),

S(t) « / F ( r )e -^ G r ' ( i r . (0.1)
JD

Here j 2 = —1, 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio and G := (GX,GV) is the magnetic gradient
field. In practice time dependent magnetic gradient fields are used, which are not taken
into account in formula (0.1). We refer to Part II of this thesis for a generalization of (0.1)
to the case of time dependent gradient fields.

Now Formula (0.1) will be derived in an intuitive manner. Since the human body consists
mainly of water, there is an abundance of hydrogen atoms, which in their turn are built
up from elementary particles like electrons and protons. A proton is a particle which
posesses a spin, a magnetic dipole. The density of the spins of the protons in the tissue
at position r and time t is called the magnetization M(r,<). If the tissue is positioned
in a homogeneous magnetic field with magnitude B and direction parallel to the 2-axis,
then the magnetization is also parallel to the z-axis. This magnetization can be forced to
precess around the z-axis at the Larmor frequency yB, by applying an rf-pulse. This is
a rotating magnetic field in the plane orthogonal to the z-direction (the ly-plane), which
has frequency -yB. Denote the magnetization vector M(r, t) in three coordinates as

M(r,<) = (Mz(r,t),My(r,t),Mz{r,i)).

Write the xy component as a complex number,

Mi(r , I ) :=M t ( r , ( ) + jW,(r,().

The precession around the 2-axis of the magnetization vector can be described as
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where a> is the Larmor frequency fB.

Figure 9.1. Precession of the magnetization vector around the direction of the homo-
geneous Reid.

A changing magnetic field induces a current in a coil. So, the xj-component of the mag-
netization induces a signal S(t) in the receiver coil of the MR-machJne, which is the sura
of the contributions Mj_(r)e~'u'dr of a!! the volume aleaents dr. This results in

as const I ML(t) e'^'dr, (0.2)

where u = yB.

We now discuss the effect of the magnetic gradient field on the magnetization vector.
Suppose that an object is positioned in a strong homogeneous magnetic field with mag-
nitude B. Then apply a gradient field G which results in a position dependent magnetic
field. That is the magnetic gradient field has magnitude G.r at position r. The combi-
nation of these two fields yield the magnitude (B + G.r) at position r. If an rf-pulse is
applied to excite the magnetization, the precession frequency is y(B + G.r). By putting
ui — y(B + G.r) in formula (0.2) it follows that the induced signal is,

<?(<) as const ( Ml{T)t~'"'(B+c')tdr.

The contribution due to the homogeneous field can be discarded by modulation, which
results in

5 ( 0 * const I M x ( r ) e - " G " i i r .

Formula (0.1) follows by putting F(r) := M±{r).

In the following we discuss how the information in the signal 5 ( 0 from Formula (0.1) is
used in MR.I reconstruction. By putting kz := fGxt and kv := ~/Gyt in Formula (0.1),
for t fixed, it follows that 5 ( 0 >s the Fourier coefficient of F at the frequency pair (or
wave vector) (kx,kv), denoted by F(kx,ky). In practice one can only measure the Fourier
transform at a finite number of frequencies, where kx and kv run from -N up to N — 1,
say. The Fourier coefficients are obtained by measuring for each value of ky, called the
fc,,th phase encoding step, the corresponding sequence,

{F(~N,kv),F(-N + l,k,),...,P(N - 2,ky),F{N - 1,*,)}.
Such a sequence is called a profile. Here kv runs fc.-m — N up to N — 1. This scanning
geometry is illustrated in Figure 0.2.
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Figure 0.2. Scanning geometry for MRI along horizontal lines on a rectangular grid

For notationaj convenience we write the pair (kItkv) as k and we define the index set

In this manner one obtains the data

S k : = F ( k ) , ktK.

The reconstruction problem of MRI is to recover the proton density /'from the data {flk}-
That is, we want to find a function F : D -> <T which satisfies

F(k) = gk, k € K. (0.3)

Since there are a finite number of Fourier coefficients of the spin density F available, it is
not possible to reconstruct F uniquely. In general <. solution / : D —> € which is called
reconstruction, will not be equal to the spin density F. One possible solution to problem
(0.3) can be obtained by partial Fourier inversion:

/(r) =

The amplitude of the reconstruction is then displayed on a computer screen represented
here as the square [0,2T] 2 . The screen is divided up into pixels (picture elements). Assume
here that there are 2N pixels both in the horizontal and the vertical direction. Digital
images are obtained by assigning grey vsjues to pixels. An image of the function | / | is then
obtained by assigning the grey value \f(iir/N,jir/N)\ to the«,jth pixel, i,j = 0, ...,Z,</ — 1.

2. Practical nates on MRI

In this section we discuss image resolution and signal to noise ratio.

In the previous section we saw that a digital image on a computer screen is built up from
pixels. The resolution of an image is defined as She number of pixels per unit area. Since
the image is assumed to be of a standard size, resolution will in the sequel be identified
with the number of pixels. In the case of MRI the reconstructed image | / | , *'hich has to
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be displayed, is obtained from 2N x 2N Fourier coefficients. From sampling theory it is
known that in this case the resolution equal to the number of Fourier coefficients: 4N!.

The spatial resolution cannot become arbitrarily high in the practice of MRI for physi-
cal reasons. If the signal S(t) of Formula (0.1) is sampled at time r, then the Fourier
coefficient of F at the wave vector (iGzT,-iGyT) is obtained (see Srction 1). In practice
this signal decays within a few miliseconds, so it can only be sampled within a certain
time period Ar. Therefore, the highest frequency for which a Fourier coefficient can be
measured is (IGZAT,-/GVAT). The resolution is then 72Ar2G r x Gy. It follows that the
amplitude (GX,GV) of the magnetic gradient field has to be increased, to obtain higher
resolution images. On the other hand, in magnetic resonance imaging thermal noise plays
an important role, which is explained in the next paragraph.

Divide each pixel into two smaller pixels. That is, the resolution is doubled and the
magnetic gradient field is chosen correspondingly. Now, for the sake of argument, consider
one large pixel containing the two smaller ones. The signal amplitude coming from each
of these parts is half of the amplitude that would have come from the large pixel. But the
amplitude of the thermal noise only depends on Ar and is independent of the gradient
field. This means that the signal to noise ratio is decreased by a factor two when doubling
the resolution.

One important thermal noise source is the human body within the MRI-scanner. This
means that the noise cannot completely be removed by improving the quality of the magnet
coils. In practice the magnitude of the gradient field is chosen such that the signal to noise
ratio is at least one, which determines the 6patial resolution of the reconstructed images.
In practice the resolution is often 1282 or 2562.

This yields the following behaviour of the relative error in the data. The amplitude of
Fourier coefficients of any /.'-function decreases as the frequency increases. If a noise term
which is independent from the frequency, is added to these coefficients, the relative error
in the coefficients increases with the frequency. In the practice of MRI, the noise in the
signal depends on Ar which is fixed after the data collection strategy is chosen. So the
noise is constant, while the amplitude of the Fourier coefficients is decreasing. Kence, the
relative error in the data increases with the frequency.

3. Historical notes on MRI

The subject of magnetic resonance (MR) has grown rapidly from its beginning in 1946 into
a very sophisticated technique with very wide applications in physics, organic chemistry
and biological medicine. The principle of magnetic resonance was discovered by Purcell
and Bloch, who received for their work the Nobel Prize for physics in 1952.

At first magnetic resonance was used for spectroscopy. An object or tissue was placed in
a strong homogeneous magnetic field. By means of an rf-pulse a signal was induced in the
receiver coil, cf Formula (0.2). From the spectrum of this signal information about the
chemical elements in the tissue or object can be obtained.

Later, around 1970 one became interested in imaging cross sections of human organs. In
1973 it was discovered (cf. [39] p. 5-6) by Lauterbur and independently by Mansfield and
Granell that the MR principle could be used to provide spatially encoded signals, enabling
the study of inhomogeneous objects, like cross sections of human organs. This gave rise to
magnetic resonance imaging for diagnostic purposes. The choice of the magnetic gradient
fields at this stage was such that the Fourier coefficients of F were obtained on a polar grid
(see Figure 0.3). The reconstruction of the spin density could be done by first interpolating
the data to a rectangular grid and then performing a Fourier inversion. Lauterbur called his
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imaging technique zeugmatography, which comes from the Greek word 'zeugma', meaning
yoke ('that which is used for joining1). That is, the information about the spin density
along the lines through the origin (see Figure 0.3) has to be 'joined' to reconstruct an
image.

x-exti

Figure 0.3. The polar grid proposed by Lauterbur

However, it turned out in 1975 that that the Fourier coefficients can be obtained directly
on a rectangular grid as in Figure 0.2, by means of an appropriate choice of magnetic
gradient Melds. This scanning geometry was proposed by Kumar, Welti and Ernst [31]
and is used in current practice. By 1983, systems capable of obtaining images of cross
sections of the human body had been developed as a result of continuing improvements in
MRI techniques.

4. Model* building and principles of dynamic MRI

In this section we explain the data collection strategy for MRI-reconstruction of a cross
section of the beating human heart. We explain one of the the reconstruction methods
which is currently used in practice. Part Two, Chapter VI, considers this subject more
extensively.
Previously we described how the measurements are made in the case of an object which
does not move. It turned out that the Fourier coefficients of a function r —» F(r) can
be obtained in MRI. If MRI is used to measure and display cross sections of 'dynamic'
organs, like the heart, then a function F depending on both the spatial parameter r and the
temporal parameter r has to be considered. In the following the spin density of the beating
human heart is represented by the function (r, r) —• F(r, r). MRI reconstruction in this
time dependent case is referred to as dynamic MRI. This dynamic case is more complicated
than the time independent case. In the practice of dynamic MRI the electrocardiogram
is recorded, while the measurements are being obtained. The following terminology is
commonly used in this context.

R-pulse: the electric pulse in the electrocardiogram that marks the beginning of a heart-
beat. The ECG is recorded simultaneously with the measuremements.

RR-interval: the duration (in seconds) between two consecutive R-pulses.

Unit RR-inlervat: an RR-interval of unit length which will be used as a reference interval.
This interval is called J := [0,1].

Heart phase: a phase in the (approximately) periodic motion of the heart.

The main idea of dynamic MRI schematically is as follows:
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— a collection of Fourier coefficients at various time markers of the function F is
obtained;

— information from the ECG signal is recorded;
— the measurements are related to a model heartbeat, by means of reseating of the time

markers, using the information from the ECG;
— the function to be reconstructed from these data is this model heartbeat.

Iu the remainder of this section the principles of dynamic MRI reconstruction are ex-
plained.

Acquisition method.

We explain the data-acquisition method retrospective triggering for dynamic MRI recon-
struction, which was proposed by Bohning [8].

The profile which is measured in the Jfcyth phase encoding step at the time T,-, is denoted

by {F(kx,ky,Ti}kr=-N N-I- In order to reconstruct the function F at time T; with the
partial Fourier inversion formula, 2N profiles (i.e. for kv = — N,..., IV — 1) at the time r,
should be measured. In practice one cannot measure fast enough with MRI to obtain all
these profiles at one time instant. Instead they are obtained during several RR-intervals
as follows. Fix ky and measure the profile at time T%,

{F( kx,kv,rl)}ki:=_N s-i,

briefly denoted as {F(kx,kv,Tl)}. After some time, denoted by AT, (this may be from 10
up to 100 msec) the next profile is measured for this value of £„, at time r2, etc; the time
at which the measurements take place is recorded. After obtaining a fixed number Npr

of profiles (in practice this may be up to 200) the value of kv is increased. If an R-pulse
has occurred, it is registered, so that, afterwards, the measured profile can be assigned
to the corresponding phase on the unit RR-interval. For an example of how the data are
obtained, see Figure 0.4.

The total amount of data which is thus obtained is 4JV2 x iVpr, which implies that the
data collection time depends on N, AT and Npr. In the practice of MRI it is required
that data collection can be done quickly. On the other hand, for diagnostic purposes, it
is important to have high resolution images, i.e. the value of 2N is desired to be 128 or
256. So, the values of Npr and AT has to be chosen small in order to reduce the data
collection time. However, there is a lower bound for the parameter AT, due to physical
reasons (see Mansfield and Morris [39]) and from the point of view of image quality, the
value of Npr cannot become too small. The value of Npr is empirically determined. In
practice one often takes jVpr = 25 or Npr = 50.

R-puIsi

\

profit is

Figure 0.4. The data collection strategy for dynamic MRI
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The data {F(k,Ti)} will be related to the model heartbeat by model assumptions as
expained in the next paragraph.

Model assumptions.

We presuppose the existence of a density function g: JR? x J —• <F, which is referred to as the
model heartbeat. J is the unit RR-inteival. The model heartbeat depends on the spatial
parameter r and the temporal parameter t e J, called phase, denoted as (r,t) —• g(r,l).
We emphasize that g is only an artificial construction and not a physical reality.

This model heartbeat is such that a copy of g which is rescaled in time to an arbitrary
RR-intervaJ is a realistic approximation of the the function F; this reseating should be
based on a biological model of the motion of the heart. In current practice the reseating
is assumed to be linear on each RR-interval. tor example, suppose the fc-th ft-pulse is
measured at the time r*, for k = 1,2,..., then

g(r , r ~ r *

where T 6 [rk,rk+l).

We want to relate the data {F(k, r;)}k,i 'o the model heartbeat g, using the idea that
scaled copies of g are approximately equal to F on each RR-interval. First, the relative
positions of time markers {r;} on the 'IR-intervals are computed, i.e. the time markers
{ry} are mapped onto the unit RR-interval J by the following rule. Let TV be lying in
[rk*r*+i), then the corresponding time marker /, on the unit heart interval is defined as

U := Ti " r* , re[r*,7-t+i). (0.4)

The conversion from r, to /, is called rescaling. In this case the reseating is linear on each
heart interval, which is the first model assumption. The second assumption is that the
Fourier coefficients of the model heartbeat at the time «,- are equal to the data:

?(k,tj) := F'Xri), k,i. (0.5)

The aim of dynamic MRI is to reconstruct the model heartbeat g from the data obtained
by formula (0.5). After the reconstruction, images of the model heartbeat are displayed
at consecutive phases in a movie loop. Denote the equidistant phases on the unit RR-
interval as <f>i := l/L, I — 0,...,i — 1, An image at the phase <f>i is then obtained taking
\g(iir/N,jx/N,4>i)\ as grey value for the ijth pixel, i,j = 0,...,2Ar - 1. The 'movie'
of the model heartbeat is obtained by displaying the images at the consecutive phases
4>o,<t>\,...,<f>L-\. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 0.5.

phasl

I
! Figure 0.5. Illustration of a 'movie' of the model heartbeat at four phases.
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We explicitly state the model assumptions:
— the scaling method is linear scaling on each RR-interval;
— there exists a model heartbeat such that its Fourier coefficients at the rescaled time

markers are equal to the data.

How these assumptions are used in dynamic MRI reconstruction is explained in the next
paragraph.

used reconstruction method.

Here we explain how the reconstruction is currently done in practice. This method, pro-
posed by Bohning [8], is called retrospective triggering. In order to do this we refer to
Figures 0.4 and 0.6. In the example in Figure 0.4 the value of ky is increased after
seven profiles are measured. It is illustrated there that the profiles {F(kI,ky,Tj)} for
ky = —N,...,N — 1, are measured during different RR-intervals. The rescaling is done as
follows.

— The length of the heartbeat (i.e. the RR-interval) is determined from the ECG-
signal, in which the measurement under consideration occurred. The time of a mea-
surement, relative to the unit RR-interval is computed, e.g. in the case of linear rescal-
ing by Formula (0.4). For example, (cf. Figure 0.4) for kv = -N we have measured
the consecutive profiles {F(fcx,/fcy,

ri)}> {A*x>*y»r2)}> {^(*r,*yir3)K {-F^x,*;,,^)},
{F(kx,ky,Ti)}, {F(kx,ky,T6)} and {F(kx,ky,T7)}. After rescaling the time markers r, to
the unit RR-interval (Figure 0.6) these profiles become reordered by Formulas (0.4) and
(0.5) as {9(kx,ku,U)}, {»(*„&»,«,)}, {?(*x,*„,«*)}, {g(kx,ks,te)}, {g(kx,ky,l3)l
{g(kx,ky,t7)}, {g(kx,ky,t4)}, respectively. Remark that the *,-'$ depend on the value of
ky, in the sense that other values for ky will give rise to another arrangement on the unit
RR-interval. To express this dependence this time marker is denoted as i,(fcs); in the
above case this should be t{( — N), for i = 1,... , 7.

R-pultt

\

1 2

promts

5 ( 7 1

, , , , , | , | unit Mart Interval

Figure 0.6. The measurements are rescaled to the unit heart interval.
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— To display the model heartbeat at various phases, the unit RR-interval is divided
into several parts (see Figure 0.7, for the case that the model heartbeat is displayed at
four phases). All profiles on the unit RR-interval between phase <t>\ and phase tfe »ret >n
practice, considered to be measured at phase 4>i- All measurements between phase 4n and
phase <fa are considered to be measured at phase fa, etc. If several measurements belong
to phase q>n, then the average of these is assigned to phase <j>n.

in order to reconstruct the image of the model heartbeat at e.g. phase <j>i, the profiles
belonging to ky = 0,.., 255 are collected, as far as they were measured. It occurs that there
are no data at all at some phases (see Figure 0.7), because the position of the rescaled
time markers in the unit heart interval cannot be controlled. In the case of Figure 0.7 the
profiles for the phases <f>o aI*d <t>i a r e missing, for ky = — If.

• i is ">»"»i

•, / %
nlttlvt time morfctrs

Figure 0.7. Missing data at phase <j>o and phase <j>\

Iii practice it may be the case that there are missing profiles for several values of ky. In
the reconstruction method proposed by Bohning [8] the missing values are then set to zero
whereafter the Fourier inversion formula is applied to obtain images at the desired phase.

In this section we described how in current practice the time markers are rescaled to the
unit RR-interval and how measurements between phase 4>n and phase 4>n+i are assigned
to phase <t>n- This last operation will cause a time jitter error in the image. To avoid this
error the use of interpolation techniques is in this thesis proposed to obtain data at the
desired phases.
The next section presents the mathematical problem definition.

5. Mathematical problem definition

The central theme of this thesis is to formulate the reconstruction problem for dynamic
MRI in the mathematical setting of Hilbert spaces. Solution methods will be given and
proved to be optimal in terms of a sensible criterion.
First introduce some notation. Let D c R1 be the square D = [-JT, ir]2. J is the unit RR-
interval. Suppose the object to be measured has support in this interval D. The function
g : D x J 9 (r, i) —> R is the model heartbeat. The Fourier transform of g, taken with
respect to the variable r is defined by

Kk,!):-JL

The profile {j(kxifcv>''(*:v))}fc« = -Ar,...,At-i is obtained, for fixed kv, at the rescaled time
markers <,{Jfcv), for j - 1, . . . , NpT. The rescaled time markers only depend on the variable
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ky. This is because the time which is needed to measure a profile was, until now, not taken
into account. For later purposes we want to distinguish the measurement times of samples
within a profile. Therefore we, want to express the dependence of the time markers on
both variables kz and ky. Denoting the pair (kx,ky) as k, the notation {*k,t} ' s u s ed f°r

the rescaled time markers. Define the index set / by / := {1,2,..., NpT}.

The problem formulation for dynamic MRI is as follows. Define the sequence {sk,«} by

Sk,;:=5(k,«k.i), k e / C , i e / . (0.6)

Find a function / : D x J —• R such that

/(k, <k,i) = 9i,i, keK,ieI- (0.7)

The sequence {tfk.t} is called data. In general, a solution / to problem (0.7) is not unique
and will not be equal to the function g from which the data has been derived, because g
is not uniquely determined by a finite number of Fourier coefficients sampled at rescaled
time markers. A solution / to (0.7) is called a reconstruction. The inversion problem (0.7)
is called mixed Fourier interpolation problem.

In the remainder of this sectior. we give the intuitive idea how problem (0.7) is to be
solved.
It is important to note that in general the rescaled time markers do not coincide with
the phases at which the reconstructed images of the model heartbeat are desired. These
phases are <pl '•= I/L for ' = 0,...,£ - 1. The following picture illustrates the distribution
of the relative time markers in the unit heart interval / and the corresponding profiles for
two different values of kv. The positions of the relative time markers are indicated by tick
marks, the phases by bold tick marks and the data by '('-marks. Note that one ' • ' in the
picture, denotes a profile.

Distribution ror k = k ,

• tlmt mviuin
phosts

1
t. II I t III!

tims nurture

Distribution for k • k 2

Figure 0.8. Distribution of relative time markers and data for two distinct values ofk,y.

For fixed value of kv a sequence of profiles at relative time markers is available. By means
of interpolation techniques the profile at the desired phase (j>i can be approximated, Figure
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(0.9). This procedure is repeated for ky from —JV up to JV - 1. In this manner an array of
N x N Fourier coefficients is filled at each phase 4>i in the unit RR-interval. The images
at the phases to be displayed are obtained by Fourier inversion.

In this thesis we will use interpolation by spline functions of order 1, order 3 and ban-
dlimited functions and we prove that these methods are optimal. The use of bandlimited
functions is motivated by the assumption that the motion of the heart does not contain
arbitrarily high frequencies. The practical importance of splines is the motivation for their

T
data

J ltm» mgrfcut

phe««t

Figure 0.9. Evaluation of interpolation curve at the phases <f>i

Note that the algorithm to solve problem (0.7) is in this form well-suited for implementa-
tion on a parallel computer. For each value of ky one has to evaluate the corresponding
interpolation curve, which can be done separately by the different processors.

6. Guide for the reader

This thesis consists of two parts. The first part covers the mathematics of dynamic
MRI, giving a Hilbert space setting for the reconstruction problem, finding solutio. «,
reconstruction techniques and proving stability of the solutions under perturbation of tne
data and time markers. The second part can be read independently of the first part. It
covers the physical aspects of MRI, presents simulations for reconstruction from test-data
and MR-data, and states conclusions about the performance of the different reconstruction
methods.
Since the mathematical problem under consideration is a model for dynamic MRI- recon-
struction, the relevant mathematical questions arise from criteria which are important in
practice. Section 5 discusses the choice of the values of the parameters N and NpT. The
performance between the ceveral reconstruction algorithms is compared for fixed values of
JV and Npr.

About Part One

The intuitive idea for solving the mixed Fourier interpolation problem is given in the
previous section, but there are still many unresolved questions.

— Does a solution always exist?
— Is this solution unique?
— If not, is it possible to select an optimal solution?
— Does it make sense to use interpolation in the Fourier domain?
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It is clear that these questions can only be answered after an appropriate mathematical
setting has been chosen.

The mixed Fourier interpolation problem (0.7) is studied within the theoretical framework
of Hilbert spaces in Part One of this thesis. One of the most important examples of a
Hilbert space is the space of /—functions. For purposes of image analysis this may be
a suitable space, because the difference of two digital images on a computer display can
be expressed as the sum over all pixels of the squares of the grey value-differences. The
motivation for choosing Hilbert spaces is that on one hand it allows a theoretical framework
to answer the questions above, but on the other hand the results of this setting are still
concrete enough for practical purposes.

The mixed Fourier interpolation problem (0.7) is considered in the setting of the £2-space
of vector valued functions: Li(D,'H). Here (£>,/*) is a finite measure space and H is a
Hilbert space with inner product { , ). A vector valued function is a function that maps
elements x of D into the space H, i.e. f(x) e H- For our purposes it is assumed that H
consists of time dependent functions. So, f{x) is a function of time denoted as t —> f(x,t).
The inner product of the Hilbert space L2(D, Ji) is denoted by (( , )).
The main theme is to find a solution / e L2(D,1-t) of the mixed Fourier interpolation
problem (0.7) and to analyze stability of this solution. In this dissertation we solve the
mixed Fourier interpolation problem in the case of both finite and infinite index sets li
and / . For H we either take the space of bandlimited functions Pr or the space of odd
order polynomial splines JC2""1. In this manner the model heartbeat is mathematically
represented as a vector valued function.

The organization of this part is as follows. Chapter I defines the notions of Riesz- Fischer
system, Riesz basis and Bessel system in terms of an orthonormal basis {/»<} for a Hilbert
space 7i. Furthermore, it gives relevant subjects from Hilbert space theory, such as linear
operators, the inverse of an operator, direct sums of Hilbert spaces and Tychonov-Phillips
regularization.

Chapter II introduces the £2-space of H valued functions L2(D,'H). It provides criteria
such that a system of the form {eitVk.i} is a Riesz-Fischer system, a Riesz basis or a
Bessel system in L2(D,W). Here {e^} is an orthonormal basis for L2(D) and {<fik,i} ' s

a sequence of elements of H. By the notation e^tpkj we denote the H-valued function
x —> eit(x) tpttj 6 W, for x 6 D. In this chapter an W-valued integral, called Pettis
integral, is introduced.

Chapter III deals with conditions for existence, unicity or minimum norm property of
solutions of moment problems in Hilbert space. Given are the data {gt} and a system of
vectors {ipi) C H- A moment problem consists in finding an element / of a Hilbert space
H such that

We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and unicity of a solution of
the moment problem.

In Chapter IV it is shown that the mixed Fourier interpolation problem (0.7) is a special
type of moment problem in L2(D,W), called mixed Fourier moment problem. This problem
consists of finding an element / € L2(D,7i) such that

!t',»e/, (0.8)

where the system of point evaluation functional {^k,i} C W is such that

7 / k , i ) . (0.9)
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By this relation it follows that a solution of problem (O.S) is also a solution of the nvxed
Fourier interpolation problem (0.7).

The notion of Fourier coefficient of / is more general here than in Section 5. Here it is
defined as

/(k) := / / ( *K0O*(*) , (0.10)
JD

where {«k(x)} is an orthonormal basis for £2(i>). The integral in (0.10) is the Pettis
integral which is defined in Chapter II.

It is shown that problem (0.8) is equivalent to the following moment problem: find a
function / e L2(D,H) such that

«/,«k*>k,.» = 0k,;, k e K,i € /• (0.11)

The theory of moment problems from Chapter III can then be used to solve the mixed
Fourier interpolation problem.

Chapter V considers various errors encountered in practice, e.g. the aliasing error, the
time jitter error and the amplitude error. In practice, a reconstruction method is only
useful if small errors in the data or in the time markers yield small errors in the solution.
It turns out in Chapter V that the the mixed problem is stable for perturbation of the
data and the time markers in this sense.

The truncation error is not considered in this thesis. The truncation error is caused
by reconstructing a function from a finite data set instead of a required countable data
set. Theorem III.2.2 shows that under certain conditions the minimum norm solution
corresponding to a finite data set of any moment problem in a Hilbert space converges to
the unique solution corresponding a countable data set. In practice however, physical and
not mathematical arguments determine the optimal choice of the parameters JVpr and N.
So, the value of these parameters cannot be cosen arbitrarily high.

About Part Twc

The organization of Part Two is as follows. Chapter VI explains the principles and
acquisition methods of dynamic MRI. Examples showing how to compute a solution of
the mixed Fourier interpolation problem (0.7) by various reconstruction algorithms are
followed by a comparison between these methods. In order to test the performance of
different algorithms, the structure and motion of the beating human heart are simulated
by a sequence of test images at consecutive phases. These images consist of several solid
ellipses, displayed on a computer screen. In this manner the bone structures of the chest
and spine are imitated. Ellipses varying in time are taken to imitate a heart-like structure.
Then the MRI-data collection strategy is simulated for these test images, followed by
application of the several reconstruction methods. Finally the reconstructed images are
compared with the original test image at the corresponding phases. We also compute the
^-difference oftlie reconstructions with the original. The conclusion is that reconstruction
by means of first order and third order splines compared to the other methods perform
best in this test situation.

The performance of these methods in practice is shown by reconstruction of MR-data
obtained by the Gyroscan S-15, an MR-scanner of Philips Medical Systems. Conclusions
about the image quality of the reconstructions of the beating human heart are given at
the end of Chapter VI. It turns out that no reconstruction method prevails over the others
in practice.
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In the practice of MRI many error sources exist that perturb the measurements. In
Section 2 we mentioned the most important sources. For example, the measured Fourier
coefficients are perturbed by thermal noise (see Section 2). Another error is due to the
assumption that the rescaling is linear on each RR-interval. Since the time-stretching
algorithm is in general only an approximation of the real situation, the positions of the
rescaled time markers are likely to bo incorrect. The performance of the reconstruction
algorithms when applied to perturbed Fourier coefficients and incorrectly rescaled time
markers is the subject of Chapter VII.

These effects are simulated by perturbation of the data and rescaled time markers of
the test images followed by application of the several reconstruction techniques. The
theoretical conclusions of the error estimates of Chapter V are in this manner illustrated
by reconstructions of test images in the case of perturbed Fourier coefficients and perturbed
rescaled time markers. The effect of the different kinds of perturbations on the images is
discussed. One of the conclusions of Chapter VII is that the reconstruction by means of
order 3 reconstruction is ill-conditioned for perturbation of the relative time markers.

A final, short Section, puts the conclusions presented in Chapters VI and VII together
and contains some suggestions for possible future directions for improving the quality of
the reconstructions.



Part One

Moment Problems in Hilbert Space

This part consists of five chapters and deals with solvability conditions and stability of
several moment problems in a Hilbert space.

Chapters one and two are of a preliminary nature introducing basic theory, notation and
terminology.
The subject of chapter one is Hilbert spaces, lit.ear operators, systems of vectors and
Tychonov-Phillips regularization. References for Hilbert spaces and linear operators are
Conway [15], Gohberg and Krein [19], Gohberg and Goldberg [18], Goldberg [20] and
Rudin [45] [46]. For a treatment of regularization see Groetsch [22], Morozov [41] and
Louis [38]. Riesz bases, Bessel systems and Riesz-Fischer systems are introduced in Young
[55], Higgins [23] and Gohberg and Krein [19].

The second chapter deals with the I 2 space of vector-valued functions L2(D,W), see Hille
and Phillips [24], Balakrishnan [3] and Sz-Nagy and Foias [53]. The results in the section
II.2 about Bessel systems, Riesz-Fischer systems and Riesz bases in the space L2(D,H)
appear to be new.

Existence and uniqueness of a solution of the moment problem is the subject of Chapter
three. If the moment problem lacks a solution, then a. generalized notion of solution is
introduced, which may be stabilized by a regularization technique, where we use Tychonov-
Phillips regularization.
The theory of moment problems is dealt with in the following books. Akhiezer [2] gives an
overview of several types of moment problems. The theory of the generalized (minimum
norm) solution corresponding to the moment problem in a Hilbert space is applied by
Bertero [5] [6], Young [55] applies the theory of Riesz basis and Riesz-Fischer systems
to the moment problem in a Hilbert space. The moment problem in Hilbert spaces with
reproducing kernel is considered by Shapiro [48] and Landau [32] gives an overview of
applications and of the theory of moment problems.

The results from section III.l can mainly be found in Young [55], except for regularization
of the moment problem in the case of Bessel systems, Formula's (III.1.5) and (III.1.6) and
Theorem III. 1.5. The results of section III.2 appear to be new. However, the technique



applied there has been used earlier by Natterer in [43] to approximate a solution of an
operator equation. The mixed type of moment problem in section III.3 has not been
considered before. The results obtained there are derived by means of the theory of
section III.1 and of Chapter II.

It turns out that a moment problem of mixed type, called the mixed Fourier moment
problem, is important for practical applications (as is explained in Part two). Chapters
four and five deal with existence, uniqueness and stability of solutions of the mixed Fourier
interpolation problem, after restating it as the mixed Fourier moment problem. The results
developed in these chapters are used in Part two.

The material of sections IV. 1 and IV.2 can be found in Young [55], except for the estimates
of the norms of the operators R ard T in Theorems IV.2.4 and IV .2.6. The result of
Theorem IV.2.2 follows directly from Lemma IV.2.1, but it seems to be new. The main
idea o f section IV.3 is found in Bertero [5], but here slightly different definitions are used.
The estimates (IV.3.2) and (IV.3.3) appear to be new. Section FV.5 is an application of
Chapter HI.

As far as I know error estimates (Chapter V) for the moment problem and the mixed
Fourier interpolation problem have never been considered upto this extent. The proofs of
Lemma's V.2.2 and V.2.6 are standard.



Chapter I

Basic Properties of Hilbert Spaces

This chapter gives a survey of the relevant part of t ie theory of Hilbert spaces.

The first section deals with linear operators between Hilbert spaces. The inverse and
Moore-Penrose inverse are introduced in the second section. In section three we consider
direct sums of Hilbert spaces and in the fourth section we study sy&t«Tus of vectors. The
last section pays attention to Bessel systems, Riesz-Fischer systems and Pjesz bases.

Ji
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1.1. Linear Operators

Let Q and H be Hilbert spaces over the complex numbers <C with corresponding inner
products { , )g and { , ) ^ . We will drop the subscripts if this does not cause confusion.
The domain of definition of an operator T from Q into H is denoted by D(X). Note that
D(7~) C Q. Most of the time, however, we will consider bounded linear operators. In that
case we can extend the operator T to the closure of its domain, which h itself a Hilbert
space. Without loss of generality we then assume that D(T) = Q.

The null space of T is
JV(T) := {g e D(T) | Tg = 0},

and its range is
S(T) := {Tg | g € D(T)}.

The norm of a bounded linear operator T is defined by

||T|| := sup{ | |T , | |K I 9 6 D(T),||s||^ = 1}.

Let T : D(T) -» W be a one-to-one linear operator. The inverse of 7\ written as T~l,
is the mapping from the subspace S(T) into Q given by T"'(Tff) = g, for # e D(T). A
bounded linear operator T : Q -* ti is called invertible if the inverse T~' :H—>G exists
and is a bounded linear operator.

The adjoint of a bounded linear operator T : Q —• H is a bounded linear operator T* :
H —>• Q which satisfies

Moreover (71*)* = T and ||T|| = ||T*||. If T is a bounded Unear invertible operator, then
T" is invertible and

The operator T' T has norm \\T' T\\ = \\Tf. For,

^ = {Tg,Tg}n = (T' Tg,g)g <

The result follows by taking the supremum over g € Q such that \\g\\g = 1.

We have the following relations,

Here M denotes the norm closure of a subspace M of a Hilbert space 7i and Af-*- denotes
the annihilator,

Mx :={h£ H\ {m,h)n = 0, m£\f).

A useful property is closedness of an operator.

Definition 1.1 . A linear operator T : D(T) -* ti is called closed U for all sequences
{»»} 6 D(T) such that l i m . ^ x g n = ff and limn_0OTirn = h it follows that # g D(T) and
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T h e o r e m 1.2 Closed graph theorem .
IfT :G->~H is closed, then T is bounded.

For any fixsd g 6 W, the operator T : W —» (Tgiven by

Th:={h,g)n, hen

defines a bounded linear functional, with |[r|| = ||ff||ft. The converse is also true (cf.
Goldberg [20]. Theorem 1.7.18, p. 38):

Theorem 1.3 Riesz representation theorem .
IfT is a bounded linear functional on a Hilbert spaceH, then there exists a unique element
g € H such that

Th = <fc,ff)w, keri.

Moreover | |T|| = \\g\\n.

An application of the Riesz representation theorem is found in Hilbert spaces with re-
producing kernel. A Hilbert space n of functions / : it —> <T is a Hilbert space with
reproducing kernel (also called reproducing kernel Hilbert space), if there exists a function
Jfc : R? -.<Tsuch that

(i) *(«,.) e W, for all t 6 JR.
(«) /(<) = {f(.),k(i,.))n, for all / e W-

It follows from the definition that the reproducing kernel k is unique. Namely, if k and h
are two reproducing kernels, then

h{t,s) = (/.(«,• ),*(*,-)) = <*(*,-), A(t,-)> = k(s,t) =

<*(*, •),k(t, •) = (k(t, •),k(s, •)) = k(t, s).

has the property that for each t e R there exists a Ct £ JR+ such that for all / e ft,

1/(01 < c,||/llw, (ii)

then W is a Hilbert space with reproducing kernel. For, the point evaluation functional
£tf := f{t) is bounded by estimate (1.1). By the Riesz representation theorem it follows

that (for fixed t £ ft) there exists a unique gteH such that

US = (f,gt)n.

The reproducing kernel is
k{t,s) :={g,,g.)n.

The converse statement is also true: if n has a reproducing kernel, then by the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality (1.1) is satisfied.
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1.2. Invertibility of linear operators and regularization

Let T : H - H be a linear operator. The following theorem provides a condition for T
to be invertible. / is the identity operator on ft.

Theorem 2.1 . T is invertible if\\I - T\\ < 1. Moreover,

An operator T on ft is called positive (strictly positive) if {Th,h)yj > 0 (> 0), for all
h 6 H, h ^ 0. Note that a strictly positive operator always is invertible.

Before introducing the generalized inverse, we define the direct sum of two (not necessarily
closed) linear subspaces M,N c ft with M n TV = {0} as

M @ N := {m + n | m e M,n 6 N }.

The following result gives a direct-sum decomposition of a Hilbert space.

Theorem 2.2 . IfM is a closed linear subspace of A Hilbert space ft, then

Let T : Q —* ft be a bounded linear operator. Suppose we want to find g € G satisfying,

where h 6 ft is given. If T is invertible, then this problem is solvable, and the solution
depends continuously on the data h. In this case the problem is called well-posed (in the
sense of Hadamard). Otherwise it is called ill-posed, i.e. if the inverse of T either is not
defined on the whole space, or is not continuous. We circumvent the difficulties of an ill
posed problem as follows. First we define a substitute for a solution (if there is none) by
taking the minimizer of \\Tg - h\\. This makes sense if h e X(T) © ($(T)}1. Then we
dispose of a possible non-uniqueness by choosing among all minimizers the one with the
smallest norm (i.e. we choose the solution lying in M(T)X). This well-defined element of H
is called the Moore Penrose solution of the problem, denoted by T+h. The linear operator
T+ : D(T+) - Miscalled the Moore-Penrose inverse, where D(T+) := » ( r ) © « ( r ) x C W.
It follows by Theorem 2.2 that D(T+) lies dense in W, i.e. T+ is called a densely defined
operator.

We summarize some results on the generalized inverse (cf. Groetsch [23]).

Proposition 2.3 . let T : Q -* ft be a bounded linear operator. Then the following
holds.

(i) For h 6 D(T+), /+ := T+h is the unique element in S^T)1 which satisfies the
normal equations:

T'Tf = T'h.

(ii) T+ Js a closed linear operator.
(Hi) T+ is a bounded linear operator, if and only ifH(T) is closed.
(iv) +

In general T+ is not a bounded linear operator. To restore the boundedness, we introduce
the notion of regularization of T+.
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Definition 2.4 . A family {T'!}-r>a of bounded linear operators from W to Q is called
a regularization of T+ , if

In the sequel we use Tychonov-Phillips regularization:

T ~ {T'T + tI)-lT' = T'(TT' + 7/)-1. (2.1)

Note that for 7 > 0, the operator T'T + 7 / is invertible, since it is strictly positive.

Proposition 2.5 . f := T~>h is the unique minimizer of the expression

. (2.2)

Proof:

Fix 7 > 0 and define C := T'T + 7/. C is a strictly positive operator, so C* = C and C
is invertible. From the definition it follows that Cf = T'h. Hence

? £ {rTf,Dg - (T'h,f)g - </

<Cf,f)g - (Cr.fig - (f,T'h)g

P)J- Dg-
Since C is a positive operator (2.2) attains its unique minimum for / = f . 0

That {7""} as given by (2.1) is indeed a regularization is proved in Natterer {45] pp. 88-89:

Proposition 2.6 . lim7j0 WT^h - T+h\\g = 0, for h e D(T+).

1.3. Direct products

Let JIT be a countable index set. Let HK be a collection of Hilbert spaces and let for each
k £ JK, MK be a (not necessarily closed) linear subspace of HK.

Definition 3.1 . The direct product ®KexMK is the collection of sequences h :=
{h«)K<-K, where hK e MKy satisfying \\h\\% := £ K 6 i f \\hK\\fa < 00.

Vector addition and scalar multiplication on ®M* are defined componentwise. The direct
product ®X^K'HK >s a Hilbert space with inner product,

</.*>•••=

for / ,h €®«€KW«.
If all the spaces HK are the same, we define the following.

Definition 3.2 . <2(*\W) :=
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Note that the direct product of two spaces Wi and Wj can be identified with the direct
sum (cf. Section 2). For, define M := {{h,0} \ h e « i } and N := {{0,/t} | h e H2 }.
Then

Suppose {G*}K£K and {W«}«€/c are families of Hilbert spaces. Introduce Q :=
and H := QH^K'HK- We want to consider linear operators between Q and H. Suppose
{T«},tgK ' s a family of bounded linear operators, where TK:QK-*TiK. Assume that {71*}
is a uniformly bounded family, i.e.

»«P«eJrBr«» < oo. (3.1)

Define T : Q -» W by
7"ff := {TKs»}r.€K, j e f f . (3.2)

We denote (3.2) symbolically by
T = {TK}K€K. (3.3)

The adjoint of such an operator T is

There exists a criterion to check the boundedness of a linear operator T : Q —• "H of the
form (3.3), see Conway [15] p. 30 Exercise 12.

Theorem 3.3 . Let {TK}KGK be a family of bounded linear operators, where for
each a € K, TK acts from QK to HK. Let Q := ®QK and W := &HK. The linear operator
T : Q -» H given by (3.3) is bounded if and only if {TK} is uniformly bounded. In this
case

We want to express the null space and the range of an operator T of the form (3.3) in
terms of the null spaces and ranges of the operators TK. If T is of the form (3.3) and
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3, then

MT) = ®.€ifMr«).

Namely, g £ M"(T) if and only if £ * G K llflnllc < oo and TKgK = 0 for arbitrary K 6 K.

This is the case if and only if g 6 ®K^K^(TK).
For the range of 7" such a statement is not true. If T satisfies the conditions of Theorem
3.3 we have the strict inclustion S(7") C ®K£KWTK):

Example 3.4 .

We give an example of a linear operator T of the form (3.3) such that the inclusion
*(T) C ®<t€K»(r«) is strict. Let the index set K = IN. The operator TK on a Hilbert
space rt is given by

TKh := (1 /K) A, for h e W,

where K G K. Then the linear operator T := {TK}K^K °n t2(K,"H) satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 3.3. We have that

§?(T) f li(K,'H), because if we fix h e H with ||A|| = 1, then the sequence {(\/K)h}K€K

lies in t2(K,ri) but does r.ot lie in »(T) . It is clear that 9t(TK) = H and by definition
= ^(K^H). Now we have shown that the inclusion is strict.
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If X satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3, then we do have that

For, by Section 1,

S(T)-1- = ,

To characterize Af^T)*- we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.5 . Let MK be a collection of linear subspaces of Hilbert spaces TiK, i.e.
for K e X, MK C HK. Then

Proof:

C Take /i 6 (®«e/ir Af̂ )-1-. So 53 IIMI2 < oo and 0 = (fc,m% for all m' € ®M,,. Fix
K 6 If. Take m 6 M* arbitrarily and define m' := { m ^ x } * ^ . m' is the sequence with
zero's everywhere, except at the Kth coordinate which is m. Then

0 = (fc,ro')0

Hence /iK e Af̂ -, for all K 6 K, so ft € ®KeK(£)
3 Suppose A e ®«6jf(A^). So, SK eK I|AK||^ < oo and hK G Jl/J- for all * e K.

Hence for g e ®KZKMK we obtain

It follows that h 6 (&*(=«• M*)1-

It is now clear that

We summarize the results:

Proposition 3.6 . Let T be of the form T = {TK}, where {TK} is a uniformly
bounded family. For K 6 K fixed TK : QK -* HK. Then

0) »(r) c
(ii) 1

(in)
(iv)

We now want to consider the invertibility of operators T of the form (3.3). It is clear
by Theorem 3.3 that a bounded linear operator T of the form (3.3) is invertible if all
the operators TK are invertible and if {J*^1} is a uniformly bounded family. Moreover
T~l :H — 5 is

r-1 = {T-'}KeK.
So, if T is of the form (3.3), its inverse 1 ' can be found by computing for each K e i i ' the
inverse of TK. This decomposition for the inverse of T is important for practicaJ purposes,
since it implies that we only need the Kth component, T~} and hK of the operator T
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and of the data h to compute the Kth component of 7~ih. For the same reason we are
interested in the decomposition of the Moore-Penrose inverse and of the Tychonov-Phillips
regularization, which will be applied in Sections III.3 and IV.5.

Theorem 3.7 Let {TK} be a uniformly bounded family, where TK : QK —• HK. Let
Q := ®QK and W := &W*. If T : Q -» H is a bounded linear operator of the form (3.3)
then D(T+) C ®*eir D(T+). If in addition,

^ (3.4)

then T+ : D(T+) -> Q, is of the form

Proof:

First we prove that D(T)+) is a subset of ®KgKD(T+). D(T+) := »(T) © $(T)X and
for K e K fixed, D(T+) = »(TK) © »(TK)X. By Proposition 3.6 and by the distributivity
of ® and ® it follows that

C (®»(rK)) © (®(H{TK)J-)) = ®(»(TK) © ̂ (T^)-1) = ®D(TK).

Note that the operator U := {T+} is well defined on D(T+). Namely, let h e 0 (T + ) be
arbitrary, th«n by (3.4)

= E
Next we prove that T + is of the desired form. Let h. € D(T+). For all K 6 if, the term
T+/iK is the unique element of A/IT*)-1 C QK 'hat minimizes

Iir«/-M«.' f o r ^ e «-
Since T is of the form (3.3), we have

It follows that {T+h*}KeK minimizes \\Tg - / i | |^ . Furthermore, by Proposition 3.6,
{T+hK}KeK lies in ®«€K(Mr«)J") = M^)-1"- B u t . by definition, T+h is the unique
minimizer of \\Tg - h\\j^ which lies in Af(T)x, whence T + = {T+}. a

We now give an example of a Moore-Penrose inverse which is of the form T + = {T+}.

Example 3.8 .

Let T be defined as in Example 3.4:

T := {71.},

where TK := (l/«)ft for A e W. In Example 3.4 we showed that

= {he £

»(7) J- = {0}, because by the results of Section 1, R(T)-1 = jV(r-) = {0}. So, D(T+) =
#(T). It then follows from Example 3.4 that D(T+) is strictly included in ®Keji-D(r+).
It is clear that for / 6 rin, T~l f = K/ = T+/, so

T-'fc = { T - J / I ^ ^ K , for h e S(T).

Note that the linear operator T'} is not bounded on its domain, i.e. T is not invertible.
We now have that T + is equal to T" 1 on D(T+), whence T + is of the desired form.
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The following theorem gives a decomposition of the Tychonov-Phillips regularization. Its
proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.7.

Theorem 3.9 . Let Q := ®* €K£,, and H := ®«cKH». Assume that {TK} is a
uniformly bounded family of operators and suppose T :Q -*"H is of the form

T = {TJ.

{̂ 7}-y>0 denotes a family of Tychonov-Pbillips tegularizations, where (for each 7 > 0 and
for each n e K) T% :HK -> GK is the Tycbonov-Phillips regularizer of T+. If for each
7 > 0

then the Tychonov-Phillips regularization T"1 :H-*G ofT+, is of the form

Proof:

Without loss of generality, we assume that K = IN. Denote the Tychonov-Phillips reg-
ularization of T + and T+ by {T"r}7>0 and { r^} , > 0 , respectively. Then by Proposition
2.5, 7""A with h 6 H minimizes

for/€{7

and for K 6 K fixed, T^h with h e W« minimizes

The result follows by the relation

\\TS - hf% + 7\\ffg = *£ \\TKfK -

The following result summarizes Theorems 3.7, 3.8 and Proposition 2.6:

Theorem 3.10 . let {TK} be a uniformly bounded family of linear operators with
TK:QK^ HK. Denote G ~ ®KeKGK and H := ®«e/fHK and suppose that T -.G-'H is
of the form

IfforaH/.6D(T+)

then
+UKHg = 0.
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1.4. Bases and biorthogonal systems

In this section we examine properties of systems of vectors in a Hilbert space.

Let {Vi}i€/ be a system of vectors lying in a Hilbert space H, where / = IN.

Definition 4.1 . The span of a system {¥><}.£/ denoted by span{v3j},g/ is the set of
finite linear combinations of the y?,-.
A system {v̂ i}>e / is called complete if span{¥>i}ig/ = W. Here the bar denotes the norm
closure.

Complete systems are characterized by the following result:

Proposition 4.2 . The following statements are equivalent.
(') {Vi}iel is complete

(ii) /f(A,VJi)w - 0 for all i 6 / , then ft = 0.

Definition 4.3 . {v.Jie/ '« a basis for H, if any element ft € W can uniquely be
written as

h = Y,Wi, (4-1)

for certain complex numbers c,, i e / . Here (4.1) converges in norm.

If in addition (v>j,Pi)ft = <>ij for all i,j 6 / , where S is the Kronecker delta, then {̂ >,} is
an orlhonormal basis.

Theorem 4.4 . //"{Vihe/ is an orthonormal basis for W, tfien any ft 6 W can be
represented as

Moreover

11*11* = £

From the last equality it follows that for any h f W

lim<A,Vi) = 0. (4.2)

A system {<pj} is called independent if for each i 6 / the vector tpi is not contained in the
closed linear span of the others.
If a system {fi},^r is a basis, then it is complete and independent. The converse is not
true:

Example 4.5 .

Here we give an example of a system {<fi}ief which is complete and independent, but
which is not a basis. Let {/>•}•€/ be an orthonormal basis for fi. Define

¥><:=fei+fe,-+i, i =1 ,2 ,3 , ....

We show that {<pi} is complete. Suppose that for g € W holds that {g,w) = 0 for all
i € i• So, (g,h,) = -{g,hi+l), for all t 6 / . Since, by (4.2),

lim(s, .'*,) = 0,
t-*oo

it follows that (g,/ij) = 0 for all i 6 I. Hence g = 0. Next we prove that {̂ 5,} is
independent. Suppose {yjj} were not independent, say <?\ lies in H\ := span{92,93,...}.
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Now define the bounded linear functional T on H by Tg := (g, h?) for g 6 H. By definition
we have T<p\ = 1 and T.-^ = 0, which contradicts the boundedness of T. So, {y>i} must
•be independent. Finally we show that {<fii} cannot be a basis. Suppose it were a basis,
then we could represent any element of ti of the form (4.1), in particular

Compute, for » > 1, the inner products {hi,hi).

X / j (A, + A i+i, hi) =«,_;.
jei

Hence c,- = 0 for all i 6 / , so hj = 0. This is impossible, because {/>i}tg/ is a basis.

(Another example is found in Singer [53] Example 11.3, p. 359)

For orthonormal bases, however, such a counterexample cannot be found (cf. Gohberg
[18] Theorem 11.3, p. 27):

Theorem 4.6 . Let {y?i};gj be an orthonorma.1 system. {<pi}i^i is a basis if and only
if {•fii}iei is complete.

Hilbert spaces with orthonormal bases are called separable Hilbert spaces. Important
examples of such spaces are the following.

Example 4.7 .

Let M be a finite or countable index set. t2(M) consists of sequences of complex numbers
9 •'= {ffm}m€M such that

& E \9m\2<oo.

Note that (2(1M) is equal to 12(M,~H) if H = <F. It is a Hilbert space with inner product

• • I mg Af

I
. where the bar denotes complex conjugation. The canonical orthonormal basis for £2(Rf)

is {ei}i€u, with (for m e M)

0 i

Example 4.8 .

£2([-T,ir]n) consists of square integrable functions on the set [—JT.T]" in Rn. We some-
times write it as £}([-ir, *•]",<£). It is a Hilbert space with inner product

1 (/,»>!» := / f(x)g(x)dn(x).
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ft is the Lebesgue measure on [-x,jr]n. Define (for K € Zn) ex £ Z2([—*,ir]") by

then {e«}x€ i' iS t ' i e canonical orthonormal basis' for £*([—»,*•]"). The «th Fourier
coefficient of a function / 6 £J([—*,*]") is defined as

By Theorem 4.4 we obtain the Fourier inversion formula

and Parseval's relation

n/i i l .=

In the preceding paragraphs we represented elements of Hilbert spaces in terms of or-
thonormal bases. Next we consider bases that are not (r.ecessarily) orthonormal. For our
purpose biorthogonal systems are important.

Definition 4.9 . Two systems {<Pi}iei an<l {V";}«e/ are called biorthogonal if

We often say that {V>i} is a biorthogonal system of {f>i}. If {¥>:}•£/ l s a basis, with
biorthogonal system {i&i};e/, then any / £ W can be written in the form

>W^- (4-3)

The following theorem sh ^ that in this case {V*>}ie/ ls a basis too.

Theorem 4.10 . If{<Pi}iei is a basis, with biortkogonal system {i>i)i^i, then {ipi}
is a basis and for any /EH,

Proof:

We ilrst show that any / € span{V>j} can be written as (4.4). Introduce the linear operator

Then
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Since {¥>•}>€/ is a basis, we have
iim r ; / = / .

n—»oo

By the uniform boundedness principle (cf. Gohberg [18] Theorem 4.4, p. 223) it follows
that

s"Pne/H
r»H = suP-.e/llr»*H < °°-

Take / e span{^;} arbitrarily. We must show that limn_,oo \\Tnf - f\\ = 0. For arbitrary
( > 0, there exists an m 6 / and a sequence {ci}t=i,...,m ?uch that for g := 53£Li ct0i>

For n>m, we have Tng = g. So,

\\Tnf - / | | < \\Tnf - g\\ + \\g - f\\ < fsupneJV||Tn|| + 1)||/ - g\\ < t.

Next we show that {V"i}i6/ is complete. Take / £ W and suppose {f,4'i) = 0 for all i e I-
By (4.3) v/e then have that / = 0. So {&}•€/ « complete. D

If {¥>t}i€f ' s n o ' a basis, this ."esult need not hold true, i.e. if {fi} <s not a basts but if it
is complete, then its biorthogonal system {ipi} need not even be complete.

Example 4.11 .

Let {hi}i£j be an orthonormal basis for "H. Define <p; := hi +/t;+i for i e / , as in Example
4.5. We have already shown that this is a complete independent system which is not a
basis. Its biorthogonal system {V"i} is given by

which is obviously not complete.

1.5. Bessel systems, Riesz-Fischer systems and Riesz bases

We assume that "H is a separable Hilbert space with orthonormaJ basis {h(}i€i, where
the index set I - IN.

Definition 5.1 .
(i) {fn}i^i is a Bessel system if there exists a bounded linear operator R on H such

that

(») {Vi}i€/ ' s a Riesz-Fischer system if there exists a bounded linear operator T on W
such that

Tifii = hi, i e / .

(iii) {Vi}i£/ is a Riesz basis if there exists a bounded linear invertible operator T on H
such that
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That {(fii) of Definition 5.1 (ttt) is indeed a basis is proved as follows. For any / e H we
have

Tf = $>/»,

because {.%,-} is a basis. By the boundedness of T~l and by Definition 5.1 (tit) it follows
that

The following result summarizes Young [58] pp. 154-157 and Young [58] Theorem 9, p.32.
First introduce the Gram matrix G of a system {sd}>€/ by

The matrix G generates a linear operator, which we also denote by G, on I2(I) as fc'lows.
Define

for all {gi} el2 (I) such that

Proposition 5.2
(i) The following statements are equivalent,

(a) {v}t'e/ is a Bessel system.
(l>)

(c) There exists a positive constant M such that

• 6/

The following statements are equivalent.
(a) {<p}i£i is a Riesz-Fischer system.
(b) There is a positive constant m such that for all n 6 / and {c,},=i,...,„

(c) For each g € t2(I) there exists an / 6 H (which is not necessarily unique)
such that

U,Vi)=9i, » £ / .

(Hi) The following statements are equivalent.
(a) {¥>}<£/ is a Riesz basis.
(b) {<Pi}i£i is complete and its Gram matrix G generates a bounded linear in-

vertible operator on t2(I).

It follows that the notions of Bessel system, Riesz-Fischer system and Riesz basis are
independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis.
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If {ifi} is a Bessel system, its Gram matrix G is the matrix representation of the operator
R'R in terms of the basis {hi}. Here R is given by Definition 5.1 (*). For,

Gti = (VjtVi) = {Rh^Rhfo = (R'Rh^hi)^

Hence G generates a positive operator on I2(l)- Similarly, if {(fit} is ?. Riesz basis, its
Gram matrix G is the matrix representation of (7T*)"1, where T is given by Definiton
5.1 (ii»). Hence, by Section 1,

liqi'/^HT-'il and \\G-T'3 = \\T\\- (5.2)
In the case that {y>,} is a Riesz I sis, its biorthogonal system {tj>,} also is a Riesz basis,
and

</>, = T'hi, i e I. (5.3)

The Gram matrix F of *Sis system is

Fis the matrix representation of the operator TT'. So, F = G'1. By (4.3) we can express
ti in terms of the basis {<?{},

Hence,

It may be hard to check whether a system is a RJesz basis. The next result provides a
criterion.

Theorem 5.3. FaJey- Wiener theorem .
Suppose {fi }jg/ is a system in ri for which there exists a positive number X < 1 such that
for all n e IN and complex numbers c,-, « = 1, ...,n,

• = 1 1 = 1

Then there exists a bounded linear invertible operator T on H such that

Tifit = hi, i e / .

Moreover,
l | r | l - T ^ I aad HT~JII^1 + A-

Proof:

Let {/>i}igr be an orthono/mal basis for "H. Define the linear operator V on H by

•6/ i6/

By assumption, we have \\U\\ < A < 1. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, (/ - U) is an invertible
operator and

(I-U)hi = Vt, te / .

The result follows by taking T := (I - U)~l. a
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Chapter II

L2-Spaces of Vector Valued Functions

Let (D,ft) be a finite measure space and X an arbitrary Banach space. In this chapter
we consider the space Z2(D,.Y) of X-valued functions / : D —> X. Most of the time,
however, we will assume that X is a Hilbert space, which is then denoted by "H.

In section one we consider the Pettis integral and the Fourier transform. Bessel systems,
Riesz-Fischer systems and Riesz bases are the subject of the second section. These notions
aie used in Section III.3 and in Chapter IV to solve the mixed Fourier moment problem
in the space L2(D,H).

The notationai convention throughout this chapter is as follows. X is a Banach space
with norm (| || and W is a Hilbert space with inner product ( , ). If "H is separable, then
{hi}i£i denotes an orthonormal basis. / and K are countable index sets. We assume
that L2(D,(F) has orthonormal basis {eK}K^n.
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I.1. Definition of

In this section we consider the £2-space L2(D,X) of vector-valued functions, mainly
following Balakrishnan [3], and Hille and Phillips [26].

A function that maps D into X is called a vector-valued Junction.

Definition 1.1 . A function / : D —• X is called simple, if it is of the form / =
53?=i cjXBi;> where the Ej are disjoint measurable subsets of D and Cj 6 X, forj = 1, ...,n.

Definition 1.2 . A vactor-valued function { : D —> X is called strongly measurable if
it is the limit almost everywhere of a sequence of simple functions.

If / is strongly measurable, then D 9 x —• !|/(z)|| is a measurable function. In this case
the integral

is well-defined in R+ U {oo}.

Definition 1.3 . L2(D,X) is the space of strongly measurable functions for which
(1.1) is finite (identifying functions that are equal up to a set of measure zero).

L2(D,X) is a Banach space. The norm of / € L2(D,X) is denned by

2

D '

Definition 1.4 . A vector-valued function / : D ~* X, is called almost separably
valued, if there is a set E c D of measure zero, such that the set J(D \ E) is separable in

A function / : D —> X, is called weakly measurable, if for each bounded linear functional
h" on X, the scalar-valued function z —• (f(x),hm) is measurable. (Here the brackets
denote the action of the functional ft* on f(x) e X.)
The following result relates the notions of strong and weak measurability, cf. Hille and
Phillips [26] Theorem 3.5.3.

Theorem 1.5 . A vector-valued function is strongly measurable if and only if it is
weakly measurable and almost separably valued.

From this it follows that for separable spaces X weak and strong Tneasurability are equiv-
alent notions (Hille and Phillips [26] Corollary 2, p.73).

For the remainder of this section we take for X the Hilbert space H- In that case L2(D, H)
is a Hilbert space with the inner product ((, )}, defined by

«/,9» := / </(*),*(*)>*«(«)•
JD

VH is separable, then L2(D,7{) is separable with orthonormal basis {eKfii}K€nti£i, where
eK hi denotes the W-valued function x —> eK(x)hi e H- The orthonormality is showed as
follows.

lethuexhfi = / (e4x)hi,e)i(x)hj)dti(x) =
JD

JD
elt(x)ex(x)dii(x) = SijSK\.
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For functions / € L2(D,K) the ft-valued integral, denoted by

{V) ( f(x)d^x),
JD

can be defined by its action on n 6 H

{{V) j RzW(x),h) := / </(*),fc)*i(«).
JD JD

It is called the Pettis integral The generalized Fourier coefficient of / at K g K can then
be defined by,

/(«) == (T) I f{x)TJx)d»{x).
JD

By definition of the Pettis integral we have for arbitrary h e W,

(f(*),h) = ((P) f f(x)e7(x~)d^x),h) = [ {f{x),h)7^)d^x).
JD JD

Or, equivalently,
{f{K),h) = {{!,eKh)). (1.2)

Parseval's relation and the inversion formula for the generalized Fourier transform are the
contents of the following theorem.

Theorem 1.6 . Let H be a separable Hilbert space. For any / 6 L2(D,H) the
following identities hold:

ll2 = E llft*)!!2- (1-3>

Here (1-4) converges in the norm topology ofL2(D, H).

Proof:

Let / 6 L2(D,H) be arbitrary. Then

which proves (1.3). Furthermore

a
Another proof of this theorem can be found in Sz-Nagy and Foias [17] pp.183-184.

Theorem 1.6 shows that j : L2(D,n) -> 12(K,H),

l(f) == {/(«)}«€«:,

is an isometric isomorphism. So, £J(Z),W) and 12(K,'H) are isometrically isomorphic,
denoted by,

2 2
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Let {TK} be a uniformly bounded family of linear operators on ft. The operator U on
<J(*f,W), which is of the form U = {71,} corresponds to an operator T on l?(D,H) as
follows.

T! = E T«lft0] e"> fot ' e i 2 W ) - 0-5)
K g *

11.2. Bessel systems, Riesz-Fischer systems
and Riesz bases in L2(D,H)

In this section we present necessary and sufficient conditions for

to be a Bessel system, Riesz-Fischer system, or Riesz basis in L2(D,H), where fKii 6 H
for K £ Jf, j e / • The results from this section will be used in Sections III.3 and IV.5 to
give solvability conditions for the mixed Fourier-moment problem of mixed type, which
also occurs in Part two.

Let K 6 K be fixed. Assume that the sequence {v<c,i}ie/ ' s a Bessel system in H. Then,
by Definition I.5.(t) there exist a bounded linear operator RK on H such that

R*hi = ipKti, i € I. (2.2)

If we want to prove that (2.1) is a Bessel system, wehave to find abounded linear operator
V. on L2(D,M) such that

R(eKhi) = e * ^ , K e *", t € / . (2.3)

The following theorem provides a useful criterion.

Theorem 2.1 . A bounded linear operator % on L2(D,7i) satisfies (2.3) if and only
if there is a uniformly bounded family of linear operators {RK}K£K on "H satisfying (2.2).
Moreover,

Proof:

We prove the result in the space 12(K,H) instead of L2(D,H). It {RK} is a uniformly
bounded family, we have by Theorem 1.3.5 that

is bounded. By (1.5) we associate with U a bounded linear operator H. on L2(D,H). We ,
show that H satisfies (2.3), if RK satisfies (2.2). Fix K e K and i G / . Note that the Xth f"'
Fourier coefficient of the function e.Khy is h\6K\. Hence by (1.5) and (2.2)

By Theorem 1.3.5 it follows that U is bounded and that \\VJ = sup>c€K||iiK||.
On the other hand, assume that there exists a bounded linear operator 72 on L2(D,H)
satisfying (2.3). Fix K g Mi and define RK on H by
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denotes the Kth fourier coefficient of Kf, where / € L2(D,H). We show that RK

satisfies (2.2). By definition

Next we prove that {J?«} is uniformly bounded. Choose h 6 7i and K 6 it' arbitrarily.
Then by Theorem 1.6

Hence

Finally we prove that

Take / e L2(D,7i). Since {A,eK} is an orthonormal basis, there exists a sequence {sn} c
L2(D,H) such that

Urn |||«. - / | | | = 0

n—»oo

where for each n, «„ is a finite series of the foi:.

We prove that for each n

The desired result then follows by the continuity of K. By (2.3) and by the definition of

whence

Analogous results hold if for each n 6 K the sequence {<pK,i}>eJ is a Riesz-Fischer system
or a Riesz basis. If {<PK,i}iei is a Riesz-Fischer system (Riesz basis) for each K £ K, then
there exists a family of bounded linear (invertible) operators {TK}K^K, such that

TKV>K,i = hi, i e l . (2.4)

In the case of Riesz-Fischer systems, the foUowing result holds true.
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Theorem 2.2 . Let <pK<i e H, tor K e K,i € I. The collection {y«,ie,e}/<eir,.ef 's
a Riesz-Fisher system in L2(D,H) if and only if there exists a uniformly bounded family
{TK} of linear operators on H, such that

TKV>K,i = hu i 6 / . (2.5)

There exists a bounded linear operator T such that

T(<pK,ieK) = hieK, K£K,ieI (2.6)

and

Proof:
Assume that the family {TK} satisfies (2.5) and is uniform bounded. That there exists
a bounded linear operator T on L2(D,H) which satisfies (2.6) is proved similarly as in
Theorem 2.1. Now we prove the if-part. Suppose {y<t,i£«} is a Riesz-Fischer system
in L2(DtH). Then, by Definition 1.5.1 (»i) there exists a bounded linear operator It on

2 ) such that

Now define an associated bounded linear operator T on £2(I>,W) by

—- , jUf, on
3 '~ \ 0 , on

It is clear by definition that 7" satisfies (2.6). Fix K e K and choose k s W . Define the
linear operator TK on H by

TKh := (T(heKyj(K).

In the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we show that TK satisfies (2.5) and

To prove | |T| | < sup||TK||, choose / 6 span{^)K,ieK}. (Since T is the zero operator
on (span{yA|jeK})x the inequality trivially holds true on this subspace.) The system
{Vis,i} need not be a basis, but by definition of closed linear span, we can find a sequence
{«n} C span{^>K,jeK} such that

Mm, H I * . - / I l l = 0,

where for each n, sn is a finite series of the form ^K,- c*tnpKtieK. We prove that for each n

The desired result then follows by the continuity of T . By (2.5) and by the definition of

Tsn = ]£3 c^i/i.e, = 52c ^

whence
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In the case of Riesz bases, we have the following result.

T h e o r e m 2.3 . Let <pKji € H, for K € K and i 6 J . The collection
is a Riesz basis for ^(DyH) if and only it there exists a family {TK} of linear operators
such that

Tx<pK,i = ht, i e / ,

and {TK} and {T~1} are uniformly bounded. The bounded linear iavertible operator T
given by

T(<pK,ieK) = hteK, K e MC,i 6 /

satisfies

The above theorems completely characterize Bessel systems. Riesz-Fischer systems and
Riesz bases of the form {eKi^K,i} in the space L2{D,Ti).

We want to compute the biorthogonal system of {eKipKi} in L2(D,7i). If for each K e K
{^",<}<€/ and {^*,i}>€/ a r e biorthogonal systems in ft, then {eKipK,i} and {eKt//K,i} are
biorthogonal systems in L2(D,H). For,

/
JD

If {<fKli} satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.6, then we can compute this system in terms
of the Gram matrix, (for n e t()

[G(K))U := (VKJ.VK.O. i , j e i . (2.7)

By Section 1.5 we obtain for fixed « G ^ ,

O ^ u V - j , < € / . (2.8)
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Chapter III

Moment Problems in Hilbert Space

In this chapter we consider a moment problem in a Hilbert space, which consists in finding
an element / 6 W such that

{f,Vi)<H=9i, i€l. (0.1)

Here {<7;} 6 ^ 2 ( / ) and {<Pi}i£i C W is a given system. The index set / is equal to IN in
this chapter.

In Section one we discuss conditions on the system {<fi} in order that the moment problem
has a solution. At the end of this section the Tychonov-Phillips regularization correspond-
ing to the moment problem is considered. An approximation scheme for computing the
solution is found in the second section and in the last section we give solvability conditions
for a mixed type Fourier moment problem in L2(D,H).
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111.1. Solutions of the moment problem

Without conditions on {¥>•}, problem (0.1) need not have a solution; even if {<fii}<elIS a

Bessel system and a basis:

Example 1.1 .

Let W be a Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {A,},€/. {<&} defined by ipt := (l/i)/i(
for t 6 / , is a Bessel system and a basis for H- Take Si = 1/i, for i 6 / . Suppose / is a
solution of the moment problem

/ can be represented in terms of the

Since {/,<Pi)fj = Cj/(i'2), we obtain Cj = (•*)ffi- Hence

• 6/ •€/

which does not converge in H- This is a contradiciton, so there does not exist a solution
of the moment problem (1.1) in ti.

A necessary and sufficient condition for (0.1) to have a solution is that {<#};g/ is a Riesz-
Fischer system (Proposition 1.5.2 (ti)). The solution / of problem (0.1) is unique if and
only if {<p,} is complete. If this is not the case, then other solutions of (0.1) are obtained
by adding elements lying in (span{v?t})J" to / . The solution which has smallest norm
among all solutions is called minimum norm solution.

Proposition 1.2 . If the moment problem admits a solution, then there exists a
unique minimum norm solution, which lies in the subspace span{y,}.

Proof:

First we prove uniqueness of the solution in the subspace Q := span {9,}. Let / and g be
solutions of the moment problem (0.1), both lying in Q. Then also / - g G Q, because
both / and g are solutions of problem (0.1),

So, f -g eg1. Thk can only be the case if / - g = 0.
Next we prove that the minimum norm solution liea in Q. Suppose h is an arbitrary
solution of problem (0.1). By Theorem 1.2.2 we write h as h = hi + /ij with hj e Q and
hi e QL • It is dear that ht is a solution of the moment problem. Furthermore,

So, h\ 6 Q is minimum norm solution. D

By Proposition 1.5.2 (it) and Proposition 1.2 we obtain the following result.

Theorem 1.3 . If {fi} is a Riesz-Fischer system, then the moment problem has a
unique minimum norm solution which lies in the subspace span{9,}.
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If {<fii} is a Riesz basis, then we obtain a stronger result, by the representation (1.4.4).

Theorem 1.4 . If {<pi) is a Riesz basis, then

/ = J>* (1-2)

is the unique solution of the moment problem.

Here {4>i}iei is the biorthogonal system of
{<Pi)iei, which can be computed by (1.5.4). Formula (1.2) can then be rewritten as

where G is the Gram matrix of the system {<fii}-

We rewrite the moment problem as an equation:

A/ = g, (1.4)

where A : rC —» (2(I) is given by

Af :={{/,W)w)«6f-

Note that the inverse A~x is given by (1.3) if {<pi} is a Riesz basis.

Assume for the remainder of the section that {Vijtg/ is a Bessel system. In this case A
need not have an inverse (cf. Example 1.1). We give a formula for the Tychonov-Phillips
regularization in terms of the Bessel system (cf Section 1.2)). The regularization {T~>}^>0

of the Moore-Penrose inverse A+ (see section 1.2) is of the form

T-<g:=A'(AA' + iI)-lg. (1.5)

Obviously, A'g = £,-e/fty>i, foig 6 f(I). So, AA'g = {£,6r<?ji0i}.ie'<and by straight-
forward computation one finds that

jel •€/

which is the generalization of formula (1.3) in the case of Bessel systems. We have obtained
the following result.

Theorem 1.5 . Let {ipi} is a Bessel system for H and define its Gram matrix G by

De.iote the identity operator on P{1) as / . TAen (forge P(I))

ye/iei

is the Tychonov-Phillips regularization corresponding to the moment problem.
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III.2. Approximation of the solution of the moment problem

The results of Section 1 are still not in a practical form, ae Formulae (1.2) and (1.3) deal
with an infinite sum and the inverse of an infinite matrix. Therefore we look for solutions
of the truncated moment problem

{fn,Vih{ = gu » = 1,...,«, (2.1)

where n € / is fixed. It is clear from the previous section that

is a solution of problem (2.1). Here {0"}<e{i,....n} ' s t n e biorthogona! system of
{Vi}ie<i n} 'n the subspace

Tin := span{^,},€{] n > .

By Propositon 1.2 it follows that /„ (which lies in Hn) is the unique minimum norm
solution of the truncated problem. By repeating this procedure for all n 6 / , we obtain
a sequence {fn}n€l- The aim of this section is to prove that | | / - / n | | -» 0, (for n —> oo)
where / g "H is the unique solution of problem (0.1).

First we construct an orthonormal basis {h{\i^i for W, e.g. by Gram-Schmidt orthog-
onalization, such that (for n £ I) {Aj}«g{i n} is an orthonormal basis for Hn. In this
case the operator T from Definition 1.5.1 (Hi) which satisfies

TV, = hi, i e /

leaves all the subspaces Hn invariant. However, the adjoint of T need not to leave the
subspaces Hn invariant. Denoting the restriction of T to 7in by Tn and its adjoint in Hn

by 7"*, the system {4>?}\ n C Tin is given by formula (1.5.3)

0 ? : = ^ ^ , • = l,...,n, (2.3)

which is the unique biorthogonal system of {y;}i,...,n ' n W«. Ar alternative formula for
V>" is (cf. formula (1.5.4))

where Gn is the truncated Gram matrix,

We define the projection operator Pn : 7i —• Wn, as

Pn is a normal operator (P£Pn = PnPn) from W onto Wn and it reduces to the identity
operator on 7in, i.e. Png = j for g e Wn. If / e W is the solution of problem (0.1), then

JFm
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it follows by substitution that the minimum norm solution of problem (2.1) is /„ = Pnf.
For any g 6 Hn we have

/ - / n = ( / - P n ) / = ( / - />„) ( / -9 ) .

Hence

||(/ - Pn)f\\ < \\I - .Pn||diSt(/,Wn). (2.5)

Here the distance between an element / lying in ri and a subspace M Cfi'is

dist(/, M) := inf {\\f - m\\ | m 6 M}.

We know that for all / e H
lim dist(/,Wn) = 0. (2.6)

n—*oo

The next lemma proves that ||/ — Pn\\ < c, where c is a constant independent of n.

Lemma 2.1 . Let {pijiei be a Jt/esz basis for W, and /et /*n be given by (2.4). Then

IIZ-^nll^l+dlG-'llllGH)1/2, neW. (2.7)

Proof:
Using tpi = T'ki, and (2.3), we obtain

\\Pnf\\ = f

Hence, by (1.5.2),

This proves the estimate. 0

By (2.5) and (2.V) it follows that,

IK/ - P")f\\ < (1 + (IIG-'ll I|G||)I/2) dist(/,Wn). (2.8)

Hence, by (2.6), for all / e W,

lim | | ( / -P n ) / | | = 0. (2.9)
n—+oo

|
n—+oo

We have proved the following result.

Theorem 2.2 . It {<?i}iel 's a BJesz basis and if fn (formula (1.6)) is the minimum
norm solution of the truncated problem (2.1), then {/n}neJV converges to the solution of
problem (0.1).
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Equation (2.9) applies in particular to biorthogonal sequences {V'ijie/ of a Riesz basis. It
follows by definition of Pn that xl>? = />„&, for i 6 {l,...,n}. Hence by (2.9)

lira Ij^r - 1MI = 0, (2.10)

for i 6 / .

III.3. Mixed Fourier moment problems in L2(D,H)

In this section we consider the mixed Fourier moment problem, which consists in finding
a function / 6 L2(£>,7i) such that

(f(K),V>*.i)H =*«..-, « G K , J 6 / . (3.1)

Here K and / are countable index sets, {yKti} lies in 12(K x / ) and {<pKj} is a sequence
of vectors lyirg in H. The Fourier transform /(«) of/ is defined in Section II. 1.

In Chapter IV we shall see that the mixed Fourier moment problem is related to the
mixed Fourier interpolation problem, which is a mathematical model for reconstructing
magnetic resonance images. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a diagnostic method
to measure and display cross sections of human organs (cf Part two). The theory of this
chapter forms the basis for Chapter IV and for Part two, where we explain how to solve
the mixed Fourier interpolation problem.

The idea for solving (3.1) is as follows. First, fnd for K € Ii fixed, a solution cK of the
moment problem in H

(cK,<pK,i)n = gK,i, » e / . (3.2)

Next, putting /(*) := cK, we obtain

/ = J2 c«e«. (3.3)

Problem (3.1) can also be solved directly. Using identity (II.1.2), we see that the mixed
Fourier moment problem amounts to finding an element / G L2(D,H) such that

U,eK<pK,i)) = gKj, (ceJR\i6J. (3.4)

So, if {eKtpKii) is a Riesz-Fischer system then (3.4) has a unique minimum norm solution.

Theorem 3.1 . If {ex<p*j} is a Riesz-Fischer system, then the unique minimum norm
solution f of problem (3.4) is of the form

where for eacn K 6 Ii, cK is the unique minimum norm solution of (3.2)

Proof:

The existence of a solution / is guaranteed by Theorem 1.3. If / is a solution of problem
(3.4), then for each K 6 MC its Fojir^r cotf-:'",:t <•,.• ?s - ^lution of

• . ' ->,¥>«.•)=••' • ?

By Theorem 11.1.6 we have that

Ill/Ill2 = £ IM2-

So, / is the minimum norm solution of problem (3.4) in £2(.D,W) if and only if all the
cK's are minimum norm solutions of (3.2) in H- O
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If iexf>K,i} is a Riesz basis then we have the stronger result.

Theorem 3.2 . /'"{««¥'«>} is a Riesz basis, then (3.4) has the unique solution

where
cK = y^

•e /

and

,̂< = £(<?
set

The Gram matrix is given by

For the remainder of this section we assume that {eKipKj} is a Bessel system (cf. Section
1). Then (3.4) need not have a solution (cf. Example 1.1). We give an explicit formula of
the Tychonov-Phillips regularization corresponding to the mixed Fourier moment problem.
We rewrite (3.4) as an operator equation:

First define for K 6 K the family of operators {AK}K^K fr°m W to (2(t),

AKh := {(A,¥>«,i)w}ier-

Finally, identifying t2(K,P(l)) with 0(S< x / ) , let the operator
A : £2(ft",-W) -* 0{K x / ) be given by

A := {AK}KeK.

Suppose {T%}T>o and {T'y}7>o are the Tychonov-Phillips regularizations of A* and A*
respectively. By Theorem 1.3.9 we have the following result.

Theorem 3.3 . Let {e,,^,,-} be a Bessel system. If

53 ||T^||2 < oo, ff € l\K x /),

then the Tychonov-Phillips regularization corresponding to the mixed Fourier moment
problem is

r»
Here for K 6 K fixed,

id te
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Chapter IV

Mixed Fourier Interpolation Problem

Let (D,n) be a finite measure space and assume that {eK}K^K is an orthonorma) basis
for L2(D,(F), where K is a countable index set. H is assumed to be a Hilbert space of
functions which has a reproducing kernel. Then £J(Z>,?i) consists of functions / such that
f(x) lies in H, for almost all x 6 D. In our application the functions in H depend on the
time-parameter t. So, f(z) is a time-dependent function, which we denote as t —> /(x,t).
The Fourier coefficient with respect to the parameter x is defined by

M ) := / f(x,t)eK{x)dii<jt),
JD

In this chapter we consider a mixed Fourier interpolation problem which consists in finding
a function / lying in X2(P,W) such that

(K,tK,i*/r) = gK,i, « € K,i 6 I. (0.1)

Here {gK,i} 6 12{B( x I) and {tK,i}K€J<,iei 1S a sequence of real numbers.

The mixed Fourier interpolation problem is a mathematical model for a reconstruction
problem in magnetic resonance imaging (Mill), a diagnostic method to measure and dis-
play cross sections of human organs. In Part two we are particularly interested in re-
constructing crass sections of the beating human heart at consecutive time instants. The
function / serves JIS a model for such a cross section, where the temporal parameter takes
account of the motion of the heart.

The idea for solving (0.1) is as follows. For fixed •: G Si problem (0.1) is an interpolation
problem with respect to the temporal parameter, i.e. we have to find a Fourier coefficient
cn which lies in H such that

In a Hilbert space "H with reproducing kernel, we can always write this interpolation
problem as a moment problem, because then there exists a system of vectors {¥>*,•} such
that

We consider two such Hilbert spaces with reproducing kernel: the space of bandlimited
functions Pr and the space of odd order splines K2n~x.
The solution of problem (0.1) is then obtained by the Fourier inversion formula: / =

E

r
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It is shown in this chapter that an equivalent manner to obtain a solution of problem (0.1)
is to reformulate it as the mixed Fourier moment problem in the space L2(D,"H):

{/(K),V«,i> = 9.M- K €«",« 6 / ,

which was solved in Section III.3.

In the first section we introduce the Hilbert space PT, wb'rh is also called Paley-Wiener
space. Section 2 gives examples of Bessel systems, Riesz-Fischer systems and Riesz bases
in Pr. Tht Hilbert space K2n~1 is introduced in section 3. In section 4 we illustrate
interpolation by bandlimited functions and odd order splines and give a motivation for
using Tychonov-Phillips regularization. The mixed Fourier interpolation problem is solved
in section 5. Section S gives examples of solutions of the mixed problem in the space
i2(Z),jPr). Some historical remarks about Riesz bases are given in the last section.
The notational convention during this chapter is that the index set / is the finite set
{1,...,/} in the case of spline functions and Z in the case of bandlimited functions.
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IV.1. Interpolation in the Pa ley-Wiener Space

We denote the support of a function / by aupp(f). The Fourier transform of a function
/ 6 ! " («) n L*(R) is defined by

Since Ll(R)nL2(R) lies dense in L2(R) it follows by Rudin [45] Theorem 9.13 that the
Fourier transform can be extended to XJ-functions; which is then also denoted by / .

Definition 1.1. The Paley-Wiener space is defined as

Pr ••= { f 6 L*{R) | supp (/) C [-r,r] }.

PT is a Hilbert space with inner product

(f,9)p. •= ,
JR

and with orthonormal basis, {ftjjig/, given by

ki(t):= yfrfr sincr(t - t ir/r), i e / . (1.1)

Here the sine-function is defined by

f sin(rt)
sincr(<) :=

By the Theorem of Paley-Wiener (see Young [55] Theorem 18, p. 101) any element / e Pr

can be extended to an entire function / : <F—• (T which satisfies

!/(*)! < ll/ltftcr| ^ 2 |

for all z 6 <C.

Define for fixed t € Ji,

<p(s) := ^/ r/ j r sincr(* - t ir/r), a 6 if.

Then for any / e f r

Hence J*r is a Hilbert space with reproducing kernel

k(s,t) = (r/ir) sincr(*-.s).

Representing / € JPr in terms of the orthonormal basis {A,-} we obtain by (1.2)

/ = ] P / (w/r ) sincr(- - «-r/r).
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This expansion is called the Shannon sampling series, which shows that any function
/ 6 PT can be reconvered from its values at th* equidistant points iir/r, for t 6 / . In the
following we are concerned with the problem of reconstructing / £ Fr, given its values at
non-equidistant points {<j}. Corresponding to a given sequence of increasing real numbers
{'•}.€/ w e define the vector system {tpi} in Pr by

ifi := y/r/x sincr(- - U jr/r), i 6 / .

We obtain by (1.2) the formula for the Gram matrix G corresponding to the system {fi},

Gij = sinc(ti - tj), i,j 6 / . (1.3)

Now consider the interpolation problem in JPP which consists in finding an element / lying
in Pr such that

(Vx/r) f(ti*M = 9i, »€/, (1-4)

where {gi} 6 12(I) is given. It follows from (1.2) that the interpolation problem (1.4) is
a special type of moment problem in Pr. That is, we want to find a function / which lies
in Pr such that

{f,<Pi)pT=9i, > 6 / . (1.5)

The properties of the soluticn and regularization of this problem are discussed in Section
III.l in the case that {ipf} is a Bessel system, a Riesz-Fischer system or a Riesz basis.

Our next objective is to obtain norm estimates for elements of PT. These estimates are
used in section V.I, where we derive stability results for interpolation in the space PT.
If / lies in Pr, then by the Fourier inversion formula

where j 2 = —1. By Jensen's inequality it follows that

= i JR
J Denoting \\f\\n, := sup((i7l|/(<)|, we obtain

• ll/lloo < (1/VSF) ||/||#>r, / 6 / V . (1.6)

In the same manner we derive the Bernstein inequality.

f<r2||/||K- (1-7)

IV.2. Bessel Systems, Riesz-Fischer Systems and Riesz bases in Pr

Let Oi}ig/ be a sequence of increasing real numbers. As above, we define for i e /

hi := (y/r/jr) sincr(- ->*/r) and f>i ~ (y/rfi) sincr(- - UT/T). (2.1)

In this section we give conditions on the time points U such that {^i} is a Bessel system,
Riesz-Fischer system or a Riesz br";is in PT.
First we prove a useful lemma.
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Lemma 2.1 . Let {sj}t£/ be a sequence of real numbers such that

(»/r) £ \f('i*M\2 < B2||/||K, / € Fr,

where B is a positive constant. If {p, }ie/ is a sequence of real numbers satisfying

| * i -P i |<7 . « '€ /

then for all / € *»,,

(T/r) £ |/( W ) - /(ftr/01* < #(e" - l)2||/||2Pr-

Proof:

The space Pr is closed under differentiation. The Bernstein inequality (1.7) yields
||(d/0O/ll < rl |/ | |p,- let |"i - Pi I < 7- Denote the Jttft derivative as (d/dt)kf(t). For
any real number p ^ 0 we obtain by the Taylor series expansion and the Cauchy Schwarz
inequality,

fc!

It follows by assumption and the Bernstein inequality that

*)( E x&) -
Interchanging the order of summation, we obtain

The result follows with

D
In order to prove that {î ,} is a Bessel system, we have to find a bounded linear operator
R on F r (cf. Definition 1.5.1 (i)) such that

Rht = ifii, i 6 I-

Theorem 2.2 . If, for some positive constant f,

\u - A <i, * e / ,
then {Vt}> given by formula (2.1), is a Bessel system in P r- /" 'Aat case, the operator R
which is given by

Rhi = v»i, i 6 /
satisfies

Pll < e"-
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Proof:

Since {A,} is an orthonormal basis for PT we have by (1.2) and Theorem 1.4.4

i*M £|/0>/r)|* = £|</A)I2 = H/il2.

We put a; = i, pi = U and B = 1 in Leirrma 2.1 and obtain by (1.2)

£l<Mi-^)|2<(e^-l)Wpr-

Define the linear operator W on PT by the following expression

for / e F r . It follows from the above estimate that W is a bounded operator: ||W|| <
(e*"1 — 1). Its adjoint has the property that W'hi = hi — <f>i tot i 6 / , since

for arbitrary / 6 Pr. The result follows from the fact that ||W|| = ||W"|| and by taking
R:=I-W". a

Let {hi} and {(fi} be given by formula (2.1). In order to prove that {ipi} is a Riesz-Fischer
system, we first formulate a lemma, which is proved in Young [55] Theorem 5, p. 162.

Lemma 2.3 . Let {ti}i^i be a sequence of increasing real numbers such that

Then for all n G IN and for all sequences of complex numbers {ci}"__n, we have

n
m £ |ciP <

i= — n

where}2 = -1 and

T h e o r e m 2.4 . If {ti} is a sequence of increasing real numbers such that

fc+i-*i > 7 > 1, « € / ,

then {Vi} 's a Riesz-Fischer system. Moreover, there exists a bounded linear operator T
on Pr such that i

T<fit = hi, i € / ,

and
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Proof:

We have the following relation between sine functious and the exponentials,

sincr(- - ti */r))(f) = (1/VSr*) xK/r) e~*'M Ui- (2-2)

Here x is the characteristic function of the unit interval [-1,1]. Choose n € IN and a
sequence of complex numbers {c;}"=_n arbitrarily. Then

t=—n

Ci ,/Ffi sincr(t - (r/r)lO||K = II £
n i——

After the change of variables £ = — £n*/r, we have

|| £ cf v ^ sincr(t - (r/r)l,-)||K = ||

By Lemma 2.3 it follows that

where

Then, by Theorem 1.5.2 («») b it follows that {^j} is a Riesz Fischer system for Pr. Hence
there exists a bounded linear operator U such that Vfi = hi for i e f . By the above
estimate it follows that for any h 6 span{<^j} we have that

Now define T := V on span{<,jj} and T := 0 on (span{v,})x. D

Let {hi} and {<p*} be given by formula (2.1). To provide a condition for {<pi} to be a Riesz
basis, we formulate the following result (cf. Young [55] Theorem 14, p.42).

Theorem 2.5 Kadec's 1/4 theorem .

Let {ti} be a. sequence of real numbers such that

\U ~i\<a< 1/4, i G / .

Then for aW n G IN and for an <..litrary sequence {£;}"=_„ we have

(1/2JT) / \S" a(e>ix - e'Ul)\2dx < X2("y |c,|2).

Here j 2 — - 1 and A = (1 - cos TO + sinira) < 1.

Theorem 2.6 . Jf
|*i - i| < o < 1/4, « G / ,

then {vi}ig/ is a Riesz basis in JPr. Tie bounded linear invertible operator T on PT, given
by

Ttpi = hi, i G / ,

satisfies

\\T\\<YZJ, I I T - : I I < I + ^
Here A = (1 - cos jror + sin TO) < 1.
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Proof:

We prove that there is a A < 1 such that for all m 6 IN and for complex numbers
Cj, t = - m , . . . ,m, that satisfy J^Jl_m |c,|2 < 1, the following estimate holds

|| £ Cj ( y ^ sincr(- - (T/rV.) - y ^ sincr(. - (*/r)i)) |k < A. (2.3)

By identity (2.2) we have that the left hand side of (2.3) is equal to

i = - m

After the change of variables £ = —£ir/r, and by Theorem 2.5 this expansion reduces to

i = —TTI

< (1 - cos ira + sin ira) =: A.

If a < 1/4, then A < 1. Then from Theorem 1.5.3 it follows that {<?•} is a Riesz basis for
Pr and there exists an operator T on Pr such that Tipi = hi, that satisfies

The results of Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.3 are sharp in the s>ense that if

{ i - 1/4, if i > 0
0, if t = 0 ,

i + 1/4, if » < 0
then {e-''''^}jg/ is neither a Riesz basis nor a Riesz-Fischer system for L2([-w,n)) (cf.
Young [55] p. 44, p. 164;.

IV.3. Spline functions of odd order

In this section we consider interpolation by polynomial spline functions of odd order and
we show that the interpolation problem is a spedal type of moment problem in the space
>C2n~l. Accounts of spline theory are given in Ahlberg [1], de Boor [9], Schoenberg [47],
and Greville [21]. Here we follow mainly Greville [21].

Given an interval [a,b\ we define the mesh A as a division of this interval.

Definition 3.1 . The mesh A of [a,b] is a sequence of increasing real num-
bers {tijr/r, ...(i/ir/r} such that a = tjff/r < t3ir/r < ... < t/ir/r = b. The intervals
{tix/r, ii+,!r/r) are called (open) mesh intervals.

The space K.m is defined as follows (cf. de Boor [9]).

Definition 3.2 . Km := {/ 6 Cm-l\a,b] | / is a polynomial of order m or less,
on each mesh interval }.
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The set K2"'1 consists of the so called polynomial spline functions of odd order. The
linear space fC3"'1 has the inner product (cf. de Boor [9])

Here /* denotes the fcth derivative of / and (f,g)i?[a,b] '•= Jia a /(*)ff(0<&- The space
AC2""1 is characterized by (cf. GreviUe [21])

/ e AC2""1 •<=* there exists a polynomial pjn_i and complex numbers c,-, (i 6 / )

such that / = p2n_! + £ c , ( . - tiir/rff-1.
•e/

Here pjn_i is a polynomial of order 2n - 1 or less and for any t s R

0, t<0'

Since AC2""1 is a finite dimensional inner product space, it is complete, i.e. AC2""1 is a
separable Hilbert space. Moreover AC2""1 is a Hilbert space with reproducing kernel (cf.
section 1.2):

Define the system of independent vectors {•pi}iel in AC2""1, corresponding to the mesh A
as

For any function / G AC2""1 Taylor's formula holds,

Using this formula, the point evaluation can be written as the inner product (cf. Bertero
[5])

So the interpolation problem is a special type of moment problem for functions in the
space AC2""1.

One can derive from Taylor's formula the estimate (cf. formula (1.6))

| |/l |oo<C1 | |/ | |£jn-l, (3.3)

where

" ~ " " *, ~ , } (3.4)
(n - 1)! v^n - 1 / l
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IV.4. Interpolation and regularization

In this section we discuss examples of sine- and spline-interpolation curves and illustrate
the necessity of a regularization method.

Let {tj}ig/ and {g%}i^i be sequences of real and complex numbers, respectively. The
interpolation problem consists in finding a function / lying in H such that

(V»7»:)/(W'')=ffi, iel. (4.1)

Here H can be the Hilbert space of bandlimited functions PT or the space of odd order
splines t 2 "" 1 .

If H = Pr, then we define

V>i •= (\fr~h) sir.cr(- - Uv/r)

and if H = JC2n~\ we put
y;:=<7(-,*iir/r).

The function a is given by formula (3.1). In either case, by (1.2) and (3.2) the interpolation
problem is a moment problem. It consists in finding / £ H such that

U,Vi)=3i, « € - . (4.2)

By substitution in (4.2) and from Proposition III.1.2 it follows that the unique minimum
norm solution of problem (4.2) is

where

The Gram matrix G is given by

Cj> := (Vi.Vi). »iJ€/-

If H = Pr the elements of the Gram matrix are (formula (1.3))

dj = sinc,r(<,- - tj), i,j £ / . (4.3)

If H = K1"-1, then from formula's (3.1) and (3.2)

Gtj••=<r(tiT,T,ti*lT). (4.4)

If the time points {ti} are positioned equidistantly, we call it uniform sampling, otherwise
non-uniform sampling. In Figure 4.1 the function h(t) = COS(7TI) is plotted for t € [0, lj.
It is sampled at the uniform time markers (, = t/10 for i = 0,1,..., 10. The interpolation
curves in the case of sine, order 0, order 1 and order 3 spline functions are illustrated
in Figures 4.2 uptil 4.5. If h(t) is sampled at nonuniform time markers, the behaviour
of the interpolating sine functions in Figure 4.7 changes drastically. The main reason
for this behaviour is that the interpolation problem can be ill-conditioned for nonuniform
sampling, as we will see in Section V.I.
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Figure 4.6 is a plot of the interpolating spline of order 3 for nonuniform sampling. If the
order of the spline is high then the interpolating function tends to oscillate quickly-
One way to avoid this oscillating behaviour of the interpolating functions in the case of
nonuniform sampling can be by applying Tychonov-Phillips reguiarization. By Theorem
III.1.5 we know that this regoiaiization {T"1} co» responding to the moment problem (4.2)
is given by

)ji 9i <Pj- (4-5)

In Figure 4.9 Formula (4.5) is applied in the case of sine interpolation in PT with parameter
value i = 10~*. The regularization for order 3 spline interpolation is illustrated in Figure
4.8 with reguiarization parameter 7 = 10"5.

7J3t-l

J

•74t-f

.-•KB

\ v\
A

T \J V
A /
i XJ

XV
\

Figure 4.1. Original function: cos(7irx) with uniform sampling points.

oV

Figure 4.2. Uniform samples; interpolation by a spline of order 0
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Figure 4.3. Uniform samples; interpolation by a spiine of order 1

0

-1 JrHI

\ / ^

, A r\

Figure 4.4. Uniform samples; interpolation by a spline ot order 3
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Figure 4.5. Uniform samples; interpolation by sine functions

Figure 4.6. Non uniform samples; interpolation by splines of order 3
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Figure 4.7. Non uniform samples; interpolation by sine functions

isno

T3e-I

Figure 4.8. Non uniform samples; regularized interpolation by splines of order 3
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13M0

Figure 4.9. Non uniform samples; regularized interpolation by sine /unctions

IV.5. Solution and regularization of the mixed
Fourier interpolation problem

In this section we characterize the solution / of problem (0.1). We demand / to lie in
the space Z2(Z?,W). Since in practice the data set will always be finite, we assume only
for this section that the index set / is also finite in the case of bandlimited functions, say
/ = {1,...,/}. (Because the results which are presented here are automatically valid if K
is finite, it is for theoretical purpose still assumed that the index set li — Z. )

In the case of the mixed problem, we have measure" a sequence of complex values {gK,i} €
(2(K x / ) at the time points {tK,tv/r}K^K,iel- Assume that for each n. £ Jf, the sequence
{l«,'}'6i consists of distinct time points. / 6 l?(D,'H) is called a solution of the mixed
problem if it satisfies,

y/*Trf{K,tK,i*/r) = g«,i, K € K,i € / .

In the case that H = JPr, we define

sincr(- - tXti*/r).

(5.1)

(5.2)

Ut( = AC2""1, then
V>K,i := 0(;*KJXM- (5-3)

The function <r is jpven by formula (3.1). In either case, it follows from the results of
Section 1 and Section 3, that the mixed problem (5.1) can be solved by finding a function
/ € L2(D,ft), which satisfies

In order to compute the solution we define

(5.4)

(3,5)
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and

•e/
Note that for each K e i f , the Gram matrix G{K) is invertible, since {tK,i}%ei >s a finite
sequence consisting of distinct time points.

For fixed K 6 Si, c* is the minimum norm solution of the interpolation problem:

(K/*jr)cK(tKiiir/r) = gK-i, i e / • (5.7)

The following theorem guarantees existence of a solution / of the rrJxed problem.

Theorem 5.1 . Let the sequence {CX}H€K C H be given by (5.8), where H is a
separable Hilbert space. If

£ IKIIft < oo, (5.8)

then
/ = £ cKeK (5.9)

is the unique minimum norm solution of problem (0.1) in the space

Proof:

For K s Ii fixed, cK is the minimum norm solution of the problem

By Parseval 's relation from Theorem II.1.6, | | | / | | |2 = £ K € K | | / (K)!P , for / £ L2(V,H),
and by putting / (K) := cK it follows that / := £)K6jf cKeK is unique minimum norm
solution of the problem

From Theorem 5.1 it follows that the minimum norm solution of (0.1) is obtained by
interpolation in time followed by Fourier inversion. It is not required to perform an
interpolation in the Fourier domain. This result is of practical importance because for
each K e K one can solve the partial problem (5.7) and then obtain a solution of the
entire problem (0.1) by Fourier inversion. This implies that, when solving (0.1) on a
computer, one only has to store (for certain K € K) the partial data set {<7/t,i}ie/ and find
the corresponding minimum norm solution cK. Repeating this procedure for each K e K
independently we then find the minimum norm solution / of the mixed problem by Fourier
inversion. We can also formulate this result in another manner: the information contained
in the data {gK,i}iel iS u s e d o nty o n c e f°r different values of « € K.
If. however, the system {«„} is not an orthonormal basis for L2(D,<P), then we have to
perform an interpolation in the Fourier domain as well.

The Tychonov-Phillips regularization {T""} corresponding to the mixed Fourier interpo-
lation problem is given by Theorem III.3.3, 7"» := {7?} , where for g 6 £*(!)

From this result it follows that the Tychonov-Phillips regularization is obtained by regu-
larizing for each « € K independently.
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IV.6. Examples of solutions of the mixed
Fourier interpolation problem

We now give examples of solutions of the mixed problem in the Hilbert space L2(D, Pr).
Let the sequence of time points {<,t,i}<tgK,ie/ and the sequence of complex numbers
{ffx.t} 6 O(Si x / ) be given. The mixed Fourier interpolation problem in L2(D,PT)
consists in finding an element / lying in L2(D,PT) such that

\A/r/(K,t«,."7'") = gKti, K e K,t € I-
In the following we give examples such that the conditions of Theorems UI.3.2. and III.3.3
are satisfied.

Define {hi} by formula (2.1) and {ipK,i} by formula (5.2). {/>i}ig/ is an orthonormal basis
for PT (cf. Section 1). From Section 5 we know that the mixed Fourier interpolation
problem can be solved, by finding a solution of the mixed Fourier moment problem in
L*(D,PT):

(/(*), <f>K,i) = g*,h K e K,i e / .
To solve the mixed Fourier moment problem, we use the results of Section III.3.

Example 6.1 .

Assume that {lK,<} satisfies

l«« , i - ' l<7 , « € / < " , ' 6 / -
Then by Theorem 2.2 the sequence {<fK,i}iel IS a Bessel system in Pr for all K 6 K.
Moreover for each K 6 Mi there exists a bounded linear invertible operator RK such that

R«hi = ipKii, i e I.
The norm of A* satisfies the uniform estimate K € K,

I I * . II < « " .
hence {RK}KeK is a uniformly bounded family of linear operators. By Theorem II.2.1
{eK<rK i] is a Bessel system in L2(D,Pr) and there exists a bounded linear operator 11 on
L2(D,Pr) such that

R(eKhj) = eKipKii, K e K, i £ 1.

Moreover

l!ft|| < e'"1"-
Introduce the linear operator A : L2(D,PT) -» t2(K x / ) , by

That A is a bounded linear operator can be seen as follows.

E l«W/,e.M»|2 = ll|72'/|||2 < \

The mixed Fourier interpolation problem can now be written as an equation:

Af = 9
By Theorem III.3.3 we have that the Tychonov-Phi'lips regularization {7"'}7>o of A+ has
the decomposition

where
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In the case of a Riesz-Fischer system in L2(D,Pr) we have the following situation.

Example 6.2 .

Assume that for each fixed K e Mi the sequence {t«,i}ig/ is increasing and satisfies

<«,;+i - <«,i > 7 > 1. » C '•

Then by Section 1 there exists for each n e K a bounded linear operator T1* on Pr such
that

!"«¥>»,; = hi, i 6 / .

Moreover by Theorem 2.4 the norm of TK can be estimated uniformly in K 6 Mi,

" " " - V 2 - 2 / 7 2 "

Hence {TK} is a uniformly bounded family of operators. By Theorem II.2.2 {e^v?*,,} is
a Riesz-Fischer system in Z2(£, JPr) ^;,d there existst a bounded linear operator 7* on

3, Pr) such that

Moreover

2 - 2/7,2 '

For a Riesz basis in L2(D,Pr) we have the following example.

Example 6.3 .

Assume that for each fixed K 6 K the sequence {tx,i}iei satisfies

l*«.i - «'l < o < 1/4, i ' 6 / .

Let K G /i" be fixed. By Theorem 2.6 there exists a bounded linear invertible operator TK

on Pr such that
TK<pK,i = kit i e / •

Moreover the norms of T« and T~l can be estimated uniformly in it € K,

\\TK\\ < -r—r and Hr^'H < 1 •}- A, A := 1 - cosxa + sirnra.
1 ~" A

Hence {TK} and {T'1} are uniformly bounded families of operators. By Theorem II.2.3
{e«.fn.,i\ is a Riesz basis in L2(D,Pr)a.nd there existst a bounded linear invertible operator
T on L2(D,PT) such that

T{eKifiKii) = eKhi, K G A',« 6 / .

Moreover

| | r | | < _ L . and IIT-'HSl + A.

The solution of the mixed Fourier interpolation problem is given by Theorem III.3.2.
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IV.7. Historical remarks

In this section we give a brief sketch of the historical development behind the theory on
the nonharmonic exponentials {e-''1'1'}, where {'i}tg/ is a sequence of real numbers and
/= 2.

The study of nonharmonic Fourier expansions was initiated by Paley and Wiener (1934),
who discovered the possibility of representing a function / G £2[-jr,jr] as a series of the
form

Here the c< are complex numbers. In 1942, Duffin and Eachus showed that {e-7'1''} is a
Riesz basis for £2[-jr,jr] if

\U - t| < a < i2«2, ,- 6 / .

This result also holds for a sequence of complex numbers. Ultimatelty ic was Kadec [28]
who showed (cf. Theorem 2.5) that for real {(;} the bound on the differences \tt — i\ could
be improved to 1/4:

\U-i\<ct< 1/4, « e / .

That 1/4 is in fact the "best possible" constant was already proved by Levinson [36] in
1940.

Since then the result of Kadec has been generalized, e.g. by Katznelson (1971 in [29]): If
{ti} is a sequence of complex numbers, such that

supi6f|Re ti — i| < 1/4, and 6up,e/|Im tj| < oo,

then {eJ'*"'")} is a Riesz basis for L2[— JT,T]. (In fact, Katznelson proved a stronger result,
which ws> do not state here.)

There remain many open problems in this area; we only mention one. Every Schauder
basis for £2[-jr,ir] (Definition 1.4.3) of the form {eJ ' i ( )} encountered so far was proved
to be a Riesz basis. Open problem: Are there bases of complex exponentials that are not
Riesz bases?
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Chapter V

Stability of the Mixed Fourier Interpolation Problem

The mixed Fourier-interpoiation problem consists in finding a function
/ F L2(D,H) such that

I. (0.1)

We refer to this problem as the unperturbed problem. Here the data {g*,i} € i2{Bi x I)
and the time points {<K,t} are given.

In this chapter we prove three types of error estimates. The first one is the aliasing
error. Suppose the original function which is to be reconstructed is g. The data {<?«,;} are
associated with this function g by the following relation

gK,i ~ (y/r/r)g(K, tKiitc/r), K 6 K, > £ I.

Suppose that g lies in the function sp^ce L2(D,Q) and not in Z2(D,W), where the
Banach space Q contains the subspace "H. (Note that then L2(D,Q) contains L2(D,H)).
The solution / of problem (0.1), however, is required to be an element of L2(D,7{). This
causes an error,

1/2

which we call the aliasing error. (A precise definition is given in Section 2.)

The second error estimate is the amplitude error. Suppose the data {gK,i} are perturbed
to {g'K,}- The solution which corresponds to the perturbed data is called / ' and satisfies

t The amplitude error is defined as the difference between / and / ' in £2(J3,W)-norm:

t -u / f . v 1/2

E£np:=(/ H/(*. •)-/'(«,•)

The third error estimate is called the time jitter error. Suppose the time points {<«,;}
are perturbed to {''„,,}• The solution that corresponds to t i e perturbed problem is again
denoted by / ' and satisfies

^ W ' K W ' O = 0..,.- •€# . (0.3)
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The time jitter error is the difference between / and / ' in L2(D, W)-norm and is denoted

a s E «

In section one we prove error estimates for sine interpolation in the Paley-Wiener space Pr.
These error estimates will be used in section two to prove the stability of the mixed Fourier
interpolation problem in the case of reconstruction by sine functions. There we also prove
error estimates for the mixed problem in the case of spline functions. Conclusions which
can be drawn from the error analysis of section two are presented in the third section.

The notational convention in this chapter is as follows. K is a countable index set and / is
the finite index set {1,. . . , /} in the case of spline functions and Zin the case of bandlimited
functions. Define D := [—T,ir]n and let {eK}K£K be the canonical orthonormal basis for

2

eK(x) :=

where x G D.
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V.I. Stability of Sine Interpolation

In this section we consider stability and error estimates for the following interpolation
problem. Given are data {gi} € £*(!) and time markers {ti}ig/. The problem is to find a
function / in Pr such that

y/Z/r f(ti x/r) = g( i e / • (1.1)

The definitions of aliasing error, amplitude error and time jitter error for the time depen-
dent problem (1.1) are given below. These errors are denoted as ejj, eamp and etj t o

emphasize the distinction between the errors for the mixed problem (0.1).

The first error estimate is the aliasing error, which we define as follows. (A precise
formulation is given in Section 1.1.) Suppose g is the original function which has to be
reconstructed from the data {gi}, where gi := g(tiir/r), for i 6 / . Suppose g lies outside
the Hilbert space Pr. Since the solution of problem (1.1) is required to lie in Pr, we make
an error,

e a i : = l | / - f f | U

which is called the aliasing error. Here the supremum norm of a function / : Si —» <T is
defined as

II/IU := wp.£iil/(0l-

The second error estimate we compute is the amplitude error, which is defined as follows.
Suppose the data {gi} are perturbed to {g[}. The solution which corresponds to the
perturbed data denoted as / ' and satisfies

(ti'M = 9i < € / • (1.2)

The amplitude error is defined as the difference between / and / ' in norm,

eamp = | | / - / ' | | f t .

A third error estimate, called the time jitter error, is defined as follows. Suppose the mea-
surement times {(,-} are perturbed to {t;}. The solution that corresponds to the perturbed
problem is again denote J by / ' and satisfies

(t'ixfr) = gi i <E I. (1.3)

The time jitter error is the difference betwe-jn / and / ' in norm,

etj = 11/ -/'Ik-

In subsections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 estimates for the aliasing error, the amplitude error and
the time jitter error, are given.
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1.1. The aliasing error

Here we give an estimate for the aliasing error. We restrict ourselves to the case of uniform
sampling, i.e. <; = t for i 6 / . First, define the operator P : S —• PT by

Ph := ̂ v/SrAO K"M sincr(. - »>/»•), (1-4)

for h g S. Here 5 is the linear space of rapidly decreasing functions, cf. Hormander [28]
Definition 7.1.2. p. 160, which is defined as the collection of all C°°(Jf)-functions / such
that

supI€/JK (d/dxf/(x)\ < oo,
for all positive integers a and /?. i°°(J?) is the space of bounded measurable functions
with norm || W^. L°°(R) is a Banach space. Note that 5and Pr are subspaces of Z°°(JZ).
So, we can define the aliasing error as

eal:=||/.-Pfc||oo.
Note that this definition coincides with the previous one.
To prove an estimate for the aliasing error, we use the Poisson summation formula, which
we state as a Lemma.

Lemma 1.1 . For any function h 6 S the Poisson summation formula holds, that is

Herej2 = -1.

The next lemma provides a bound for the aliasing error.

Lemma 1.2 . For h eS,

eaJ^V- / l*<0«- (1-5)

Proof:-
For h € S we have the relation

|/i(t)| = | - i= / A(f)ey**rff| < - i = / |A(OK-
V2TT y H V2T JR

So,

We recall the relation between sine functions and the complex exponentials (cf. Section
IV.2),

sincr(- - ix

Here x is the indicator function of the interval [—1,1]. Now it follows by Lemma 1.1 and
the two relations above that

\\h - Ph^ < -^= \\h - %

=/
2T J\-r,r
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A proof of a similar statement can be founo in Natterer [45] Theorem 1.3, pp. 57-59.

1.2. The amplitude error

Let {ffi}ig/ , {g'i)iel 6 ?2(I) be the data corresponding to problem (1.1), and the per-
turbed data corresponding to (1.2) respectively.
The following proposition holds in the case of a separable Hilbert spaces H with orthonor-
mal basis {ftijjg/.

Proposition 1.3 . Let {<fii}iei be a Riesz basis in a Hilbert space H, with biorthogonal
system {4>\}i£i, and suppose {gi}, {g't} 6 12(I)- The following estimate holds,

where G is the Gram matrix given by

Proof:

By (1.5.3) and (1.5.2) we obtain

t g /

This proves the proposition. Q

Now take 7i = Pr and let {ft,} and {&} be given by formula (IV.2.1). The biorthogonal
system {V1,} of {<,?{} is computed by (1.5.4). The solution of problem (1.1) is called / ,
the solution of the perturbed problem (1.2) is denoted by / ' , which are 53ie/Si'/'t and
Sie/Si^i respectively (cf. Theorem III.1.4). By Proposition 1.3 we obtain,

eamp^llC-'ll"'2^-?'^, 0-6)

where the Gram matrix G is

tj), i,j e /•

From this estimate it follows that the solution is stable for perturbation of the data, since
G"1 is a bounded operator on 12(I) if |«j - t | < o < 1/4, for i 6 / . By Theorem IV.2.6 and
(1.5.2) the norm of G~l is estimated by ||G~I||1''2 < ^ , where A := 1 - cosjra + sin TO.
We see that the norm of G~l in the case of uniform sampling is equal to 1. fn the case of
nonuniform sampling the norm of G~x may become larger if o tends to 1/4. The problem
(1.1) is called well-conditioned if DC"1!! is close to 1, otherwise it is called ill-conditioned.
In the case of uniform sampling (a = 0) the problem is well-conditioned under perturbation
of the data and the problem is ill conditioned if a is close to 1/4.
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1.3. The time jitter error

Let {ti}i£i and {'!}ig/ be the sequences of exact, respectively perturbed time markers.
The solution of the exact problem (1.1) is written as / and the solution of the perturbed
problem (1.3) as / ' . Recall formula (IV.2.1:

hi :-(%/rJir) sincr(- — »'*/»") and ipi := (y/r/r) sincr(- —

The system corresponding to the perturbed time points is defined as

Suppose
\t\ - i\ <<*'< 1/4, i e / .

Then, by Thsorem IV.2.6, {vj}jgr is a Riesz basis for Pr. So, there exists a bounded
linear invertible operator T', satisfying

Moreover

where
A' := 1 -cosira ' + sinxa'. (1.9)

The biorthogonal system of {v>J} is denoted by {V*!}i which can be computed by

\i<p\, iei. (l.io)

Here G' is the Gram matrix of the system {sffj},

Again we have a relation between T' and G',

The solutions / of problem (1.1) and / ' to problem (1.3) are / = Yliei9i^i, and / ' =
Y,iei9i1P'i- {$i} c a n b e computed by (1.5.4):

the Gram matrix G is given by (IV.1.3).

In order to find an estimate for the time jitter error, we choose the following approach.
We look for a perturbation operator V, such that Vf>i = <p[, for all i £ / . If such an
operator and unique biorthogonal sequences exist, then we have the relation V> = V'4'[.
The following proposition expresses the difference between / and / ' in terms of the norm
of the operators T' and I — V. Note that this proposition holds for arbitrary separable
Hilbert spaces "H.

Jktf
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Proposition 1.4 . Let {<?{) C H, where ti is a separable Hilbert space. Define
ip'j := Vtfn for i 6 / , where V is a bounded linear operator. If {¥>(};€/ is a iJiesz basis for
K, tfien

5>^. - E**fH« < V- v\\ \\r\\ \\g\y.

Here {^i}ie/ is the unique biorthogonal system corresponding to {<?[}; {0,} is given fay
4>i := V V J a n d {gt} f 2 ( )

Proof:

11/ - m llSft-r"A,-||w < 11/- v|| F'li \\J29ihi\\n = | | / - v|| HHI

which proves the estimate. •

In the following we give conditions under which such an operator V exists, and in addition,
we obtain an estimate for the norm of / - V in terms of the differences of ti and <{. First
wr: prove a lemma.

Lemma 1.5 . Let {^ijie/ be a Riesz basis for a separable Hilbert space Ti. Suppose
i}izi satisfies

£ 2 2 f o , fen.
where C is a constant. Then there exists a bounded linear operator V onTi such that

V W = ¥>;, i € f ,

Proof:

Let {ifi} be a Riesz basis for Ti, then Ttpi = hi and fa := T'hi is its biorthogonal system.
Define the bounded linear operator W on W by

Then,

imnEK/'W-vs

So ||W|| < C\\T\\. The adjoint of W is

and
(/ - w

The result follows by taking V - I - W.
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Lemma 1.5 is a slight generalization of Schafke's Theorem(cf. Young [58]) where the
system {<Pi}i^l ' s assumed to be an orthonormal basis.

An estimate for the time jitter error can now be derived, by means of a norm estimate
for I - V. The Gram matrices G and G' are given by formula's (IV.1.3) and (1.11),
respectively.

Theorem 1.6 . Let {'i}ig; and {*'}igr be sequences of real numbers which satisfy,

\t,i- 'I < a < 1/4, t e J , (1.13)

\t'i - i\ < a' < 1/4, »'e/. (1-H)

The lime jitter error can he estimated by

where

7:=sup,.€,|<,-<:.|<a + Q'. (1.15)

Proof:

If {ti} satisfies the estimate of Theorem 1.6, th<"ii {fi) is a Riesz basis for Pr. Let / £ PT,
then

• € /

'61

So, the conditions of Lemma IV.2.1 are satisfied with B = \\T~l\\. After putting Si -
and p.- = t\ in Lemma IV.2.1, it follows that

Hence the sequences {ipi} and {y>;} satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1.5, with C =
WT'1 \\{e*"> -1). This implies the existence of a linear operator V on Pr such that Vifi = ^J
and

11/ - v|| < ||T|| nar-1 n(eT - 1 ) .

Since the {'{Jig/ satisfy (1.14), the system {ioj}ig/ is by Theorem IV.2.6 a Riesz basis.
By Proposition 1.4 we have that

11/ - f\\Pr < (\\G'~l\\ \\G-l\\ \\G\\)l>':

f and / ' are solutions of (1.1) and (1.3) respectively.
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A few remarks are in order. From this estimate we see that problem (1.1) is stable for
perturbation of the time markers. Theorem IV.2.6 and the norm estimates (1.5.2), (1.12)
yield

and

Here
A := 1 - cos ra + sin TO

and
A' := 1 — cosira' + sin ira'.

In the case of uniform sampling (a is zero and a' is clo^e to zero) the problem (1.1) is well-
conditioned for perturbation of the time markers. If we sample nonuniformly, especially
when Q or a' is close to 1/4, the problem may become ill-conditioned for perturbation of
the time markers.

There is an alternative way to obtain an estimate for the time jitter error. Suppose we did
measure the data {</i}i£j at the time markers {tiv/r}iej. But somehow, the sequence of
measurement times is registered by our device as {/(jr/r},e/. The function we sampled is
denoted by / , so gt = \Jvjr f(tiv/r). The situation which is registered by our measuring
device is false, since it says that the value of / at t'ir/r is equal tc </j. However, the true
value of J at tjjr/r is g\ := (y/r/r) /(tjjr/r). So w« should consider {sijig/ as the exact
data and {£•}•€/ as the perturbed data at {<!*/'•};;/. With the above notation, we have

(116)

and we define / ' = £,ej9iii>'i- The time litter error is given by

*tj = II/ - /"lift = ii 2></>i - 2 > # i k =

The estimate in Theorem 1.6 can now be derived from estimate (1.6) of the amplitude
error. Let {<;} and {(J) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.6. By applying (1.6) with 0J
and G' in the ro's of V"i and G respectively, we find

From the proof of Theorem 1.6, we know that the sequence {<i}ie/ satisfies the condition
of Lemma IV.2.1, with B = \\T~% Hence

The desired estimate now follows from the fornula's (1.16), (1.5.3) and (1.5.2). This shows
that the estimate of Theorem 1.6 can be proved by using formula (1.6).
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V.2. Errcr Estimates for the Mixed Problem

The previous estimates are used to derive conclusions for the stability of the solution
of the mixed problem in practical situations. The different types of error estimates are
derived throughout several subsections.

2.1. The aliasing error for the mixed problem in the case of sine-interpolation

We give a bound for the aliasing error for the mixed problem in the case of sine-
interpolation for uniform sampling only. Let ti = PT and tK,- = i, for all K £ K and
iei.
The aliasing error is dui tn the fac* that the solution of the mixed problem is not lying in
the same function space as the sampled function.

Define the operatorU from L2(D,S) into L2(D,PT), as

where P is the operator defined in Section 1.1. Note that L2(D,S) and L2(D,Pr) are
subspaces of L2(D, Z-°°( J?)). The definition of the aliasing error is

2- (2.2)

Definition (2.1) is motivated as follows. Let g 6 L2(D,S) and suppose <?(">•) 6 <S for
arbitrary n £ K, then by definition (Ug)(n,.) = P{g(K,.)). If it is evaluated at the time
marker t^jir/r, we obtain the equality,

So the term Ug is a solution to the mixed problem lying in L2{D,H), if g e L2(D,S).

We now give a bound for the aliasing error. The Fourier transform of a function g 6
L2(D,S) which is taken with respect to t, is denoted by J(z,f).

Theorem 2.1 .

.O JR\l-r,r]

Proof:

By definition of U and by Theorem II.1.6, we obtain Ug(x,.) = P\g(x,-)], H almost every-
where. The estimate follows by Lemma 1.2.
D

2.2. The aliasing error for the mixed problem in the case of
spline interpolation

The aliasing error for the mixed problem in the case of spline functions is as follows. Let
7i = K7n~l, and assume that for each K e K the sequence {tK,i)iel consists of distinct
real numbers. Define the operator PK by

ir/r)^K<i, h e S.
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Here V>«,i is given by (IV.5.5). Assume that for arbitrary g 6 L2(D,S), the Fourier
transform fl(*,.) lies in 5, 2

g€ L2(D,S). Defined by

Ug :=

V«,i g y ( ) y g ( , ) ,
transform fl(*,.) lies in 5, for x e K and suppose J2KeK !l'«[ff('c>")]ll2r2i>-i < °°i

U is an operator from L2(D,S) into Z,2(Z?,AC2""1). The aliasing error for the case of odd
order splines is defined as

1 ' 0 ~ w»<x- -Nli'
Before estimating the aliasing error, we give a lemma.

Lemma 3.2 . For any h 6 S and for K g Jv fixed,

11* - ^-fc||i.»(|..H) < l|A.||1/2|K/rf< A - d/dt (PKh)\\L,WM, (2.3)

where ||A«|| = E/=o (V2)(<«,<+if/r - <«.,Jr/r)2.

Proof:

By the Cauchy-Schwarz and Taylor's formula (Section IV.3) it follows that for
t S (tK,in/r,tK,i+iw/r)

\h(t) - PKh(t)\ < f \d/ds h(s) - dlds (PKh)(s)\ds <
Jlt.,.*/r,t)

(t - tt^/rf'2\\d/ds h - d/ds (P»fc)| |yM .

So

\h(t) - PK(h(t))\2 < ( £ / ' " < + " '

/-I

This proves the result.

Theorem 2.3 .

3
,t Proof:

It follows from Lemma 2.2 that

Eaf"' = ( E IK'-
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2.3. The amplitude error for the mixed problem in the case of
sine- and spline- interpolation

We consider the amplitude error for the mixed problem is the case of sine- and spline-
interpolation. Let V. = Fr or H = AC2""1. In this subsection we take for K a finite
index set and assume (for each K € Mi') that the time points {<«>}•€/ are increasing real
numbers. Suppose the data {9«,i}i«6K,ie/ a r e perturbed to {?«,,-}«etf,«e'- The solution
of the unperturbed problem is given by (Example IV.6.3) / = JLK^K cKeK, where cK =
£i6fS«,iVv;- The solution of the perturbed problem (0.2) is given by / ' = £ K 6 K c'KeK,
where c'« := £i€/S£,,-tf«.«-
Theorem 2.4 .

4 *)\W llff - 9%HKxiy (2-5)

Proof:

By Theorem II. 1.6

(E?mp)
2 = /1|/(«,.) - f'(x,.)fndn(x) = £ ||/(K) - 7>r»|

By Proposition 1.3, it follows that

£ Ufa.•) - /'(*<-)\\n < E ll^' ') '1!!E !*«•• - ^ . ' l 2 ̂

ll llf - S '

2.4. The time jitter error for the mixed problem in the case of
sine- and spline-interpolation

Let "H = FT or "H = /C2"""1. In this subsection we take for K a finite index set. Assume
(for each K 6 K) that the time points {i«,i}ig/ are sequence of increasing real numbers.
Now suppose the time points **,, are perturbed to t'Ki, such that

\t*,i - <«,,-| < 7, « e*\»" 6 / .

The solution of the unperturbed problem is (Example IV.6.3,1 / = ^xeKcKeK, where
c* = Sie/ff t . '^ . i - The solution of the perturbed problem (0.3) is / ' = £ ] K 6 K c'Ke.e,
where in this case

Here

jet
where for K e K fixed, the Gram matrix is

and ¥>'KJ is defined by (IV.5.2) and (IV.5.3) if K = PT and if W = A:2""1, respectively.

Before giving an estimate for the time jitter error, we prove two lemma's. We denote the
sequence {tK,i)i^l by <«, for K 6 MC and {g«,i}iei by 0*. (R.r the perturbed time points
and data analogous notation is used.)
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Lemma 2.5 . If H = PT, then tor fixed K £ K,

\\c« - c'K | k < (HG'WH I W M l \\G(K)\))lf2 (e^ - 1) \M\wn-

This is an application of Theorem 1.6. The following lemma deals with the case that
w = )C2»-i

Lemma 2.6 . U H = JC'""1, then for fixed K € K,

Proof:

The inequality will be proved using (1.5), as follows. Define, for K 6 K fixed, hK

i€/»«.^".i a n d h'« := EiztS*,i1>K,i- (Note that fc« = cK and fc^ = c'K.) Let g'Ki

^pt'K^/r). Define /„ = Eie/Si.^Ky Then /„ satisfies (yfifi) M^M
t'K <"•/»)• By the minimum norm property we have

2n- l < ||AK | |^-2n-l. So,

5> ^

We have gK,{ = ( \ / T A ) hK(tKi<x/r) and ̂  = (y^A) ̂ (C. iW')- Us>«g (1-5), w>t»
and G replaced by ifi'K ; and <?'(«) and applying the mean value theorem to hK, we get

^ l 2 \\dfdt A..IU H*. -

Again by using Formula (1.5) with Vi replaced by ~4>Xij, G by G(K), </,- by jK|i and with
g'i = 0 for all t 6 / , we obtain the estimate

Theorem 2.7

^ " ' 1 < B U P . 6 K ( 2 | [ G ( K ) - 1 | | I / J + (T

K g *
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Proof:

Using Theorem II. 1.6 we obtain

Note that (for K £ K fixed) /(«,.) = £ i € / fl*,^ and /'(«,.) = £ l € f J..,^,,-. The result
follows by applying Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 in the case that H = Pv and H = AC2""1,
respectively. D

V.3. Conclusions and Remarks

In this section we make some additional remarks and state conclusions about the error
estimates for the mixed problem.

A problem is called stable, if small perturbations of the data yield small errors in the
solution. From the estimates (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) we conclude that problem (0.1) is
stable for perturbation of the data and time points. The bounds for the amplitude error
and aliasing error, depend on the norms of (G'(K))'1, G(K), or G(K)" 1 . Problem (0.1) is
called well-conditioned if the norms of the matrices are dose to one (cf. Stoer and Bulirsch
[56], p. 13). Otherwise it is called ill-conditioned.

The aliasing error for sine-interpolation, formula (2.2), depends on the energy outside the
band [-r, r]. If the measured function g is essentially bandlimited, ;.e. for all i £ D,

I
jRR\l-r,r)

then E.j < ^/MSl f . i t follows that if g is bandlimited (i.e. t = 0), then the aliasing
error is zero.
The aliasing error for spline-interpolation, formula (2.4), depends on the temporal deriva-
tive. If the spline has a high order, then it tends to oscillate quickly. So, if the measured
function oscillates quickly in time, the order of the interpolating splines should be high.

The amplitude error for sine- and spline-interpolation, formula (2.5), depends on the
norm of the Gram matrix G(K)'1. If for a certain K g K the norm of this matrix is large,
the problem is ill-conditioned for perturbation of the data.
In the case of sine functions, we can say more: If the time points {tKli}igi (for all K e
K) -Te spaced uniformly, then HG^*)"'!! = 1, hence the problem is well-conditioned for
perturbation of the data.

The time jitter error for sine-interpolation, formula (2.6), depends on the no-ms of
(G"(/c))-], G(K), and G(/c)-'. If (for all K e K) the elements of the sequences {tK,i}iei
and {tx,t}>6/ a r c spaced uniformly, then these norms are equal to one, hence the problem
is well-conditioned for perturbation of the time points. If, however, for one K 6 K this is
not the case, the problem may become ill-conditioned.
The time-jitter error for spline-interpolation, formula (2.7) depends on the inverses of
Gram matrices (G' (K))" 1 and G(K)" 1 and on the temporal derivative of the reconstructed
function. So, the problem becomes ill-conditioned for perturbation of the time points if
(for a certain K G K) the order of the spline is too high or if the norms of the matrices
are large.

The conclusion is that the reconstruction algorithms for sinc-intcrpolition are well-
ronditioned, if (for each K e JK) the time points {<*,i}ie/ are sampled uniformly. The
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reconstruction by spline interpolation is well-conditioned if the norms of the inverses of
the Gram matrices are small and if the order of the interpolating spline is not loo high.
On the other hand, if the order of the spline is too low, then the aliasing error may become
large, which will also cause serious errors in the reconstruction.

If the problem is ill-conditioned a regularization technique can be employed to compute
the solution. In this chapter the Tychonov-Phillips regularization corresponding to the
mixed Fourier interpolation problem is used (see section IV.5).
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Part Two

Dynamic MRI Reconstruction

This part consists of two chapters and deals with measuring and reconstruction techniques
of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and with stability of the reconstruction methods.
This part is self-contained and can be read independently of Part One. The emphasis lies
on the practical aspects of MP.-imaging and not on the underlying mathematical theory.
For convenience, the results of Part One will be discussed briefly and consequences for the
reconstruction problem are stated and illustrated by means of pictures.

In chapter six we explain the measurement and reconstruction technique for magnetic
resonance imaging in the case of the beating human heart. The measuring technique
discussed here is called 'retrospective gating' (also called retrospective triggering), see
Bohning [8], Glover and Pelc [17] and Lenz et al. [35].
Good introductions to the physics of MR-imaging can be found in Hir.shaw and Lent [25],
Locher [37], King and Moran [30] and Mansfield and Morris [39]. Some references from by
now classical literature about MR-imaging are Lauterbur [33] [34] and Kumar, Welti and
Ernst [31]. References about imaging the beating human heart (with techniques different
from retrospective gating) are McKinnon and Bates [40] in the case of CT, and Van Diik
[16] for MRI.

Chapter seven presents a discussion of the stability of the algorithms, which will be il-
lustrated by reconstructions of test images from perturbed data. Here we use the results
obtained in Chapter five. We also discuss the practical error sources, which are not taken
into account in the reconstruction problem considered in Chapter six.
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Chapter VI

Problem Formulation and Solution Method for

Dynamic MRI Reconstruction

In this chapter we formulate and solve a reconstruction problem concerning Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI), which is a diagnostic technique to measure and display cross
sections of human organs. In particular the problem how to reconstruct a cross section
of the beating heart is considered. The general problem in dynamic MRI is that, due
to physical limitations, the standard measurement technique is not suited to acquire all
the necessary data for a single time frame, in a time period which is short enough to
neglect the motion of the heart. The word 'dynamic' in dynamic MRI refers here to the
motion which is involved, to make a distinction between MRI which only involves a spatial
parameter.

In the case of the beating heart one can make use of the (approximate) periodicity of
the heart motion. That is, data corresponding to the same relative heart phase may be
recorded at different heartbeats. This presupposes, of course, some degree of reproducibil-
ity of the heart motion in successive cycles. There have been various ways to deal with
this problem. McKinnon and Bates [40], who considered cardiac imaging in the context
of computerized tomography (CT), assumed the number of cycles to be sufficiently small
that the heart motion during these cycles can be assumed to be 'quasi-stationary'. This
led them to consider no more than 12 cycles, leading to a reconstruction problem with a
considerable amount of •"' "ing data.

Another alternative, which win ue pursued in the following two chapters, is to assume
that there is a simple rule to map heart intervals of different duration to a standard heart
interval of unit length. Different rules can be imagined, the simplest one being to rescale
linearly with time on each heart interval. In order to perform this synchronization of the
data, the electrocardiogram (ECG) is simultaneously recorded and used as a reference
signal.

In Section 1 we first review the data acquisition process of MRI in general. Then we discuss
the retrospective gating technique for cardiac imaging and explain how reconstructions at
different heart phases can be obtained in principle. In Section 2 we describe the solution
method which was obtained in Part one of this thesis. Section 3 contains reconstructions
of test images and Section 4 contains reconstructions of MR data. In Section 5 we state
our conclusions.
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VI.1. Problem Definition of dynamic MRI

In this section we give an introduction to cardiac imaging by MRI techniques. In par-
ticular we explain the data acquisition based upon the concept of 'retrospective gating',
as compared to the more conventional technique of ECG-triggered cardiac imaging. To
make this part self-contained we start with a brief discussion of the principles of MRI.

1.1. The physics of magnetic resonance imaging.

As we will show in this section, the Fourier coefficients of the spin density of tissue in a
cross section can be measured. Here a spin density is represented by a function / : D —> €,
where D is a bounded set representing the cross section of the hun.an body. For simplicity
we assume that D = [0, 2JT]2 := [0,2*] x [0, 2T]. The amplitude | /(r) | is the proton density
at position r, i.e. it is a measure for the 'number' of protons per unit area. For muscle
and fat tissue | /(r) | has a larger value than for bone or lung tissue. This is because the
density of hydrogen atoms, which are built up from elementary particles like protons, is
higher for muscle or fat tissue than for lung or bone tissue.

The principle underlying MRI is to reconstruct this spin density from the measured Fourier
coefficients and to display its amplitude | / | on a computer screen. In this section we explain
the physics and the data collection strategy of MRI.

The measurements are performed with the aid of magnetic fields by which the spins of
hydrogen atoms in the human body are forced to emit radiation with a unique frequency
at each point.
This radiation is measured by the MR-device, in which (approximately) a signal given by

• - / .
(1.1)

is induced. Here j 2 = — 1, / : D —* <Tis the spin density of the measured cross section,
t is time, r := (x,y) is position, 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio and G = (Gx,Gy) is the
x^-component of the magnetic gradient vector, as explained in Hinshaw and Lent [25].
The notational convention used in this paper is to denote vectors and matrices in bold
face. From Formula (1.1) it is seen that S(t) is the Fourier transform of the spin density
/ : D —* <F, for fixed t. In the following we explain how formula (1.1) can be obtained.

We distinguish the following four types of magnetic fields. The fields described in 1,3 and
4 are parallel to the z-axis, and the radio frequency pulse, a rotating magnetic field in the
zj-plane, is described in 2.

1. A strong homogeneous field toalign thespinsinonedirection,called the z-direction;
this direction is the equilibrium direction of the spins.

2. A radio frequency pulse (rf-pulse), that is, a rotating electromagnetij field in the
xy-plane, which is applied for a very short time to push the spins out of equilibrium.

3. The ^-component Gz of the gradient vector, by which the cross section is selected,
see for example Hinshaw and Lent [25]. We will not take this component into consid-
eration, but we always assume that the spin density o' a particular two dimensional
object will be measured.

4. The magnetic gradient field, (0,0, G.r)1, which forces the protons at position r =
(Z,JI) to resonate with a unique frequency. Here G = (Gz,Gt) is the ly-component
of the gradient vector {GX,GV,GZ).
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Figure VI. 1 . A sketch of the homogeneous Held, the magnetic gradient field and the
rf-pulse.

A complete sequence of rf and magnetic gradient pulses is sketched in Figure VI.3.
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Figure VI.2 . Sequences of gradient Held, rf- pulse and echo S(t)

r

In order to study the effect of magnetic fields on the protons in the selected cross section
of a human organ, we consider the magnetization M(r,£), which is the spin density at
position r and at time t.
The three magnetic fields described in 1, 2 and 4, are here denoted, for computational
convenience, as one magnetic field which is position and time dependent,

B(M) = Bo + AB(r) + Bi(t). (1.2)
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Here Ba is the homogeneous field parallel to the z-axis, Bi(t) is the rf-pulse which depends
on the Larmor frequency u t = -yB0 and AB is the magnetic gradient field, that is

Bo = ( 0 ) ,

/ 0 \ / Bjcoswt* \
AB(r)= 0 , B i ( 0 = -BismuLt .

\G.rJ \ 0 ;

The magnetization M(r,£) satisfies the so called Block equation,

-Mv(r,t)/T2(r) , (1.3)
at

where Ti(r) and Tj(r) are relaxation times and Mo is the equilibrium magnetization,

The relaxation times T\ and T? represent the effect of the relaxation processes. T\ is
the longitudinal or spin-lattice relaxation time which governs the evolution of Mz towards
its equilibrium value Mo; Ti is the transverse or spin-spin relaxation time which governs
the evolution of the magnitude of the transverse magnetization (A/r, My) towards its
equilibrium value zero; in general Tt is much larger than T?.

Dropping the variables r and t, we rewrite the equation (1.3) as (cf. Mansfield and Morris
[39])

^ (1.4)

where

( -1/T2 w 7Bjsinu)jrA

-w -l/T2 yBt cosuLt I .
-7Bisinw t« -7BiCosu)tJ -1/Ti /

Here u = t(BQ + G.r).
Now consider (1.4) in a coordinate frame that rotates with the Larmor frequency a>£
around the z-axis. We introduce the variable M = R.M, where the rotation matrix R is
given by

f cos LiiJ. -sinw£,t
R = I sinu>£< CCSULI 0

V 0 0 1
The tilde indicates that a variable is transformed to the rotating coordinate frame. Then
the Bloch equation (1.4) reduces to

^ (1.5)
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Here
/ - l / T j Aw 0 \

> = -Aw -1/Tj w, ,
V 0 -w, - i / r , /

and uii = -/Bi,Aijj = G.r.

The unique solution of (1.5) with initial value M(0) is

M(0 = eA( M(0) + A-'[eA' - IdJMo/T,, (1.6)

where Id is the identity matrix. The inverse of A is

It is convenient to decompose A as the sum of its syn metric part and its anti-symmetric
part, T and F respectively.

/ - 1 / T 2 \ / 0 Aw 0 \
T = I -l/r2 , F = ( -Aw 0 w, I .

\ -1/r,/ \ 0 -w, 0 /
We now consider the effect of the three magnetic fields on the magnetization M. The
homogeneous magnetic field is a constant magnetic field in time. The other fields, which
are switched on and off now and then, are being used to influence the state of the magne-
tization.

1. Due to the homogeneous field Bo we have that w = wj, ^ 0, wj = 0 and Aw = 0;
hence A = T and (1.6) reduces to

M(<) = eT'M(0) + (1 - e-"T> )M0. (1-7)

If t is large, then M(') a Mo, parallel to the ?-axis, i.e. M is approximately in the
equilibrium state if t is large.

2. The rf-pulse is a strong field which is applied for a very short time, while the
magnetic gradient field is zero, so

«

0

and
A-'fc*' - /rfJMo/Ti =; 0

and A ~ F. Suppose M(0) = Mo, then (1.6) becomes

M(0^e- r 'Mo, (1.8)

which is a rotation around the z-axis with frequenty wi = tB\. Applying the rf-
pulse for a time period of tui = jir/ui], we obtain the so called 90° pulse, which
results in the following state for the magnetization,

,.(i).
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3. The magnetic gradient field (AB) is considered, which is applied after the rf-pulse.
The matrix element Aw ̂  0, but ux = 0 (because the rf-pulse is off). Then equation
(1.6) becomes

e-"r')Mo. (1.9)

After some time the magnetization has returned to equilibrium:

M(0*

Note that the magnetization at position r depends on the frequency w/, + Aw
(Aw = 7G.r).

The receiver coil of the MR-machine measures the magnetization M(t + *„,), (that can
be obtained by transforming Formula (1.9) to the nonrotating coordinate frame) before it
has returned to equilibrium and an output signal 5 ( 0 is generated. In Hinshaw and Lent
[25] it is explained how in practice the magnetization M(l + 2Ul) induces the signal 5 ( 0
in the receiver co:ls of the MR-machine,

5(0 = const / e-''T*M±(i)e-jAul<tT.
JD

Here Mj. is the transverse magnetization defined as Mx := Mx + jMv where j 2 = — 1.
Now let / (r) = Afj.(r). With Aw = tG.r, we have

5(0 = const f e-t/T'f{r)e-i'lG"dr. (1.10)
JD

This does not take into account that the relaxation time T2 depends on the position r.
Because the time period during which the measurements are made is much smaller than
T2, we have e-*tT* ~ 1 so (1.10) simplifies to formula (1.1):

5 ( 0 ~ const ( f(x,y)e~:>-<'iG'z+C!>»idxdy.

In the current practice of MRI one uses time dependent magnetic gradient fields: G(t).
In that case Formula (1.1) generalizes to

5(0 * am* J f(x,y)e-^KGAt')x+

Writing kx := J^-,Gx(t')dt',ky := f*iGv(t')di', we recognize 5 ( 0 as the Fourier coeffi-
cient of / at the frequency (fci,fcv), denoted by f(kx,ky).

In the practice of MRI it is only possible to measure a finite number of Fourier coefficients,
say kx = -N x , . . . , Nx — 1 and ky = -Ny,..., Ny — 1. In practice one often takes the values
for Nz and Nu to be 64 or 128. The magnetic gradient fields are chosen such that / is
sampled at a rectangular grid. The sampling strategy in practice is to scan on horizontal
lines from left to right. That is, for ky running from — Nv to Ny - 1 the corresponding
profile: f(—Nz,ky),..., f[Nx - l,kv) is measured. (In practice it may take from 2 to
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10 msec to measure a profile.) For physical reasons there has to be a small time period
between two consecutive profiles, which lasts in practice from 10 up to 100 msec. So, to
obtain the desired Fourier coefficients for making an image, one needs at least 2Ny x 10
msec. The scanning geometry is given in the figure below, where the horizontal lines
denote the profiles and a tick mark denotes a sample within a profile.

prom, t

Drorn* 0

Figure VI.3 . Profiles in the Fourier plane

For this reason Gx is called the readout or detection gradient and Gy the phase encoding
or preparation gradient.
An approximation of the spin density / is then obtained by Fourier inversion:

N,-\ N,-l

*,»)*£ E E f(*-.*»)«**-**pif)-

1.2. Dynamic MRI

For diagnostic purposes a sequence of images of the heart at consecutive phases, presented
in a movie loop, will give useful information (e.g. cardiac output, heartwal) motion, leaking
heart valves) which cannot easily be obtained from static pictures. In the previous section
it turned out that the minimum time period needed for obtaining the desired information
is 2Ny x 10 msec. If Nv = 64, then it takes 1.28 seconds to measure the needed profiles.
One heartbeat lasts approximately 1 second. So, the data collection strategy explained
in the previous section is not suited for reconstruction of the beating human heart. In
this subsection we expla-n two data collection and reconstruction strategies, which are
used in practice, to obtain images of the heart at the desired phases: ECG triggering and
retrospective gating. Both methods use information from the electrocardiogram (ECG).
For easy reference we repeat the terminology already given in Section 4 of the Introduction.

R-pulse: the pulse in the ECG-signal v.hich marks the beginning of a heartbeat.
RR-inierwl: the duration in seconds between two consecutive R-pulses.
unit RR-interval: an RR-interval of unit length which will be used as reference
interval. We denote this interval by J := [0,1].
Heart phase: a phase in the approximately periodic motion of the heart.
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In the conventional ECG-triggered technique [16], the same slice is excited with a fixed
number of RF pulses following the R-puIse of the ECG. Subsequently, the phase encoding
gradient is increased if the next R-pulse occurs, see Figure VI.4. In the following figure
short tick marks represent the time instants where profiles are measured; long tick marks
represent R-pulses.

V"V

R-putn

promts

Figure VI.4 . ECG-triggered acquisition method: no measurements are available at the
last part of the heartbeat.

This means that no data are measured in the last portion of relatively long heartbeats.
This is the main disadvantage of ECG-triggered data collection. Another undesirable effect
is the lightening artefact. From Formula (1.9) it can be seen that the magnetization has
not fully returned to its equilibrium state at the time the next profile is measured. This
results in a loss of signal intensity. So the last profile in a sequence of measurements does
not have the same signal intensity as the first. In the last part of the heartbeat however,
there are no profiles obtained. Thus the magnetization vector returns to its equilibrium
state. The first profile in a new sequence of data then has higher signal intensity. This
yields a higher intensity in the image at the first heartphase compared to the images at
the other phases. This is the lightening artefact.

The introspective gating technique has been proposed [17],[8],[35] to overcome these diffi-
culties. In this technique the data acquisition occurs continuously, independently of the
position of the R-pulse. The ECG is simply recorded to enable a posteriori synchronization
of the data to the correct heart phase. The main advantage is that now also measurements
from the last part of the heartbeat are available, moreover the lightening artefact does not

Acquisition method of retrospective gating

In the retrospective gating technique, one records an uninterrupted sequence of profiles
which are measured at equidistant time intervals at distance AT, called repetition time.
Recall that a profile is a sequence of measurements with fcy fixed and kT increasing from
-Nz to Nx — 1. Simultaneously, but independent of the profile measurements, the ECG
is recorded (see Figure VI.5). In Figure VI.5, the short tick marks represent the profiles
and long tick marks R-pulses; the value of kv is increased after 15 measurements.
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v-»« V V

prorilw

Figure VI.5 .
profiles have been measured

Acquisition method of retrospective gating: ky is incresed after NTT = 15

This enables one to assign the data a posteriori to corresponding phases on the unit RR-
interval. In principle, the value ky of the phase-encoding gradient ought to be increased
immediately after each heartbeat. But during the measuring process the information
about the duration of the heartbeats is not available to influence the data acquisition.
Therefore the value of the phase-encoding gradient Gy is increased after a. fixed number
Npr of profile? has been measured. To circumvent the problem that occurs in the case of
ECG-triggering one chooses Npr such that at least one entire heartbeat occurs during one
phase-encoding step. Assume for example that the RR-intervals of a patient scanned in the
MR-machine are approximately one second. If one chooses NpT such that Npr x AT > 1.5
seconds, then profiles both at the beginning as well as at the end of the heartbeat can be
obtained within each phase encoding step.

The total amount of data to be measured is 2NX x 2NV x For practical reasons
V p

the spatial resolution 2JV* x 2Ny is required to be high, in practice Nx = Ny = 64 or
128. It is important that the data collection time, which is proportional to the value
2NX x 2NV x Npr, is small. This means that the value of Npr cannot be too high, in
practice Npr = 25, or Npr = 50.
To sum up, the data acquisition process contains the following steps:

(i) Initialize the phase encoding gradient: ky = —Ny.
(ii) Measure profiles with a repetition time AT until NpT profiles have been recorded.

Each profile consists of 2NX measurements (kx = -Nx, ...,NX — 1) of the Fourier
transform of the cross-section, with ky fixed,

(iii) Increase the phase-encoding gradient: ky —> kv + 1; if ky = Ny then stop, otherwise
go to (ii).

(iv) Meanwhile measure the time markers {Rk} of occurrence of the R-pulses in the
ECG signal.

1 1.3. Model building: a mathematical problem definition

After data acquisition has been completed we want to reconstruct images of the heart at
various phases during the unit heart interval. As we explain in this section, all one can do
is to reconstruct a sort of average heartbeat. It is not possible to obtain a 'movie' of the
actual situation. At the end of this section we present a mathemati'-J inversion problem
for dynamic MRI reconstruction.
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The measurement times {TJ} of the Fourier coefficients obtained by the acquisition method,
which is described above, are in our model computed as follows. We remark that in practice
the computation of these time markers is more complicated.

Recall that the profiles are sampled equidistantly with consecutive distance AT. Within
each profile the measurements are also spaced uniformly in time, say with distance St.
Denote the measurement time for the kxth sample within the »th profile in the fc,th phase
encoding step by r,(kT,kv). These measurement times Ti(kt,ky) are called time markers.
Since the data wihtin a profile are sampled equidistantly at distance Si, we have

Ti(kx,ky) = rv(0,fcv) + kjt. (1.11)

The number of profiles within each &yth encoding step is Npr, so the first element of the
tth profile is measured at

Ti(0, ky) = (kvNpr + i)AT. (1.12)

In the case of dynamic MRI the spin density of a cross section of the heart at position r
and time r is denoted by F(r, T),T 6 R. The Fourier coefficients of F with respect to the
spatial parameter r can be obtained means of the previously described data acquisition
method, at time markers {r,(jfcr, kv)}, denoted as

{F(kt,kv,Ti(kx,kv))}.

These Fourier are obtained during various RR-intervals. In order to make a reconstruction
based on these data, we will make two model assumptions .

The first assumption is the existence of a conversion rule r —> i(r), which maps a time
marker Ti(kx,kv) on an RR-interval to a corresponding phase tj(kx,kv) on the unit RR-
interval,

<((**,*,) :=<(n(*x ,*„)). (1-13)

This conversion is called reseating; the <j(fcx,fcv)'s are called reseated time markers. For
clarity, we will refer to a time point on an RR-interval as 'time' r and to a time point on
the unit RR-interval as 'phase' t.

The simplest rule to rescale measurement times is linear stretching, where the total du-
ration of a heartbeat is used. However, it is known that the variation in the duration af
a heartbeat is mainly due to the variation in the second part of the heartbeat. The time
interval corresponding to the first part of the kth heartbeat is denoted as [V?t,<r! and
the time interval corresponding to the second part as [tr, R-k+x)- The point 1r can be
computed by the empirically found formula

tT := 0 . 3 6 ^ * + , - Rk. (1.14)

The reseating rule which takes this effect into account, called piecewise linear stretching,
will also be considered.

The second assumption is the existence of a model heartbeat g, depending on the position
r and phase t, denoted by (r,<) —> j(r, t), such that its Fourier coefficients at the reseated
time markers are equal to the data,

Here the Fourier transform is taken with respect to the spatial parameter r. We emphasize
that the model heartbeat is only an artificial construction and not a physical resiity.
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However, the model heartbeat can be considered as a realistic approximation of the spin
density of the human heart F, when rescaled to an RR-interval,

(1.15)

for T lying in an RR-interval r e [Rk,Rk+i)-

We now pay attention to two rescaling algorithm;,: linear stretching and piecewise linear
stretching.
In the case of linear stretching on each RR-interval, the relation between T and t is

t(r)= / " % - , re[Rk,ak+l), (1.16)

where Rk is the time at which the fcth R-pulse in the ECG-signal occurs (k = 1,2,...).
Piecewise linear stretching on each RR-interval corresponds to the empirically found con-
version rule

i7 X 0.36, r-Rk<tT

(1-17)
T,-Rk-tT * O-64 + °-36> T - Rk>tT

for r 6 [Rk,Rk+\), where tr is given by (1.14). The two different scale transformations
are sketched in Figure VI.6.

phon t
0

unll Mart
Inttrvol

Figure VI.6 . Time-to-phase conversion, (a.) linear stretching; (6) piecewise linear
stretching.

Note that as a result of the time-to-phase conversion, the data must be rearranged: when
a new R-pulse occurs while the value of kv is still unchanged, the next profile is mapped
to the begir.aiiig ui ihe unit heart interval J, whereas the previous profile corresponds to
the end of / (see Figure V1.7). Another problem is that the positions of the profiles on
the unit heart interval J do not match with the desired phases, which ususally consists
of a number of equally spaced positions. Furthermore, for each value of kv the pattern of
rearranged phases is different. We use interpolation techniques to deal with this problem.
The details will be given in the next section.
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R-pulse

i i i i i i i

time

phase

Figure VI. 7 . Rearrangement of the profiles on the unit heart interval.

Having obtained the time markers r^kz^j/) and the corresponding Fourier coefficients of
the spin density F(kx,k]/,ri(kx,ky)) the time-to phase-conversion is performed. That is,
the rescaled time markers are computed by Formula (1.16) and we get, by assumption,

Here the rescaling strategy is still arbitrary. In our examples we most of the time consider
linear stretching on each RR-interval.

For easy reference we explicitly state the model assumptions:
— The algorithm to obtain rescaled time markers on the unit RR-interval from time

markers on an RR-interval is linear stretching.
— There exists a model heartbeat such that its Fourier coefficients at the rescaled time

markers are equal to the measurements from the spin density of a beating human
heart.

This leads to the following problem formulation. Let the sequence {gi(kx,kv)} be defined
a:

9i(kx,ky) :=g{kx,ky,ti(kx,ky)), (1.18)

for kz = -Nx,...,Nx - 1; ky = -Ny,..., Ny - 1 and i = 0 Npr - 1. Note that s,(* r,*,)
denotes the value of g{kx,ky,ti[kz,ky)). Here the spatial Fourier transform of the function
g is defined by

g(kt,ky,t) := ^ - (1.19)
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We will refer to the sequences {gi{kz, kv)} and {ti(kx,kv)} as the data and the reseated time
markers respectively. D is the rectangle [0,2TT]2 and J = [0,1] is the unit RR-interval.
The problem then is: find the model heartbeat g : D x J —• ffsuch that

(1.20)

for kx = -NX,...,NX -\\kv = -Ny,...,Nt - 1 and « = 0,...,Npr - 1.

It is the aim in dynamic MRI to obtain the model heartbeat g. However, in general the
model heartbeat is not uniquely determined by the data {git.i}- That is, any function /
satisfying (1.20) will be an approximation of g and will not be identical to g. The topic
of the next section is the construction of a solution of problem (1.20).

Since the solution of problem (1.20) involves Fourier inversion in the spatial domain and
interpolation in the time domain, we will refer to (1.20) as the mixed Fourier-interpolation
problem, or simply, the mixed problem.

VI.2. Solution to the Reconstruction Problem of dynamic MRI

For notational convenience we write the pair (kx,ky) as k. Denote g^j •= gi{kz,ky),
tk.i -= ti(kx, *,,). Define the set K by

K := {(kx,ky) | kx = -NX,...,NX -l;kv = -Nv,...,Ny - 1}

and / := {i | i = 0, ...,iVpr — 1}. Note that these index sets are finite. In this section we
will apply Theorems IV.5.1 and III.3.3 of Part One for the case of finite index sets.

We now give a formal statement of the problem associated with dynamic MRI.

Mixed Fourier Interpolation Problem

Given a sequence of rescaled time markers {ik,i} and the data
heartbeat g : Dx R-*€ such that

k.i}. find the model

(2.1)

As we explained in the previous section this model heartbeat is in general not uniquely
determined by the data {<7k,i}- Any function / satisfying (2.1) is an approximation of the
model heartbeat. We will call / a reconstruction of the model heartbeat.

Suppose we have found such a (complex valued) function / . In practice a sequence of
images at the time phases <j>m (m = 0,...,M — 1) of the amplitude of this function /
are displayed on a computer screen. A computer screen, represented here as the square
[0,2>r]2, is divided up into pixels (picture elements). Assume that there are 2NX x 2Ny

pixels. Digital images are realized by assigning grey values to pixels. An image of the
function | / | at phase <j>m is then obtained by assigning the grey value |/(t/ir,.;/?r,0m)| to
the t.jth pixel, t = 0,...,2Nx - 1 and j = 0,...,2Nv - 1. By displaying images of | / | at
consecutive phases <pm (m = 0,1,..., M - 1) one can simulate the motion of the heart. The
larger M the better the dynamic character of the movie. (After the image of the Mih
phase is shown, the image of phase (j>0 is displayed again.)

An idea to solve problem (2.1) is as follows. Interpolate the data {gk,i}i£i a t the phases
4>m for each frequency vector k € K. Using interpolated data for each of the phases, the
reconstruction is then obtained by the Fourier inversion formula. Different interpolation
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techniques are briefly considered here: spline interpolation and sine interpolation. For
more details we refer to Section IV. 1 and IV.3 of Part One.

Now we discuss our mathematical framework. We want to find a solution / of problem
(2.1) such that the mapping t —• /(r , t) is an element of the Hilbert space % for all r € D.
This can be formalized in the following manner.

Definition 2.1 . Let H be a Hilbert space of functions / : R —• <F, with inner product
( , )-ft and norm || | | ^ . L\AD x R) is the space of functions / : D x R —> <C such that
for each r 6 D, the function t —» / ( r , t) is an element of W, and

Here the '•' in the fomula above means that the norm is computed with respect to the
time parameter (.

In the course of this section two cases are distinguished:
— Case 1 W is the space of bandlimited functions;
— Case 2 H is the space of polynomial spline functions of odd order.

Our approach is to give a solution of problem (2.1) for both cases at once in terms of the
space L\,(D X R). Then, we will pay attention to case 1 and 2 separately.

We assume that W posesses a system of point evaluation ftmctionals {v>k,i} (c.f. Section
I.I) such that

/(<k,i) = (/,Vk.i)«, / G « - (2.2)

The Gram matrix corresponding to the sequence {<pk,i}>el IS defined as

(G(k)).y := (wo,y»k..->«, ij € / , k e K.

From property (2.2) it follows that

(C(k))y=v»kj(«k,i) «,J€f,k6Jf. (2.3)

Define the system {^it,i} lying in Was

1M«) ••-- £(G-1(k)),-J-Vk.j(0, (2.4)

where the bar denotes the complex conjugate. A solution of problem (2.1) can be obtained
in terms of the V>k,i's. In Part One, Theorem IV.5.1 it is proved the solution thus obtained
has has smallest norm among all solutions:

Solution of the Mixed Fourier Interpolation Problem
If, for each k 6 K, the sequence of reseated time markers {tk.ijiez consists of distinct
values, then the mixed problem (2.1) has the unique minimum norm solution

ke/c

Here c^ is defined by

.6/
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Note that this solution / is obtained in two steps, which has the practical advantage
that for each k € Mi one only has to read and store the partial data vector {<7k,i};e/> to
compute the interpolating function Ck for this value of k. Then, after we have computed
the ck's for all values of k £ K, we compute the minimum norm solution by th" Fast
Fourier Transform. The reason why such a decomposition exists is that the system of
exponentials {ejkr}i,e/( is orthogonal in L2(D).

In the remainder of this section we consider the case that "H is the space of bandlimited
functions and the case that H is the space of odd order polynomial splines.

Case 1: interpolation by bandlimited functions.

Introduce the Hilbert space of b mited functions PT by

Definition 2.2 .

PT :=• {/ 6 I 2 (n) | / : 0 for f outside the interval [-r, r] }.

Pr becomes a Hilbert space with the inner product:

{t,9)p •= J

and norm

Let {<k,(}ke/f,ie/ be a the sequence of real numbers. The set of point evaluation functionals
is defined as

Vk,i(O := (r/ir) sincr(* - <k->), k 6 Si,i G / , (2.8)

where the sine-function is defined by (cf. Papoulis [44])

sincr(<):
I := I Tt ' r

\ 1, < = 0.

In Pant One it is shown (Formula (IV.1.2)) that then condition (2.2) is satisfied.

Case 2: interpolation by spline functions.

Accounts of spline theory are given in Ahlberg [1], de Boor [9], Schoenberg [47], and
Greville [21]. Here we mainly follow Greville [21].

Definition 2.3 . A mesh A of an interval [a,b] is a sequence of distinct real numbers
{fi,...,tjv} such that a = tt < t? < ... < tfj = b. The intervals (ti,1i+x) are called (open)
mesh intervals.

The space fCm of polynomial spline functions of order m is defined as follows (cf. de Boor
[9])-
Definition 2.4 . £ m := {/ G Cm~1[a,b] \ on each mesh interval
/ is a polynomial of degree at most m }.
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We are particularly interested in spline functions of odd order. Any spline function / of
order 2n — 1 is of the form

/(<) = P2n-,(0 + ]•>(< " tiXfr)?-'.
•€/

Here p2n_i is a polynomial of degree 2 n - 1 or less, the c,'s are complex numbers and (.)*
is denned as

(tk, t>0

K2n~x is a Hilbert space with inner product

K=0

Here / '* ' denotes the kth derivative of / . The norm of a spline function / is denoted by

Introduce the function a by

n ~ ' 'i )k(

The system of point evaluation functional {vfc,«}ie/ ' s defined by

(2-10)

for t £ JR. Note that this system is linearly independent. In Part One is is shown (Formula
(IV.3.2)) that condition (2.2) is satisfied in this case.

We now show how to transform our solution method into a concrete algorithm.

Algorithm
Given are the MR-data {ffk,.}ite/oe/, and the rescaled time markers {<k,i}kefi\;e/- Then
the reconstruction, at the phases 4>m (m = 0,..., M — 1) is obtained in the following way:

begin
for k 6 it' do

Fill the Gram mat-ix G(k) according to

[G(k))ij := ¥>k,j(M, «.J e / , k 6 Mi.

Invert the Gram matrix.
for i 6 / do

Compute Vk,. by
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done
Evaluate c k a t <t>m: ck(<t>m) =

done
Compute / at <t>m: f(r,<t>m) = E
end

Note that this algorithm can be used for reconstruction by means of splines as well as
by n.^ans of bandlimited functions. In this manner the algorithm above provides several
reconstruction methods which we call sine, order 1 and order 3 reconstruction. These
different kinds of methods are obtained by assigning a value to r in Formula (2.8) for
bandlimited functions and by assigning a value to 'n' in the case of Formula (2.9) for spline
functions of odd order. The reconstruction method proposed by Bohning [8] (see Section
4 of the Introduction) does not fit into this setting of spline functions of odd order, but it
is considered for practical purposes. In this reconstruction algorithm the approximation
of the Fourier coefficients at the phase <j>m is not done by means of bandlimited, or spline
functions, but it is obtained by averaging the measured Fourier coefficients in the inter'TI
I4>m,<t>m+i)- If there are no data lying in this interval, then the Fourier coefficients at
phase cj>m are set to the value zero. This reconstruction technique is referred to as order
0 reconstruction.

A prerequisite for the existence of a minimum norm solution is that the time points
{'k,i}i'e/ a r e distinct for each k 6 Mi. In the case of cardiac MRI this condition may
be violated, since the reseated time points {'k,i} are obtained by means of the reseating
formulas (1.16), or (1.17). In other words, if for fixed k 6 Mi the time markers r^, and r^j
are measured in distinct he,-».rt intervals, it can happen that after time-to-phase conversion
the corresponding reseated time markers fk.i and t^j coincide. In such cases regularization
techniques prove very useful.
Define the operator T : LfyD x Ml) — f2(Si X / ) by

Here H is AC2™"1 or Pr- The mixed problem (2.1) can now be reformulated:
find / e L^(D x Ml) such that

T / = ff, (2.11)

where the data vector g is defined by g := {Sk,i}keK,iei- ^ t n e ^me points {'k,«}i€/ a r e

distinct for k € /<', then the inverse of T, denoted by T'1 is (cf Formulas (2.5) and (2.6))

If the time markers do not satisfy this condition, then there exists no inverse of T. In such
cases we try to approximate a substitute for an inverse of T by a sequence of bounded
linear operators {T"y}^>0 acting from (2(Mi X / ) into L^,(D x R).

Tychonov-Phillips regularization of the mixed problem

Let {<k,i}keK,ie/ be resca/ed time markers and let g € (2(M\ x / ) be the data. The
Tychonov-Phillips regularization {T"1} is defined as

Here jk denotes the sequence {ffk,i}ie/ and
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where î k.i is given by formula (2.8) in the case of bandJimited and by (2.10) in tAe case
of spline functions. The Gram matrix G(k) is given by formula (2.3).

(The behaviour of T>g when f —» 0 is discussed in Section 1.2.) Note that the regulariza-
tion can also be obtained in two steps. First, for fixed k 6 K, we compute the term T^g^
from the partial data vector gu := {9k,i}>el- Next obtain the regularization by Fourier
inversion: T^g = J 3 k 6 K 7j]'9i,e>kir. So, the regularization has a decomposition similar
to the minimum norm solution. Again this is useful for practical purposes. In Section
VI.3 we give an example of regularization of the reconstruction by means of bandlimited
functions.

VI.3. Reconstruction of the chest phantom

In this section we compare order 0, order 1, order 3 and sine reconstruction discussed in
the previous section. In the following we simulate the chest and beating heart by means
of a continuous sequence of images which are built up from ellipses (see Section 3.1). Such
a sequence of images is called chest phantom.

The MRI-data collection strategy (retrospective gating) is simulated for this chest phan-
tom (Section 3.1). Then, from these data, the several reconstructions are computed and
displayed on a computer screen. These images are illustrated in Section 3.2. The perfor-
mance of the methods is considered by comparing the differences of the reconstructions
and the original chest phantom. The simulations are carried out on a Sun 4 Sparc work-
station. We emphasize that it is not our aim to improve the speed of the reconstruction
algorithms.

In the case of MR-imaging of the beating human heart it is difficult to find objective
criteria for the quality of the reconstructions. The performance of the reconstruction
algorithms then depends on the correctness of the model assumptions and the noise on
the data.

The reason for performing simulations by means of a chest phantom is that we can focus
on a comparison of the quality of the reconstruction algorithms, since we do not have to
bother about the validity of the model assumptions.

3.1. Definition of the chest phantom

In this section we explain how the chest phantom is defined and how it is used to compare
the several reconstruction techniques.

The chest phantom we use (see Fig. VI.8) is built up from a number of solid ellipses
with different shapes, sizes or orientations. The phantom is taken as in [40]. It should be
regarded as a 'model' for a cross section of the human chest, including the heart. For this
reason the shape and size of three specific ellipses within the phantom are varying in time
(Ellipses Ei, Ee and E7 in Fig. VI.8). The ellipses E%, E6 and £V should be regarded as a
simple representation of a cross section of the heart. The ellipses £6 and E^ imitate two
heart chambers. The heart muscle is simulated by the second ellipse £2 which contracts
and expands in time. £g and £7 do not only contract and expand, but they also change
position.

A solid ellipse is parametrized by five time dependent parameters. The centre is
(a(f),/?(!)), the lengths of the major and minor half axes are p(t) and a(t) and the angle
of the ellipse with respect to the horizontal axis is 8(t).
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Figure VI.8 . The ellipses defining thf chest phantom.

The fcth ellipse Ei, is parametrized by

Ek(ak(t),t}k(t),pk(t),ok(t),Bk(t)).

To every ellipse is assigned a 'colour' or 'grey-value'. The values of the parameters and
grey-values of the ellipses are given in the following table. The parameters a. ft,p and a
are given in pixel units, where we use a square of 256 x 256 pixels; 0 is given in radians
and grey-values range from 0 (black) to 255 (white).

Eo
A
E2
E3
E*
E,
Ee
E7
E*
E9
E\o
En
En

a
128
128
112
128
104
152
Q6(t)
aT(t)
220
36
128
220
36

/»
128
128
105
175
175
175

/hit)
82
82
52
174
174

P
120
110

Pi(t)
10
5
5

A>(0
P?M

00

8
8
8
8

a
80
70

O2(t)
16
10
10

"6(0
O7(t)
4
4
4
4
4

0(x/lGrad)
0
0
5
0
-5
5
0
-5
-4
4
0
4
-4

grey — value
200
128
64
64
64
64
255
255
255
255
255
255
255

Table VI. 1 Parameters of the ellipses defining the chest phantom.
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Here
pi(t) = ai{t) = 35(1 + 0.3sin(2iri + x/4))
ae(t) = p2(t) + (104 - p2(O)(l + 0.3sin(2ir< + x/4) + 0.2sin(4*<))
/3e(t) = <r2(t) + (116 - <r2(O)(l + 0.3sin(2irt + T / 4 ) + 0.2sin(4irt))
pe(t) = o6(t) = 12(1 + 0.3sin(2i* + ir/4) +0.2sin(4j.t))
aT(t) = pi(t) + (120 - ft(O)(l + 0.2sin(2irO + 0.1sin(4it + x/2)+

= o2(t) + (90 - <T2(0)(1 + 0.2sin(2*0 + 0.1sin(4jr« + )r/2)+
0.1sin(6r/))

p7(«) = 2(T7(t)10(l + 0.2sin(2x«) + 0.1 sin(4jrt + T/2 ) + 0.1 sin(6ir«)).

3.2. Generation of test-data
In this section we explain how the MRI data collection strategy is simulated in the case
of the chest phantom.
In the case of MRJ of the beating human heart the R-pulses from the ECG signal are
recorded, which indicate the beginning of a heartbeat. Furthermore, the time markers
{TVI} are computed and the Fourier coefficients {gk.i} of spin density are measured. In
the case of the chest phantom these sequences {Rk} , {TV,;} and {flk.i} are obtained in the
following manner.

Generation of time markers
The generation of the time markers is done by formulas (1.11) and (1.12):

ifc,,- := (kyNpr + i)AT + kx6l, (3.1)

where k e K is the vector (fcr, ky). (Note that these time markers can be negative, since
kx and ky run from —Nx and - # „ up to Nz — 1 and Ny - 1 respectively.) The index
i f f := {0,1,..., Npr — 1} and NpT is the number of profiles which are measured within
one phase encoding step. AT is the time between two consecutive profiles and it is the
period of time between two samples within a profile.

Generation of heart-interval times
We assume that on the average a heartbeat lasts one second. The times {Rk} (k = 0,..., L)
of R-pulses are such that {Rk+i — Rk) are uniforn;]y distributed random numbers lying
in the interval [1 - c, 1 + (], where The first R-puise Jfo is (cf. Forumula (3.1)) Ro =
-NvNprAT - NzSt. The case e = 0 corresponds to a perfectly regular heartbeat.

Generation of Fourier coefficients

We denote the function describing the chest phantom above by <7(r,(). This function
governs a single heartbeat with period one. We extend this function to a larger time
interval [Ro, RL) C Rby means of the linear stretching time-to-phase conversion described
in Section 1. That is, given the sequence of times {Rk} of R-pulses, Re < Ri < R2 < ••• <
RL, we define the extension F : D x Ml —• <Fof g to the larger time interval [/?o,-Rt) by
(cf. Formula 1.15)

F(r,T):=g(r,t(T)), for r € [Rj,Ri+i), (3.2)

where the linear stretching time to-phase-conversion is given by formula (1.16):

R R
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This function F simulates tlie beating human heart with varying AR-intervals.
Our simulation requires Fourier coefficients of this function F with respect to the spatial
parameter r, that is

lit JD

for k 6 B< := {-JVr,.., NT - 1} x {-Ny,..,Ny - 1}. Combining the formulas (3.1) and
(3.2) we obtain

F(k,rKi)=g(k, <„,,)• (3.3)

Therefore, the corresponding Fourier coefficients of the phantom can be computed after
the rescaled times ((rj,;) have been determined. The data

9 k , , ; ~ g ( k , t K i ) k e K , i € l

obtained in this way will be called test-data from now on.

3.3. Reconstruction from test-data

In the following we apply the reconstruction algorithms to the test data using sine, order
1 and order 3 interpolation. We also implemented the reconstruction method proposed by
Bohning [8], referred to as order 0 reconstruction (cf. Section 2).

The object to be reconstructed is the phantom g. However, the reconstruction obtained will
only be an approximation of the function g. The reconstructed images will be compared
with the images of the phantom g at the phases <pc, <h, <t>\ and fa- The maximum number
of phases is taken here as M = 8. We will give some intuitive criteria for the quality of
the reconstructions, and we a.Ho use the L2-norm as a measure for the performance of the
algorithms.

In the next section we reconstruct ihe model heartbeat from MR-data instead of test-
data. The motivation for the use of the chest phantom, besides the possibility to compare
performance, is that the model assumptions are valid which do not, perhaps, hold true in
practice. The advantage of the test situation over the practical situation is that we can
focus on the performance of the reconstruction algorithms, whithout bothering about the
validity of the model assumptions. In the practice of dynamic MRI reconstruction both
assumptions will generally not be valid. This will be discussed in Sections VI.4 and VII.5.

The quality of the reconstructions depends on the amount of data which are measured, that
is 2NZ x 2Ny x Npr. A mathematically interesting question is whether the reconstruction
/ will converge to the original function g if Nx, Ny and Nfr tend to infinity. Theorem
III.2.2 gives an affirmative answer to this question in the case of bandlimited functions,
under certain conditions. In practice however, the values of Nx, Nv and NpT cannot be
taken arbitrarily large, due to physical limitations. The spatial resolution 2NX x 2Ny is
chosen as high as possible in practical situations Nx = Ny = 64 or 128. This is because
one wants to distinguish small details in the image for diagnostic purposes. For the use
of MRI in practice it is important that a patient occupies the Mil-scanner for as short a
time as possible. So, the data collection time, which is proportional to Nx X Ny x Npr

is required to be short. This implies that the value of Npr has to be chosen small; in
practice one often takes Npr = 25 or Npr = 50. Accordingly, the performance between the
reconstruction algorithms is compared with fixed values for the parameters JVT,Ny and

Npr.

The time period it between two consecutive samples within a profile is neglected in the
reconstruction algorithms for the purpose of computer implementation and the speed of
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the algorithms. (We want to emphasize that the parameter St is taken into account in the
generation of test-data.)

The time markers {r^,) are rescaled by the linear stretching time-to-phase conversion
expressed by Formula (1.16). It may occur that after reseating time markers (numerically)
coincide, though the corresponding profiles are distinct. In this case an interpolation curve
cannot be computed. To remove this deficiency, the profiles with mutual distance smaller
than 27 are averaged along with the associated rescaJed time markers. This procedure is an
ad hoc regularization technique, wbkh is different from the Tychonov-Phillips regulariza-
tion. In our algorithms the parameter-value 7 is taken as 0.005 for spline interpolation of
order 3 and 0.04 for sine interpolation. Tychonov-Phillips regularization is implemented in
the case of sine-interpolation, which is called tp — sine interpolation. In this case 7 = 0.01.

The parameter values which are used in the generation of the test-data are:

0.01
Nx = Ny = 64, 6t = — and 1 = 0.25.

This implies that the images are displayed on a grid of 128 x 128 pixels. The time period
to measure one profile is 0.01 seconds. The maximum number M of phases is 8.

In Figure VI.9 the original chest phantom is shown. Then, in Figures VI.10, VI.11, VI.12
and VI. 13 we show spline and sine reconstruction in the case Npr — 5. In Figure VI. 10 we
show order 0 order 1 order 3 and sine reconstruction at the phase <fo. In Figure VI. 11 we
show these reconstructions at the phase <j>2, etc. Then in Figure VI.14, VI.15, VI.16 and
VI.17 we apply the reconstructions in the case of iVpr = 15.

Before showing the reconstructions we briefly discuss the effects that can be expected
in advance. Criteria for the reconstruction quality will be more extensively discussed in
the next Section. Here we only point out that the main criterion for the quality of the
reconstructions is that the time-varying ellipses in the reconstructed images have sharp
contours.

The quality of the reconstructions at phase <f>o — 0 with order 0, and sine reconstruction
will be worse than the reconstructions at the other phases. The reason for this is as
follows. The rescaled time markers {<k,>} lie inside the interval J = [0,1]. The curve
which interpolates the profiles at these rescaled time markers is then evaluated at phase
<t>Q = 0. Since there are no data at or before phase <fo, we performed an extrapolation.
This causes an error which is larger than that for interpolation of the data. The spline
reconstructions are expected to behave better, because the implemented spline function
was made periodic, see de Boor [9].
The quality of the reconstructions for NpT = 6 can be expected to be worse than the
reconstructions for Npr — 15. This is because the approximation of an interpolating
function based or. a small data set will be worse than in the case of a larger data set. This
effect will occur predominantly for lower order splines.

For order 0 reconstruction the following effect will occur in the case of small data sets.
Recall that order 0 reconstruction (see Section 1.2) approximates the Fourier coefficient
at phase 4>m by averaging the data in the interval [4>m,<t>m+\)' If no data occur in this
interval the value of the Fourier coefficient at phase 4>m is set to zero. It is likely that
order 0 reconstruction in the case of Np, = 5 causes a ringing artefact, due to the Fourier
coefficients which are set to zero.

At phases where the motion of the time varying ellipses is fast, the algorithms will not be
able to reconstruct this motion exactly. For, if there are high frequencies in the motion
of the function to be reconstructed, the approximation of this function by a bandlimited,
or spline function need not contain these high frequency components. This will result in
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a blurring of the time-varying ellipses within the reconstructed images. This effect can be
seen at phase «V

1
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Figure VI.9 . Original chest phantom.
Top left: phase <t>o, Top right: phase fa, Bottom left: phase <$><, Bottom right: phase <t>B.
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h'igurr VI. 10 . Reconstructions at phase <50 for A'pr = 5.
Top left: order 0. Top ri/>ht: order I. Middle left: order 3. Middle right: sine. Bottom
In-sinc reconstr\it tion
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Figure VI. 11 . Reconstructions at phase <pi for iVpr = S.
Top kft: order 0, Top right: order 1, Middle left: order 3, Middle right: sine. Bottom:
tp-sinc
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J

Figure VI. / J . Reconstructions at phasp $t forNpr = 5.
/'op /<•("(: order 0. Top r/^/if: onlvr 1. M'ulillv Irit: order :i. Stitldle right: sinr. Bottom-
tp-sinc.
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Figure 17.13 . Reconstructions at phase 4>s {or NpT = 5.
Top left: order 0, Top right: order J, Middle left: order .'{, Middle
tp-sinc.

right: sine liottom:
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Figure VI. 14 • Reconstructions at phase (/>o for Npr = 15.
Top left: order 0. Top right: order 1, Middle left: order 3, Middle right: sine. Bottom:
tp-sinc.
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Figure VI. 15 . Reconstructions at phase Ot for Npr = 15.
Top left: order 0. Top right: order 1, Middle left: order 3 Middle right: sine
ip-sinc.

Bottom:
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Figtirr 17.16 . Reconstructions at phase <j>i for NpT = 15.
Top left: order 0, Top right: order 1. Middle left: order 3, Middle right: sine. Bottom:
l]t-sinc.
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Figure 17. / 7 . Reconstructions at phase 0c for Npr = 15.
Top [<>(l: order 0. Top rig/if: order I, Middle left: order •'), Middle right: sinr Hot torn:
tp-sinc.
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In the reconstructions of Figures VI.9 up to VI.16 we see a vertical band of noise in the
images localized at the position of the moving ellipses. This noise band, which also occurs
in MR-images, is caused by the motion of the ellipses. Recall that the data collection
strategy consists in measuring profiles which are horizontal lines in the Four'er domain
(see Figure VI.1). The time period needed to measure such a profile can be neglected
in practice. This implies that one horizontal line within the original image at that time
point can be found by Fourier inversion of the profile. So, in the horizontal direction, the
perturbation of the reconstruction due to the motion is negligible. But for the vertical
direction this argument is not valid. After collecting all the data, the time markers of
the profiles are rescaled by a time-to-phase conversion. Then, because the rescaled times
do not coincide with the phases at which we want to make the reconstructions, we ap-
ply interpolation techniques. That is, for each ky we estimate a profile at the desired
phase by interpolation and rescaling. So, at every phase the motion causes errors in the
reconstructed image in the vertical direction.

We first make an intuitive comparison of the quality of the reconstructions. Later, we
present the .^-differences of the reconstruction and the original chest phantom at the
corresponding phases.

The main criterion for the .econstrurtion quality is the vertical noise band. Other criteria
stem from diagnostic practice and are discussed in Section 4. Here we only point out
that it is important from a diagnostic point of view to reconstruct sharp contours of the
time varying ellipses. We first compare the several reconstructions in the case of Npr = 5.
Order 0 reconstruction performs worst. The ringing artefact in this image is caused by
setting Fourier coefficients at phase <t>m to the value zero, if there are no data 'ying in
the interval [(j>m,<t>m+\). If Npr is taken larger than 5, say Npr = 15, then it is less likely
that this effect occurs. Intuitively, order 1 and order 3 perform best. The structures of
the moving ellipses are reconstructed sufficiently sharp. The reconstructions by sine and
tp-sinc interpolation perform better than order 0, but worse than order 1 and order 3. For
all methods the reconstructions get worse for phases where the motion of the ellipses in
the phantom is fast. Order 0 reconstruction turns out to be a quite useless method in the
case of small data sets.

First and third order reconstructions appear to perform equally well for Npr = 15 and their
performance is better than order 0, sine and tp-sinc reconstruction. The first phase in the
sine reconstruction is of low quality, which may be due to the intrinsic non-periodicity of
the interpolating function. If we use Tychonov-Phillips regularization, the quality of this
first phase improves. The reconstructions are much better in the case of NVT = 15 than
for JVpr = 5.

To provide an objective quality measure, we also compared the differences of the original
and the reconstructions (for Npr = 5 and Npr = 15 respectively) in £2-norm, i.e. we
computed

error:- ^ £ ^ \g{x,V,<t>l) - / ( * , V,<t>l)\2,
x=0 »=0

(3.4)

where g and / denote the original and the reconstructed image, respectively. Note that it
is hard to interpret the £2-norm differences in terms of our intuitive criteria for quality of
the images.
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orderO
orderl
order3

sine
tp-sinc

phaseO
43.37
9.20
9.89
42.9
39.77

phase2
44.62
7.84
8.36
10.97
9.92

phase4
74.86
8.37
9.25

10.44
10.15

phase6
71.83
5.65
5.83
8.10
7.64

Table VI.2 The reconstruction error at four phases for various interpolation algorithms,
with Npr — 5. Phase i corresponds to time ijM, with M = 8.

orderO
orderl
order3

sine
tp-sinc

phased
S.67
5.33
5.65

41.96
36.84

phase2
11.50
4.57
5.05
9.72
6.45

phased
7.13
4.69
4.80
6.84
5.04

phase6
8.35
2.78
3.02
7.26
3.85

Table VI.3 The reconstruction error at four phases for various interpolation algorithms,
with Npr = 15. Phase i corresponds to time i/M, with M = 8.

First, these tables illustrate that the performance of the reconstruction methods is im-
proved when the value of Npr is increased from 5 to 15. If Npr is increased from 15 to 25
the gain is much smaller.

These results confirm our intuitive conclusions. We see that in the case of small data sets
(Npr = 5) order 0 is not suitable, while order 1, order 3 and sine reconstruction perform
relatively well.

If the data set is larger (Npr = 15), the quality of the reconstuction algorithms improve.
For still larger values of Npr the quality of the reconstructions does not increase much
more.

VI.4. Reconstruction of MR-lmages

In this section we reconstruct images from data which were obtained by the Philips Gy-
roscan S-15 (an MR-scanner of Philips Medical Systems). We call this data MR-data to
distinguish it from test-data. Just as in the case of test-data, the sequences {Rk} of R-
pulses, {tki} of time markers, and {g^ (} of MR-data form the input for the reconstruction
algorithms. The reseated time markers {tk,i} &re obtained from {T, , I} by means of linear
stretching, see Formula (1.16). For further details about the reconstruction techniques we
refer to the previous section.

The reconstructions from MR-data are displayed on a computer screen. The parameters
NT,Ny, M and 7 are the same as in the case of test-date. The parameter Npr has a
different value, namely NpT ~ 50. Here we discuss the criteria that are important for
diagnostic purposes and draw conclusions about the performance of the reconstructions.

The interesting feature from a medical point of view is the contraction of the heart muscle.
Sometimes, as a result of a myocardial infarct (a so called heart attack), part ol" the muscle
does not contract. In the case of a mild infarct a darker region can be spotted on the
muscle-tissue in the MR image. Another disease that can be traced by MR imaging is the
ventricular septal defect which is a small hole in the tissue that separates the right and left
ventricle (these are the 'big heart chambers'). A darker region, now and then appearing
in the image sequence in the vincinity of the heart tissue indicates this deficiency. Thus,
from a diagnostic point of view the quality of the reconstruction depends largely upon
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how well the heart muscle is depicted, in particular on the sharpness of its contours. For
this purpose, the vertical noise band is undesirable.

In Figure VI.IS we indicate the cross section of the chest, the heart muscle, and the
ventricles.

right vantdcl*

right atrium •ft vmtricli

heart mtiicli

•crta

lung SpfM

LEFT

Figure VI. 18 . a) Reconstruction of a cross section of the chest; b) Some anatomic
details in the cross section.

The images presented here, are cross sections of the human chest. The big oval (which
appears rather dark in the image), is the bone-structure of the chest. The heart is located
at the front side of the chest (in the picture it is located at the top on the right). The grey
part of the heart-image is the muscle tissue. The light-coloured parts of the heart-image
are the heart-chambers (left and right ventricles and the left and right atria).
In Figures VI.19, VI.20, VI.21 and VI.22, we present reconstructions by means of the
linear stretching time-to-phase conversion.
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Figure VI.19 . Reconstructions of MR images with linear stretching at phase on.
7'O/J left: order 0 Top right: order I, Mitlille left: order 3, Middle right: sine Hot torn:
tp-sinr.
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Figure VI. 20 . Reconsli actions of MR images with linear stretching at phase tpi.
Top left: order 0, Top right: order 1, Middle left: order 3, Middle right: sine. Bottom:
ip-sj'nr.
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Figure VI.21 • Reconstructions of MR images with linear stretching at phasr Ot.
Top left: order 0. Top tight: order 1. Middle left: order .7. Middle right: sine. Bottom:
tp-sinc.
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Figun 17.22 . Reconstructions of MR images with linear stretching at phase CV,.
Top left: order 0. Top right: order I, Middle left: order 3, Middle right: sine, lloltom:
tp-sinr.
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Comparing these reconstructions with the criteria stated above, we conclude that the
order 1 reconstruction performs worst of all, since the noise band is rather intense. The
difference between the other reconstruction methods is rather small, but we will try to
point at some distinctions. Order 0 and sine reconstruction provide images where the
contours of the heart muscle are rather smooth. In the images of order 3 and tp-sinc
reconstruction the contours of the heart muscle are somewhat sharper. The conclusion is
that order 1 reconstruction perfoms worst of all and the other methods perform equally
well in the case of MRI of the beating human heart.

We also obtained rescaled time markers times {i|c,j} by means of piecewise linear stretching,
see Formula 1.17. We found the reconstructed images at all phases visually indistiguishable
from their counterparts obtained by means of linear stretching. So, we think that in
practice linear and piecewise linear stretching perform the same. But, since the choice of
time-to-phaso conversion is an imporant factor in the reconstructions, it seems worth to
go on looking for realistic rescaling formulas.

Finally, we want to discuss the validity of the model assumptions (see Section VI.1.3),
which we recall for convenience:

— The algorithm to obtain rescaled time markers on the unit RR-interval from time
markers on an RR-interval is linear stretching.

— There exists a model heartbeat such that its Fourier coefficients at the rescaled time
markers are equal to the measurements from the spin density of the beating human
heart.

Concerning the first assumtion, any rule to rescale an RR-interval to the unit RR-interval
is a simplification of the real situation, since the behaviour of the beating heart can be
different to some degree in RR-intervals of equal length. In other words, given a rescaling
algorithm, the model heartbeat g which is stretched to an RR-interval will be at best an
approximation of the spin density F, where the rescaling rule plays a role in the accuracy
of the approximation. (Note that this accuracy is not only determined by the rescaling
rule, but also by e.g. the number of sampling points Nz, Ny and Npr, the noise level in the
signal, etc.) Now, assume the existence of a model heartbeat g with an accurate rescaling
algorithm. If linear stretching is used in our model for reconstructing g, then the positions
of the rescaled time markers will in this sense most likely be incorrect, causing a time-jitter
error in the reconstructed images.

The second model assumption concerns the Fourier coefficients of the model heartbeat g.
It is assumed that Fourier coefficients of g over a two dimensional set D (the cross section)
are equal to the data at the rcscaled time markers. In practice, however, the heart not
only contracts, but it also rotates, meaning that the part of the cross section of the heart
which is measured at a given time, does not remain in one plane. Moreover the respiratory
motion of the patient will also cause displacement of the heart outside the plane, sometimes
causing a 'breathing artefact1. So, the assumption that Fourier coefficients of the model
heartbeat over a two dimensional set are equal to the measurements is violated.

The violation of the model assumptions will be considered in more detail in the next
chapter which deals with error estimates. The next chapter also gives possible future
directions for improving the reconstruction quality.
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VI.5. Conclusions and additional remarks

The performance of the reconstruction methods in the case of test-data and MR-data has
been compared for fixed parameters Nx, Ny and Npr.

The conclusions are that in the case of the chest phantom, for A'pr = 5 and Npr = 15. that
first and third order reconstruction perform equally well and that they perform better
than zeroth order and sine reconstruction. The first two phases in the sine-reconstruction
are of low quality. This may be due to the intrinsic nonperiodicity of the interpolating
sine-function. If we use the regularized version of the sine-reconstruction, denoted as tp-
sinc, the quaJity of the image at phase 4>a improves considerably. The conclusion is that
order 1 and order 3 reconstruction are the best reconstruction techniques in the case of
test-data.

The reconstructed images obtained from MRI-data by using linear s'retching and by using
piecewise linear stretching are of the same quality in practice.
In this case of MRI-data, the reconstruction algorithms based on linear stretching perform
equally well, except for order 1. In this case the performance of order 1 reconstruction
is unsatisfactory. On the other hand, order 1 and order 3 reconstruction behave better
that the other algorithms for test-data. That the performance of order 1 and order 3
reconstruction is not as expected in the case of MRI-data, is probably due to the violation
of the model assumptions in practice (cf. Section 4).
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Chapter VII

Stability Analysis of MRI Reconstruction

In this Chapter we analyze the stability of the reconstruction methods under perturbation
of the data or time markers. Stability means that small errors in the data or time markers
yield small errors in the reconstruction. The aim of our analysis is to determine for which
type of perturbation a reconstruction algorithm is sensitive. We will discuss and illustrate
three types of errors: aliasing error, amplitude error and time jitter error, by applying the
different reconstruction algorithms to the test data corresponding to the chest phantom.

The first section defines three different kinds of errors and describes how stability of the
reconstructions is tested. In the second section we explain the occurence of these errors
in practice and give bounds for the errors in the case of sine and spline reconstruction.
The effect of perturbations of the test-data and the rescaled time markers is illustrated in
Section 3. In Section 4 we formulate our conclusions and make some additional remarks.
Section 5 finally, presents some suggestions for future directions to improve the quality of
the reconstructed images.
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VI 1.1. Introduction

In this section the aliasing error, amplitude error and the time jitter error are defined
formally. The effect of these errors are illustrated in the next section using test-data and
a chest phantom. There we also comment on the occurence of these errors in practice.

We refer to the notational conventions introduced in Chapter VI. Let g : D x J —• (F be a
function d"pending on the spatial parameter r and the time parameter t. We can extend
g to the larger domain D x R by putting g equal to zero outside D x J. We assume that
g 6 L2(D x JR) {g is square integrable with respect to the variables r and I) and such
that for each r £ l ) , the function ( —• g[r, t) is a bounded function on R. Denoting the
rescaled time markers by {<k,t} the data are obtained by

Here the Fourier transform is taken with respect to the spatial parameter r.
The inversion problem of MRI consists in finding a function / 6 l\AD x R) such that:

/(k,<k,.)=jTk,,, k € « - , » € / • (1-1)

Because the function g is in general not uniquely determined by the data and rescaled
time markers, a solution / of problem (1.1) is in general not equal to the original function
g from which the data has been derived.
The difference in norm between / and g is called aliasing error.

A second error measure is the amplitude error. (For a discussion on the occurence of the
amplitude error in practice, we refer to Section 2 of the Introduction and to Section VI.4.)
Suppose the data {g^,i} are perturbed by a sequence of random numbers {»)k,i}:

Sk., •= 9k,i + Jfc,,-, k 6 K,i e / . (1.2)

The sequence {g'ki} is called the perturbed data. The solution of the mixed Fourier inter-
polation problem from the perturbed data is denoted by / ' and satisfies

The difference in norm between / and / ' is called amplitude error :

Eamp :=

The third error measure is called the time jitter error. (For an explanation of the occurence
of the time jitter error in practice, we refer to Section VI.4 where the validity of the first
model assumption is discussed.) Suppose the time markers {<k,.} are perturbed by a
sequence of random numbers which we denote by {#k,i}:

k€ft-,ie/. (1.3)

The solution that corresponds to the perturbed problem

/'(k/k,;) = Sk,i V i e / (1.4)

is again denoted by / ' . The time jitter error Et: is the difference in norm between / and

Etj := (J J \f(r,t) - firj
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A problem is called stable, if small perturbations yield small errors in the reconstruction.
In the next section we derive the following bound for the amplitude error

Eamp < C\\g -g'

Here

This proves the stability of problem (1.1) under perturbation of the data. The value of C
is of numerical interest. Intuitively, if C is small, say close to one, then the error in the
reconstruction is of the same magnitude as the error in the data. In that case the problem
is called well-conditioned under perturbation of the data. However, if C is large, the error
in the reconstructions may be much larger that the error in the data. Then the problem is
called ill-conditioned. Well- or ill-conditionedness in the case of perturbation of the time
markers is defined analogously.
In section two we study the stability of the mixed Fourier interpolation problem in the
case of reconstruction by sine and spline functions and we present conclusions which can
be drawn from the error analysis.

VI 1.2. Error Estimates

In this section we derive bounds for the aliasing error, amplitude error and time jitter
error.

First, we consider the aliasing error. The classical analogy of this t*ror is very illustrative.
In the Western movies of the early days, stage-coaches were alway.. hurrying forward on
wheels rotating a direction opposite to the direction corresponding to the motion. The
explanation of this phenomenon is that the time resolution of the camera was too low for
imaging the motion of the wheels realistically. A mathematical formulation of this aliasing
error can be given in terms of bandlimited functions. Suppose a function g is an element
of the space L2(R), Assume that this function is sampled at rate ir/r. It is known from
sampling theory (see e.g. Jerri [27]) that one can find a reconstruction of this function from
its samples in the space Pr. So, the frequencies higher than T are lost in the reconstruction
process. (In the case of the Western movies, the high frequency components in the motion
of the wheels could not be imaged by the camera, due to undersampling.) In other words,
the aliasing error is due to the fact that the original function is an element of 12(R)
whereas the reconstruction is within the smaller space Pr. The last formulation is the
motivation for our definition of aliasing error: in dynamic MRI we obtain data in terms
of the model heartbeat g, which lies in L2(D x St); on the other hand the reconstruction
/ must belong to LlAD x R). In general / will not be the same as g and the aliasing
error is the differenceT>etween / and g. In view of the above discussion it can be expected
that the aliasing error in the case of L3p(D x R) depends on the frequency band r. The
following bounds for the aliasing error are proved in Theorems V.2.1 and V.2.3 of Part
One for bandlimited and spline functions respectively. The estimates are not given in the
general case that g 6 L2(D x JJ), but only for g lying in a subspace of L2(D X R). For
the details, we refer to Part One. The notation ff(r,f) denotes the Fourier transform of g
taken with respect to the temporal parameter.
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The aliasing error
For sine-interpolation:

.'-(/ (/ l9(r,«M dr) . (2.1)
* KJD KJR\\-T,A

For spline interpolation:

v — , m UL • ( 2 - 2 )

Here ||Ak|| is

The aliasing error for sine-interpolation, Formula (2.1), depends on the frequencies outside
the band [-r,r]; if for each r 6 D, the function t —> ff(r,i), is r-bandlimited, then the
aliasing error is zero.

The aliasing error for spline-interpolation, Formula (2.2), depends on the temporal deriva-
tive. So, if the motion of the chest phantom contains high frequencies, we should take
care that the interpolating spline can oscillate quickly. This can be done by choosing the
number Npr high.

The amplitude error occurs in the case of data {flk.i} perturbed by external noise. In the
practice of MRI-reconstruction the measurements contain thermal noise, mainly caused
by the human body lying within the MR-scanner. From Section VI. 1 we know that the
amplitude of the Fourier coefficients of any ''-function decreases if the frequency increases.
If a noise term which is independent from the frequency, is added to these coefficients, the
relative error in the coefficients increases with the frequency. Since the thermal noise in
the practice of MRI may be assumed to be of constant amplitude (see Section 2 of the
introduction), it follows by reasoning analogously that the relative error in the coefficients
</it,i of the model heartbeat increases if |k| increases. There are many other error sources
in practice, which we will not discuss here. For example, eddy currents in the magnet coils
and errors caused by the bloodflow through the heart chambers.

The following error bound is proved in Theorem VI.5.2 of Part One.

The amplitude error

For sine- and spline reconstruction:

\\9-9%m<xiy (2-3)
IS

Here the Gram matrix G(k), for fixed k e ft', is given by

)):,- = (r/n) smcr(tk,i - tkJ), i,j € / ,
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in the case of sine functions and and by

in the case of spline functions, where a is given by Formula (VI.2.4). In particular this
formula shows how the amplitude error depends on the norm of G(k)"1. This means that
the problem is ill-conditioned if this norm is large and well-conditioned if this norm is close
to one. In the case of sine functions we can say more. If the time markers {tk.ijie/ are
spaced equidistantly for all k 6 K, then ||G(k)~J|| = 1 and the problem is well-conditioned
for perturbation of the data. If for a certain k £ li the distribution of the time markers
is irregular, then ||G(k)~'|| may get large and the problem becomes ill-conditioned.

Our third estimate concerns the time jitter error which occurs in the case of perturbation
of the rescaled time markers {/&,,-}, which were computed by the linear stretching time-
to-phase conversion Formula (VI.1.16). In the case of reconstruction from test-data, this
time-to-phase conversion yields the correct positions for the rescaling of the time markers.
However, in the case of MRI-data, this conversion formula is at best an approximation of
the real situation, and yields incorrect positions of the rescaled time markers. (See Section
VI.4 for a detailed discussion.) This causes a time jitter error in the reconstructed images.

In the following example the sequence {'k,i} plays the role of exact time markers and the
{t'k;} are the perturbed time maskers.

Denote the sequence {<k,i};e/ by tk, for k 6 !(• The notation t'k is used analogously for
the perturbed time markers. The Gram matrices corresponding to the perturbed time
markers are defined by

(G'(k))y = (r/r) sinCrOi.i-li.j), i,j 6 / ,

in the case of bandlimited functions and by

in the case of spline functions. The bound for the time jitter error is proved in Theorem
V.2.7 of Part One. There we derived the estimate for the time jitter from the bound for
the amplitude error.

The time-jitter error

For sine-reconstruction,

Etj <
Here

7 := sup keA'..e/l(k,. ~ 'L..-I-

For spline reconstruction,

Etj <

(E
k€ K

( ) ) . (2.5)

Here the constant C depends on r only.
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The time jitter error for sine-interpolation, Formula (2.4), depends on the norms of
(G"(k))-', <7(k), and G(k)~\ If for all k € K the elements of the sequences {<k.i}.6/

 o r

{l'k ,}j€/ lie close to the uniform grid then the norms of G(k)~1,G'(k)~1 and G(k) are
close to one and the problem is well-conditioned under perturbation of the time markers.
Otherwise, if for one or more k 6 K the distribution of the time markers is very irregu-
lar, then the norm of one of the Gram matrices may get large and the problem becomes
ill-conditioned.
The time-jitter error for spline-interpolation, given by Formula (2.5) depends on (G"(k))"',
ll'k ~ 'kil and o n t n e l ' m e derivative of the function / , corresponding tc the unperturbed
problem. So, the problem becomes well-conditioned under perturbation of the time points
if (for all k € Mi) ||G(k)~'|| and the time derivative in supremum norm is small. If the
order of the spline is chosen smaller, then the norm of this time derivative gets smaller.
The conclusion is that in the case of sine interpolation the reconstruction algorithm is well-
conditioned, if (for each k G K) the time points {'k,i}ie/ a r e sampled uniformly. The
reconstruction by spline interpolation is well-conditioned if the order of the interpolating
spline is not too high.

If the problem is ill-conditioned, it may be useful to approximate the solution by means
of a regularization technique e.g. the Tychonov-Phillips regularization (see Section VI.2).

VII.3. Perturbations of Reconstructions of the chest phantom

In this section we apply the reconstruction algorithms in the case of perturbations of
test-data {g'^,} and of rescaled time marker {t'kl}. Afterwards we shall briefly discuss
the results obtained here. The parameters of the reconstruction algorithms are the same
those used in Section VI.3.3.

The aliasing error will not be explicitly visualized in this chapter by means of a sequence
of reconstructed images. The reason for this is that the aliasing error is already visible in
the reconstructions of the chest phantom in the previous chapter (cf. Section VI.3). The
aliasing error in the case of test-data is the difference between the reconstructions and the
chest phantom. It is predominantly illustrated by Figure VI.10: order 0 reconstruction
in the case of Npr = 5. The performance of order 0 reconstruction has improved when
Npr = 15, which also holds for the other reconstruction methods. This illustrates Formula
(2.3) which shows how the aliasing error for splines depends on Npr. Also, when Npr = 15
the aliasing error occurs in the reconstructions. Comparing the reconstructions of Figures
VI.10, VI.l 1, VI. 12 and VI.13 between the chest phantom Figure VI.9 we see that a feature
of the the aliasing error is the occurence of the vertical noise band over the image (Section
VI.3.3) and the smearing out of the moving ellipses. In the reconstructions from the MRI-
data, Figures VI.19, VI.20, VI.21 and VI.22, we see this phenomenon too: the noise band
and vague boundaries in the image of the heart muscle. The position of the noise band is
fixed by the position of the moving ellipses in the phantom or by the heart in MR-images,
as explained in Section VI.3.

To illustrate the amplitude error, we apply the algorithms to perturbed test-data {g'ki}
which are obtained by Formula (1.2). The complex numbers {?jk,i} are chosen randomly
such that Re %,,- and Im J ^ lie in the interval [-4000,4000]. To get an impression of
the relative magnitude of the error we give the value of the test-data {g^ i} for certain
i£ l ,

So,i,i = 16624, s64,i,i = -3089, sm , i , . = 494.

The amplitude of the data {gi,,i} decreases, if |k| increases. The maximum of the noise
magnitude {Vk.j} is 4000 independently of the frequency vector k. This means that the
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signal to noise ratio is decreasing when |k| is increasing. In the following Figures we show
order 0, order 1, order 3, sine and tp-sinc reconstruction applied to perturbed test-data.
In this case the maximum number of phases is * = 8 and Npr = 15.

gdnB*-.
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Figure VII. I • Reconstructions from pertuibed data at phase <t>o.
Top left: order 0, Top right: order /, Middle left: order 3, Middle right: sine. Bottom:
tp-sinc.
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Figure VII.2 . Reconstructions from perturbed data at phase fa
Top left: order 0, Top right: order 1, Middle left: order 3, Middle right: sine. Bottom:
tp-sinc. •#•1
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Figure VII.3 . Reconstructions from perturbed data at phase <tn
Top left: order 0, Top right: order J, Middle left: order 3, Middle rig/il: sine Hottom:
tp-siixc.
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Figtm 17/../ . Recount ructions from perturbed data at phase <t>e,
ht phase Of,.
"/'<»/» Ivft: order 0. Top right: order 1, Middle left: order :i, Middle right: sine, Unttoni:
tp-sinc.
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The differences in Z2-norm between the reconstructions (from perturbed test data) and
the ch»st phantom are given in the following table.

orderO
order1
order3

sine
tp-sinc

phaseO
20.05
19.22
22.68
133.91
38.13

phase2
21.20
18.56
23.14
27.67
8.49

phase4
19.39
18.95
22.57
20.46
7.46

phase6
71.83
18.49
22.35
25.20
6.79

Table VII. I Reconstruction error at four phases from perturbed test data.

When intuitively comparing the reconstructions from the perturbed data we see that no
drastic changes occur due to this perturbation. Comparing sine and tp-sinc reconstruction
we clearly see the effect of the Tychonov-Philiips regularization.

FinalJy we discuss the effect due to perturbation of the rescaled time markers by Formula
1.3. The random numbers {<?k,i} are chosen uniformly and independently from the interval
[-0.08,0.08]. The spacing of the profiles on an RR-interval is approximately 0.067. This
yields a relative perturbation of the time markers of about 100%. Note that this relatively
big perturbation can have drastic effects on the reconstructions. The different reconstruc-
tion algorithms for the perturbed rescaled time markers are illustrated in Figures VII.5,
VII.6, VII.7 and VII.8.

I
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Figure VII.5 . Reconstructions from perturbed time markers at phase <Po.
Top left: order 0, Top right: order I, Middle left: order 3, Middle right: sine. Bottom:
tp-sinr.
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Figurr \II.6 . Reconstructions from perturbed time markers nt phase o-j.
Top left: order 0, Top right: order 1, Middle left: order 3. Middle right: sine, lioltom:
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l-'iijurr 17/.7 . Reconstructions from perturbed time markers at phase o*.
Top left: onler 0, Top right: order I. MiMIe left: order :l, M'uldlc right: sine, Huttoni:
tp-siuc.
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Figure VII.8 • Reconstructions from perturbed time markers at phase 06.
Top left: order 0, Top rigfif. order I, Middle left: order 3, Middle right: sine. Dot torn:
Ip-sinc.
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The differences in /.2-norm of the reconstruction* from perturbed time markers between
the cheat phantom are given in the following table.

orderO
order 1
order3

sine
tp-sinc

phaseO
16.65

108.63
417.45
33.56
25.99

phase"2
3.65
6.79
13.78
9.64
G.79

phase4
12.52
7.22

10.89
6.95
7.07

phaseS
18.18
4.66

13.13
9.41
5.01

Table 17/./ Reconstruction error at four phases from perturbed time markers.

What we see is that order three reconstruction does not behave well for the time jitter
error. This illustrates Formula (2.5). From this formula, we see that the bound on the
time jitter error depends on the time derivative of the interpolating function. If one
chooses the order of the spline high (order three appears to be high enough) then the
supremum norm of the derivative of the spline is higher, compared to the norm of the
derivative of lower order splines. So, the bound on the time jitter error is probably higher
for higher order splines. This illustrates the conclusion at the end of Section 2 that higher
order spline reconstruction may be ill-conditioned for the time jitter error. The other
reconstruction algorithms behave better. However, the quality at phase <?o of order one
reconstruction is also poor, Regularized sine reconstruction behaves well in the case of
perturbed measurement limes.

Finally we present our conclusions about the time jitter error. We see in Figures VII.5,
VII.6, VII.7 and VII.8 that for order 1 and order 3 reconstruction the images of the first
phases are of poor quality, while the images of the latter phases are better. It turns out
that Order 3 reconstruction is sensitive for perturbation of the time markers.

VII.4. Conclusions and Remarks

In this section v." briefly review some of our results and conclusions of this dissertation.

A model for dynamic MRI-reconstruction is presented in this thesis and an associated
inversion problem is formulated. The model assumptions are that Fourier coefficents of
the spin density of the heart observed at different time points and linear stretching as a
time-to-phase conversion formula, can be used to reconstruct a model heartbeat with.

The inversion problem was solved inPart One in the setting of Z2-spaces of vector valued
functions, L2(D,"H), using Riesz-Fischer systems, Riesz bases and Bessel systems. We
showed that the minimum norm solution has a natural decomposition. In the case that no
solution exists, the use of a regularization technique was proposed, e.g Tychonov-Phillips
regularization. These results were applied in the case that 7i is either PT, the Hilbert
space of bandlimited functions, or /C2""1 which is the space of odd order polynomial
spline functions. We proved estimates for the aliasing error, the amplitude error and the
time jitter error. It turned out that the solution is stable under perturbation of the data
and time markers.

In Part Two some of the rrruhemai. .c-si. ,._ :ioimulatcd within the practical
context of MRI reconstruction. The rt-tun-'truciion ajgonJims WE considered are order
0, order 1, order 3, sine and tp-sinc reconstruction. These algorithms were applied to
test-data. The reconstructed images were compared with the original chest phantom at
corresponding phases. The conclusion is that order 1 and order 3 reconstruction perform
better than the other methods in this test situation. We also showed that the quality

Jtiflf
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of the reconstructed images improves significantly when increasing the number of profiles
Npr from 5 to 15. The image quality will not improve much when increasing Npr further.

The stability of the algorithms is illustrated by applying the algorithms to perturbed test-
data and perturbed time markers. We saw that the reconstruction methods are stable
under perturbation of the data. It turned out that order 3 reconstruction is ill-conditioned
under perturbation of the time markers.

The reconstruction algorithms were also applied to MR-data, using either linear or piece-
wise linear time-to-phase conversion. We conclude that reconstruction by using linear
stretching and piecewise linear stretching give the same results.

Order 1 and order 3 reconstruction prevail over the other methods for test-data. On the
other hand, in the case of MRI-data there is no essential difference between the reconstruc-
tion methods, except for order 1, which gives low quality images. Th t the reconstruction
methods do not behave as expected for MRI-data is probably due t<_ the violation of the
model assumptions. We refer to section VI.A for a discussion on the validity of these
assumptions.

Another point is the use of the £2-norm as an error criterion. This may not be the
most natural choice from a perceptual point of view. In particautar, even if the difference
between the reconstruction and the original phantom is small, the result may still be
degraded by undesired effects, such as the vertical noise bands, discussed above.

The overal conclusion is that the performance of the reconstructions in practice will not
get. better by improving the interpolation techniques. {Note that the quality of the re-
constructions is considered for fixed values of the spatial and temporal resolution. This
resolution cannot be increased arbitrarily, as explained in Section 2 of the Introduction.)
In other words, to improve the performance of the reconstruction algorithms we have to
adapt our model assumptions. This is the subject of the following section.

Vll.5. Future directions

This section gives suggestions for future directions to improve the quality of the recon-
structed images.

Conclusion: The main quality improvement of dynamic MRI-reconstruction
will be realized by refining the model.

For convenience we recall the model assumptions:
— The algorithm to obtain rescaled time markers on the unit RR-interval from time

markers on an RR-interval is linear stretching;
— There exists a model heartbeat such that its Fourier coefficients at the rescaled time

markers are equal to the measurements from the spin density of the beating human
heart.

These assumptions are an approximation of the real situation. This modelling can be
improved by taking into account more parameters concerning the motion of the heart.

In practice, the exact motion of the heart in the plane of the measured cross section is
unknown. One of the effects which can perhaps be taken into account is the respiratory
motion. If the patient, lying in the MR-scanner, is breathing the chest is slightlj moving
in vertical direction, which causes a phase shift in the measured Fourier coefficients. This
vertical displacement can be measured in practice, and could then be incorporated in the
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model. A crucial question which would have to be answered first then, is whether this is
a realistic approximation of the effect of the the respiration on the heart motion. Another
idea, is to take into account both the respiratory cycle and the heart cycle for rescaling the
time markers. The first model assumption has to be adapted then, resulting in a model
with two temporal parameters, one for the respiratory phase and one for the heartphase.
The reconstruction algorithms as described in Section VI.2 can then be used after adapting
them to handle a two dimensional temporal parameter.

This idea of taking into account the respiratory cycle was suggested by e.g. Bohning [8j.
We propose to use the phantom of the model heartbeat to test whether these adaptions
concerning the respiration will lead to a quality improvement of the reconstructions.

The heart does not only contract, but it also rotates meaning that the part of the cross
section of the heart which is measured at a given time does not remain in one plane, which
violates the second model assumption. For diagnostic purposes it is interesting to image
this motion. Then one has to obtain Fourier coefficients in three instead of two dimensions.
The second model assumption can then be adapted for the case of a three dimensional
spatial parameter. The reconstruction algorithms as described in Section VI.2 can also be
used in this case. We suggest the use of the phantom and test-data to check whether this
adaption will improve the reconstruction quality.

The overal conclusion is that more parameters concerning the motion of the heart should
be taken into account in order to improve the reconstruction algorithms. For example, us-
ing information from the respiratory cycle and using three dimensional Fourier coefficients
could be considered.
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Samenvatting

In de hedendaagse maatschappij komt men steeds meer in aanraking met informatie in
de vorm van beelden. Hierbij kunnen we denken aan televisie-, video- en satelietbeelden.
Ook in de medische diagnostiek is informatie in de vorm van beelden waardevol.

Sinds het begin van de zeventiger jaren is het mogelijk beelden van twee dimensio-
nale doorsneden van levende menselijke organen te verkrijgen. De technieken waarmee
men zulke beelden verkrijgt, staan bekend onder de verzamelnaam tomografie, hetgeen
betekent: 'schrijven in plakjes'. Enkele van dit soort methoden zijn: echo-scan (tomo-
grafie door middel van geluidsgolven), CT-scan (Computerized Tomography; door middel
van Röntgenstraling), MR-scan (Magnetic Resonance, of ook wel kernspin-tomografie;
door middel van magneetvelden). Een, met behulp van een van deze methoden, verkre-
gen beeld is het resultaat van interactie tassen electromagnetische golven, respectievelijk
geluidsgolven, Röntgenstraling en magnetisme, en het menselijk weefsel waarvan men een
•plaatje' van de doorsnede wil verkrijgen. Bij het recoi-structieproces wordt informatie
in de gemeten signalen omgezet in een plaatje van een doorsnee menselijk orgaan. De
reconstructie, analyse en bewerking van tomografische beelden is wiskunding gezien een
interessant onderzoeksgebied.

! In dit proefschrift wordt aandarht besteed aan de wiskundige en computationele aspecten
van reconstructiemethoden van doorsneden van het bewegend menselijk hart door middel
van kernspintomografie.
De belangrijkste onderwerpen uit dit proefschrift zijn:

— het opstellen van een wiskundig kader voor de reconstructie van kernspinafbeelding
van het bewegend menselijk hart;

— het geven van formele oplossingen, numerieke algoritmen en het
het ontwikkelen van reconstructiemethoden;

\ — een stabiliteitsanalyse van de reconstructie-algoritmen;
— het vergelijken van de algoritmen.

Het proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel behandelt de wiskundige theo-
} rie van momentenproblemen in Hilbert ruimten en geeft condities voor existentie van en

formules voor eventuele oplossingen. In het tweede deel wordt de theorie uit dee! één
toegespitst op de reconstructie van kernspinafbeeldingen.

1
?• De wiskundige probleemformulering volgt nu. We representeren een doorsnede van het
*• menselijk hart door middel van een dichtheidsfunctie ƒ : D x R —• (E die afhangt van
• een ruimtelijke parameter r £ Den een temporele parameter t. Hier is de verzameling

D de doorsnede van de borstkas; om gemakkelijk te kunnen rekenen veronderstellen we
dat D = [—)T, w]2. Gegeven zijn Fourier coëfficiënten met betrekking tot de ruimtelijke
parameter {gu.i}, die gemeten zijn op de tijdstippen {*ic,i}. Het doel van de reconstructie
van kernspinafbeeldingen is het vinden van een functie ƒ : D x R -» <C zodanig dat,
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De notatie f betekent hier

waar j 2 = — 1. Het bovenstaande probleem noemen we het gemengd Fourier interpo-
laiieprobleem.

In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift wordt het gemengd Fourier interpolatieprobleem
opgelost binnen het theoretische kader vac Hubert ruimten. Een belangrijk voorbeeld van
een Hubert ruimte is de lineaire ruimte van l?-functies. De L2-norm kan gebruikt worden
bij beeldanalyse, waarbij het verschil in norm tussen twee beelden wordt berekend door
per pixel (picture element) het kwadraat van de verschillen in grijswaarden te nemen en
te somi.:eren over alle pixels.

Het gemengd Fourier interpolatieprobleem wordt in dit proefschrift beschouwd in het
kader van Z2-ruimten van vectorwaardige functies: L2(D,H). H is een Hilbert ruimte
met inproduct ( , ) en (D,ft) is een eindige maatruimte. Een vectorwaardige functie is
een functie die punten p uit D afbeeldt op elementen uit H, dat wil zeggen dat voor elk
punt r uit D, de evaluatie / ( r ) in W ligt. Wij nemen hier aan dat H een Hilbertruimte
van tijdafhankelijke functies is. Dus / (r ) is een functie in de tijd, wat we noteren als
t -» f(r,t). Het inproduct van de Hilbert ruimte I 2 (D, f t ) is {( , )>.
Een van de belangrijkste thema's van dit proefschrift is het vinden van een oplossing
ƒ 6 L*(D, H) van het gemengd Fourier interpolatieprobleem en het onderzoeken van de
stabiliteit van de oplossing(en). In deze dissertatie wordt het probleem opgelost voor
eindige én aftelbare indexverzamelingen I( en / . Voor H nemen we óf de ruimte van
bandbegrensde functies PT óf de ruimte van polinomiale spline-functies van oneven orde
A : 2 " - ' .

het blijkt dat dit probleem geschreven kan worden als een momentenprobleem in de ruimte
L2(D,7i). We zoeken dan een functie ƒ e L2(D,H) zodat,

waarbij de complexe getallen {gij} en een stelsel vectoren {</>k,%} uit £2(D,W) gegeven
zijn. Het hangt dan van de eigenschappen van het stelsel {4>k,i} af of het bovenstaande
momentenprobleem een oplossing kent en of die oplossing uniek is. Een noodzakelijke en
voldoende voorwaarde voor het bestaan van een oplossing van bovenstaande probleem is
dat het stelsel {<Ak,i} een Riesz-Fischer systeem is. Als dit stelsel een Riesz basis is, dan
is de oplossing uniek en kan in expliciete vorm worden gegeven.

Uit de stabiliteitsanalyse die in dit proefschrift is gegeven, blijkt dat de oplossing voor
het gemengd Fourier interpolatieprobleem stabiel is onder verstoring van de data {<fr,i}
en onder verstoring van de tijdstippen {'ie,ij-
In het tweede deel van het proefschrift wordt de theorie van het eerste deel toegepast
op reconstructie van kernspinafbeeldingen. Hierin worden de fysische principes, acquisitie
van data voor kernspinreconstructie, uitgelegd. Het reconstructieprobleem (het gemengd
Fourier interpolatieprobleem) wordt afgeleid en de theorie voor existentie en constructie
van de oplossingen uit deel een wordt toegepast. Om de kwaliteit van de reconstruc-
tiemethoden te testen, wordt de data-acquisitie gesimuleerd voor een 'fantoom', dit is een
simpele voorstelling van de bortstkas en het bewegend hart door middel van ellipsen. Het
voordeel hierbij is dat het 'originele beeld' bekend is. De kwaliteit van de reconstructies
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wordt dan gedefinieerd in termen van het verschil tussen de reconstructie en hot ongi-
neel. Vervolgens worden de reconstructies gepresenteerd op grond van data die verkregen
zijn door middel van de Gyroscan S 15 (een MR-scannc van Philips Medical Systems).
De stabiliteit van de algoritmen wordt getest door middel van het verstoren van de 'ge-
simuleerde data'.

Aan het eind van het proefschrift worden de conclusies gegeven en worden toekomstig
mogelijkheden voor verbetering van de reconstructie van kcrnspinafbeeldingen gegeven.


